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ABSTRACT
This thesis studies the problem of the optimal performance of real-time controllers for 
robotic manipulators.
The robotic system under study is an Hirata AR-350i SCARA robot which is a small 
assembly robot. This robot has the advantage that it can be used safely with a single 
operator and has a well known dynamic model. Experimental results are obtained using 
the physical robot and using a thoroughly verified computer simulation of the robot 
based on experimentally derived dynamic model parameters.
There are a number of important issues to resolve in such a study. One issue is the 
question of how to quantify controller performance using the most effective and 
discriminating technique. In this thesis a survey is conducted that compares and 
contrasts classical control theory metrics with composite measures based on the system 
response parameters. The outcome of this survey shows that the same trend information 
is obtained with both measures therefore the pragmatic decision was to use the measure 
that was most readily calculable. This is the integral-error-squared term.
A further important issue for the study of robotic manipulator performance is the choice 
of controller. In this research a number of previously published and commonly used 
controllers are selected for implementation on both the physical robot and in the 
simulation environment. These controllers include the widely used PID controller as 
well as model based controllers such as the Computed Torque Method (CTM) 
controller, the Model Reference Adaptive (MRAC) controller and the Variable Structure 
(VSC) controller. The research is extended beyond the use of existing controllers by the 
development of a novel hybrid controller. This controller exploits the advantages of the 
CTM controller and the VSC controller by combining components of these two 
controllers.
Each of the five control schemes is used in turn to control the robot when it performs 
one of two groups of tasks. The tasks selected represent typical robot trajectory 
following applications that test the robot for the full range of its movement and load
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capacity. At the same time the robotic system is subjected to a range of disturbances that 
are commonly encountered in practical applications so that controller robustness and 
effectiveness can be evaluated. For each task/ controller experiment a single figure of 
merit is obtained using the integral-error-squared performance measure. The resulting 
figures of merit for the complete range of load conditions and task velocities when a 
specific controller is used are presented as the points on a performance surface. Each 
surface concisely presents the performance of over 60 experiments and there are 66 
performance surfaces presented in this thesis. The results analysis concludes with a set 
of recommendations of suitable controllers for practical robot applications.
vn
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Area of Research
The research in this thesis deals with the control of robotic manipulators and the 
comparative evaluation of the performance of typical robot controllers and an 
additional novel hybrid controller developed by the author. In particular, this thesis is 
concerned with the effect of different controllers on position error in trajectory 
following for a planar 2-link robot manipulator.
1.2 Motivation
Control of robot manipulators is a mature field. Since 1972 when Paul[641 published his 
seminal paper on the control of robots there have been over 900 papers published 
proposing different types of controllers.
The PHD (Proportional plus Integral plus Differential) controller14’20’231 is used widely in 
industrial processes including robot control. For this controller the selection of an 
optimal set of gains depends on the speed, payload and position of the robot. If any of 
these factors change then the gains are no longer optimal. The performance of the PID 
controller is a function of the gains selected, the sample rate used in the 
implementation of the system and the robot configuration.
One of the mainstays of robotic control is the computed torque controller, first 
proposed by Markiewicz'-541 in 1973. While this controller has been very popular with 
researchers it has the drawback^241 that its performance is dominated by the accuracy of 
the system model used in the algorithm design. Later researchers moved to overcome 
this weakness by incorporating adaptive^11’12’55,751 and variable structure 
elements^36’63’791 into the controller algorithm. While these approaches work well there 
are costs associated with the implementation of these controllers such as the additional 
complexity in the control algorithm. For the adaptive controller this additional
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complexity comes in the form of the need to define the adaptive elements while for the 
variable structure controller it is the need to define the switching function for the 
variable structure controller. These controllers provide ‘performance at a price’.
Given the above factors affecting performance it is expected that PID will provide the 
least accurate control of the robot. One would expect computed torque control to 
outperform PID[25] except perhaps in the operating region close to that used in the 
selection of the PID gains. Model reference adaptive control^27-1 and variable structure 
control would be expected to outperform computed torque control at high speeds and 
large payloads but give similar levels of performance in the low speed/ low load regions 
of the operating envelope. Computed torque control has the potential advantage that it 
can offer superior performance using a simple model of the system but it is hindered by 
its sensitivity to modelling errors.
This thesis proposes a method of providing a quantitative measure of the effectiveness 
of the large number of different control schemes available for robot control. This 
method is also used to explore the hypothesis that the computed torque controller enjoys 
a ‘natural’ advantage over the other controllers by virtue of its simplicity and use of a 
structure that mimics the robot dynamic system if the issue of model accuracy can be 
overcome. However, being cognisant of the performance deterioration suffered by the 
computed torque controller in the presence of modelling errors this thesis proposes the 
use of a new controller that has the basic design structure of the computed torque 
method controller in combination with a variable structure compensator to offset the 
effects that result from modelling errors in the computed torque controller. It is expected 
that this approach will have the advantage of minimising the need for highly accurate 
modelling and will provide a controller that can out-perform the standard computed 
torque controller without the complexity of adaptive elements.
3
1.3 Objectives
The objectives of the research are to :
1. Develop a method of quantifying controller performance for robotic manipulators 
to enable comparative evaluation of the controllers.
2. Evaluate the performance of a number of previously published controllers when 
subject to disturbances typically encountered in practical applications.
3. Compare controller performance when carrying out a series of tasks selected to test 
the robot for the full range of its movement and load capacity.
4. To develop a novel controller to match the performance of the best of those 
evaluated but with reduced algorithm complexity.
1.4 Approach
1.4.1 Adaptation of a Commercial Robot
The control schemes were developed for a SCARA robot, the Hirata AR-350L The 
Hirata robot was modified by replacing the proprietary supplied control hardware with 
a VMEbus based computer control system. This provided the flexibility to permit any 
control algorithm to be used in the robot closed loop control.
1.4.2 Development of a Model of the Robot’s Dynamic System
A model of the system is required for use in model based controllers and to have an 
accurate description of the physical system to allow the development of a simulation 
environment. In this research the model of the Hirata AR-350i was developed for the 
two main arms (A-Axis arm and B-Axis arm) as these dominate the system dynamics. 
The parameters of the Hirata AR-350i dynamic system were determined 
experimentally.
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Validation of the model was achieved by performing identical experiments on the robot 
and the computer simulation. The tests were conducted over a wide range of operating 
conditions. These operating conditions ranged from single axis, no load, open loop 
control to multi-axis movements using model based control schemes for different loads 
and for different reference inputs. The level of agreement between the experimental 
results and the simulation predictions was high and verified that the developed model 
described the actual system accurately.
The ability of the computer simulation to accurately predict the response of the physical 
system provided the confidence to use the simulation to generate a comprehensive set 
of results. For example, the performance of the system under five controllers for either 
a velocity step reference or a smooth polynomial trajectory reference for loads from no 
load to full load is quantified using a performance parameter that evaluates an 
aggregate of the position error for the duration of the trajectory. A complete discussion 
on the selection of a suitable performance parameter is given in Section 4.4. The 
performance parameter can be more strictly described as an error measure. However, it 
is referred to as a “performance index” throughout the discussion in this thesis.
For each trajectory and for each of the operating conditions considered, a “performance 
index” is evaluated. These performance index values are arranged into a “performance 
surface”. A performance surface is a three-dimensional surface that plots the values of 
the performance index on the vertical or z-axis while the horizontal plane maps the 
operating conditions of payload (x-axis) and trajectory (y-axis) in a regular grid. A 
more complete description of the performance surfaces is given in Section 4.5.
These performance surfaces present the performance index values in such a way that 
the ready comparison of the controllers for the same operating conditions is possible 
and also permits the evaluation of the robustness of any one particular controller in the 
presence of the full range of disturbances.
1.4.3 Implementation of Standard Control Schemes
A range of typical robot controllers was implemented. These were both model and non­
model based controllers selected from published research. For these controllers the
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algorithm gains were either a fixed set (in the case of the PID controller and the 
Computed Torque Method[49,85] controller), an adaptively updated set (in the case of the 
Model Reference Adaptive controllerà11,76̂ ) or set using the Variable Structure^79̂ 
principle.
The PID controller, Computed Torque Method controller and the Model Reference 
Adaptive controller were implemented on both the Hirata AR-350Ì robot and the 
computer simulation of the robot while the Variable Structure controller and the Hybrid 
controller were implemented on the robot computer simulation only.
1.4.4 Selection of a Suitable Performance Measure
A review of the most commonly used performance measures was conducted. Many 
researchers[16,19,32,40,60,80,91] evaluate performance using graphical comparisons of the 
system response. The drawbacks of this method are that it does not give a quantitative 
value and requires a subjective assessment of the results. Where a quantitative measure 
is required, classical control theory performance measures such as the integral of error 
squared term are available^62-1. This thesis investigated the possibility of using a 
composite numerical measure based on creating a weighted sum of the system transient 
parameters such as rise time, settling time and overshoot. This investigation determined 
that the same performance trends resulted if either an integral error squared type term 
or a composite measure was used. The final choice was to use the classical control 
theory performance index fe2.dt. Where e is the position error. This error is calculated 
for each sample period as the difference between the reference or desired trajectory and 
the actual position achieved. This choice was based on the ease of calculating this 
measure and its usefulness in providing discrimination between poor and good 
performance.
1.4.5 Identification of Typical Practical Disturbances
One criterion for a good controller is that the controller performs robustly in the 
presence of a range of disturbances. In this thesis controller robustness was tested using 
disturbances that were selected to be either:
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1. Similar to the disturbances experienced by controllers and systems in industrial 
applications including noise in the input signals, torque disturbances and hardware 
reaching saturation limits.
or
2. Variables in the control algorithm structure such as data ‘freshness’, the accuracy of 
the model parameter estimation, and the method of the variable structure gain 
selection.
1.4.6 Selection of Tasks to Searchingly Test the Controllers
The process of evaluating the selected control algorithms required experiments on the 
actual robot in addition to using the robot simulation. The series of experiments 
undertaken provided a wide ranging test of the robot controllers’ capabilities by 
introducing the nonlinearities, different geometries and inter-axis couplings that are 
typically experienced in industrial applications.
The tasks were:
1. A general 4-3-4 polynomial task trajectory (described in detail in Section 4.2.1) 
similar to the trajectories used in manufacturing tasks such as spray painting and 
spot welding. This task meets the criterion of exercising the robot through most of 
its working envelope.
2. A velocity step reference trajectory(described in detail in Section 4.2.2). This was 
selected because it is an initially demanding test for the robot because it starts with 
maximum velocity error and maximises the non-linearities of the system by 
maximising the mutual coupling between axes.
1.4.7 Comparative Evaluation of the Controllers
The analysis of these experimental results includes such issues as performance versus 
complexity trade-offs, performance sensitivity to payload changes, performance 
sensitivity to practical implementation problems.
The controller evaluation has two aspects. These are:
1) How the individual controllers perform for a standard range of tasks and 
disturbances. That is, the controller robustness.
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2) The comparative performance of the controllers for any particular task or 
disturbance. That is, the controller effectiveness.
1.4.8 Development of a Hybrid Controller
It is usually the case that the performance of a robotic manipulator improves as the 
controller complexity increases.
To investigate the possibility that enhanced performance could be achieved with 
minimal increase in complexity a hybrid controller is proposed that combines the 
advantages of two controllers: the CTM and VSC controllers. This controller has been 
implemented in simulation
1.5 Thesis Outline
The first chapter of this thesis presents the research area, the impetus for undertaking the 
work, the objectives of the research and a description of the approach used.
Chapter 2 gives a detailed description of the experimental equipment, the model used to 
represent the physical system and the determination of the values for the system 
parameters. Chapter 3 deals with the five controllers implemented. The algorithm for 
each controller is presented in both equation and block diagram form. The discussion of 
each controller also includes a section on the selection of the controller gains. Chapter 4 
defines the operating conditions used in the evaluation of each controller and the 
measure selected to quantify the system performance. These operating conditions 
comprise a varying payload, one of two reference trajectories and a set of eight typical 
system disturbances.
Chapter 5 is the results chapter. This chapter investigates the results from two points of 
view. In the first presentation the results are grouped by controller to enable an 
evaluation of the individual controller robustness to the disturbances. The second 
presentation groups the results by disturbance thereby enabling a comparative evaluation 
of the controllers’ performance.
8
The final chapter, Chapter 6, presents the thesis conclusions, summarises the thesis 
outcomes and makes proposals for future research efforts.
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Chapter 2: EXPERIMENTAL HARDWARE AND SIMULATION
MODEL
2.1 Introduction
This thesis makes use of two research platforms. The first is a small assembly robot, the 
Hirata AR-350i while the second is a computer simulation of this hardware and its 
interconnecting circuitry based on a model of the system.
The transfer functions of these two experimental platforms have to be the same so that 
the predictions from the simulation match the actual response of the robot. In this 
chapter the details of this transfer function, given in Figure 2.1 below, are developed 
using the results of the extensive experimentation that was undertaken to determine the 
parameter values.
Reference Actual
Figure 2.1: Experimental Platform Transfer Function
2.2 Physical Robot
2.2.1 Hardware Description
The robot used in the experimental component of this thesis is a Hirata AR-350i 
SCARA (Selectively Compliant Assembly Robot Arm[531) robot. This robot has the 
advantage that it can be used safely with a single operator and has a well known 
dynamic model. The Hirata AR-350i is a four degree-of-freedom robot with two main 
links, designated by the manufacturer as the A-Axis and the B-Axis. This use of the
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terminology “axis” to describe the robot links is maintained throughout this thesis. 
However, the author recognises that the term link is the correct term as it is not 
describing the axes of rotation of the robot. The two links, A-Axis and B-Axis, are 
analogous to the shoulder and elbow joints of an arm and the remaining two axes, W 
and Z, provide the gripper rotation and vertical motion, respectively. This robot is suited 
to light, fast manufacturing tasks, such as small parts assembly or part sorting.
An outline of the robot is given in Figure 2.2(a) and a plan view of the robot is given in 
Figure 2.2 (b). In the plan view the method of denoting the angular position of the B- 
Axis link with respect to the A-Axis link is shown. In this second figure, an angle of 0 
degrees indicates that the links are in-line while an angle of 90 degrees indicates that the 
links are perpendicular to each other.
Figure 2.2 (a): Outline of the Hirata AR-350i SCARA robot
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Figure 2.2 (b): Plan view of the Hirata AR-350i SCARA robot showing how the angular 
positions are denoted.
The main axes drive systems comprise a brushless, permanent magnet, dc servomotor 
and motor driver (a Servopak manufactured by Yaskawa) with the motor being coupled 
to the arm via a harmonic drive gearbox. Arm position information is fed back to the 
controller as counts from a rotary encoder that is on the motor shaft before the gearbox. 
Limit switches provide alarm signals for both clockwise and counter-clockwise over­
travel and for a general emergency state when the robot has moved outside its 
designated work area. A listing of some of the major robot specifications is given in 
Table 2.1, below.
Axis Arm Length and Range 
of Movement
Motor Type Shaft Encoder 
Resolution
A 350 mm, 270 degrees 120 W, dc Servomotor 1000 pulses/rev
B 300 mm, 120 degrees 120 W, dc Servomotor 1000 pulses/rev
W 350 degrees 80 W, dc Servomotor 500 pulses/rev
Z 150 mm 5-phase Stepper motor -
Table 2.1: Hirata AR-350Ì Dimensions
2.2.2 Original Controller Structure
The Hirata robot came equipped with a numerical control system using a Z80
microprocessor and having 16 kbytes of RAM and 32 kbytes of PROM. The limited
3 0009 03163375 8
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system memory restricted the number of programmes that could be stored to a 
maximum of sixteen.
A block diagram of the supplied controller structure is given in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Block Diagram showing the Hirata original controller structure
2.3 Robot System Modifications
2.3.1 Replacement Hardware
The robot, as configured by the manufacturer, is controlled using a PID controller and is 
restricted to simple pick and place tasks with possible operating speeds being selected 
from one of ten discrete values. The definition of the required assembly task is achieved 
in one of two ways, either by “teaching” or by programming. Task teaching requires the 
manual operation of the robot arms and the storing of significant positions using the 
teach pendant. To programme a task, the programming console is used to enter the 
necessary code. This code is written using a language peculiar to this robot called HARL 
(Hirata Assembly Robot Language) which has 49 commands available.
The original system allows a variety of tasks to be defined within the restrictions of a 
limited number of discrete velocity values, a limited number of programming steps and
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a limited number of programmes. There is no facility to alter the design of the control 
algorithm.
The research undertaken in this thesis required a system with the flexibility to 
implement a wide range of control schemes. To achieve this flexibility the replacement 
system[28] needed to provide the ability to sense the system states and the ability to 
specify any reference task while at the same time use the existing motor drivers, power 
supplies and encoders.
To satisfy these requirements a computer controlled system based on a Motorola 
VMEbus was selected to provide the working interface to the robot. This system permits 
code development that enables any task or real time control scheme to be defined and 
has the advantage that different control algorithms can be readily implemented.
The link between the VMEbus and the motor drivers is a purpose built interface circuit 
board. This interface card has the following features:
a) Digital to analog conversion that connects to the motor driver’s reference input
b) A digital output circuit to provide the enabling signal for the motor drivers.
c) Digital input capabilities to receive alarm signals.
d) A pulse counting circuit to convert the encoder pulses into a number that can be used 
in the controller algorithm.
The VMEbus system uses a 68020 microprocessor with two single board computers. 
One of these is designated the target board and the other is designated the development 
board. The computer code is divided between the target and the development board 
systems with the development board code providing the user-machine interface and the 
target board code having the software function libraries and the communication 
software. The block diagram in Figure 2.4 shows the VMEbus system replacing the 
proprietary controller. That is, the upper block in Figure 2.3 is replaced with the new 
system. Figure 2.4 also gives the sub-blocks in the interface circuit for a single axis.
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Figure 2.4: Block Diagram showing the replacement VMEbus in the new Hirata 
controller structure
The block diagram of Figure 2.4 presents the replacement system using the same layout 
of Figure 2.3. To illustrate and describe the ultimate experimental system arrangement 
in more detail Figure 2.5 (below) is provided. In this figure the function of each of the 
experimental system physical components is described with input and output quantities 
clearly identified.
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User VMEbus system Interface Board
Interface • Translate encoder/ • Digital inputs
counter signal to actual (limit switches,
Keyboard position & velocity Fwd & Rev over-
entry of —1»- • Calculate errors travel, emergency
reference — ►h. (position and velocity) stop)trajectory • Calculate control • Encoder/ counter
position and torque for relevant hardware
velocity controller • Digital outputs
• Scale control torque to (chip select, motor
be compatible with driver enable)
input to interface board • Digital to analog
• Analog output between circuit
±2.5 volts • Effective scaling





Figure 2.5: Experimental arrangement in block diagram form
Servopak Motor Yaskawa brushless Robot arm
Driver dc motors mechanical system
• Torque (current) Actuator dynamics, Coulomb friction
control defined by motor Viscous friction
• Torque (current) 3 resistance and —1► Rigid body dynamicsreference output inductance —►b, Position and velocity• Torque (current) Motor constant w outputs
feedback Shaft encoder
4 5 6
A number of the blocks in Figure 2.5 have internal structures that can also be represented in block diagram form. In Figures 2.6 and 2.7 that 
follow, the details for the VMEbus system (Block 2 in Figure 2.5) and the robot motor , motor driver and mechanical system combination 
(Blocks 4, 5 and 6 in Figure 2.5) are expanded.
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Figure 2.6: VMEbus system in block diagram form
Figure 2.7: Motor system (motor, motor driver and robot arm) in block diagram form
Where: km and kt are motor constants, GB is the gearbox ratio, Rfb is the internal feedback resistance in the motor driver, Ra is the motor 
armature resistance and J is the robot arm moment of inertia.
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2.3.2 Replacement Software
The software for the replacement system uses the OS-9 operating system which allows 
for multi-users, features multi-tasking and facilitates the use of modular software 
techniques based on memory modules. The programming language is C which has the 
advantage that it is not limited to a small set of commands, is widely known and is 
thoroughly documented.
The target board programme contains the definitions for all of the function entities and 
is divided into functional levels. For example, all o f the low level functions that take 
care of the communication between the VMEbus system and the interface board are 
defined in one library and all of the functions that perform the final control algorithm 
outputs are defined in a separate library. By structuring the code in this hierarchical 
manner it is relatively simple to add new functions and combinations.
One important calculation that impacts on all o f the control schemes is the way in which 
the velocity is computed. The reason for its importance is that the accuracy of the 
velocity estimates can be a more significant factor in the success of a control scheme 
than any other element in the scheme. The accuracy o f the velocity estimate tends to be 
sample rate dependent. In this research the sample interval was varied from 4 ms to 10 
ms in increments of 2 ms and there was found to be no significant change in the 
outcome of the velocity calculation for the full range of speeds available to the robot. 
The code for the velocity calculation is given in Appendix 2.1 as part of the complete 
listing of the programme for the VMEbus controlling computer and is reproduced in 
Figure 2.8, below.
The algorithm for the velocity calculation is :
0 _  A0 _ i 
A t A t
where 02 is the position encoder value for the current sampling interval, 0i is the 
position encoder value for the previous sampling interval and At is the value of the 
sampling interval used. In this thesis the results were collected using At = 6 ms.
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v o id  U p d ateP os(S C  jo in t ,p o s ,v e l,o ld )
/* T h is  routine creates the current va lu es o f  arm
v o id  C o m p u teP o sV el(S C )
/* C om p u te  sca led  jo in t  p o sit io n s  and v e lo c itie s . Output scaling: 1000 =  1
p osition  and v e lo c ity  from  the encoder values. 
T h e encod er va lu es co m e nto the routine via
rad /sec or 100 m m /sec . * /  
S C A R A co n fig  *SC ;
en c_ in (). T h is is  n o w  the n ew  value and 
v e lo c ity  for th is scan  is  "new-old" encoder
{
lon g  an s,u sf;
va lu e. P osition  is  the su m  o f  the per scan /* C om p ute sca led  p o sit io n s  */
v e lo c it ie s  up until that tim e. T h is version  w as 
created b y  BJE  in  Jan 1993 * /
a n s= S C -> e n c p o sA * p o ssca leA ;  
S C -> p o sA  =  *(short *)& ans;  
ans— S C -> e n c p o sB * p o ssca leB ;
short jo in t; S C -> p o sB  =  *(short *)& ans;
lon g  *pos; 
short *ve l,*o ld ;
/*  C om p u te  sca led  v e lo c it ie s . S ca lin g  here is based  on  m ax inst speed  o f  10 
rad /sec for A ,&  B . T h ese w o u ld  g iv e  6 3 6 6 1 9 , and 5 0 9 2 9 6  p u lses /sec  at these
S C A R A co n fig  *SC ; sp eed s. T h e  u s f  factor is  therefore increased  to u se up the rem aining precision  o f
{
short en cd a ta ,v e lo c ity ,lo _ b iU ii_ b it;
the lo n g  arithm etic. T he v e lsca le  factors are a lso  increased  accord ingly . * / 
i f  (S C -> n v a lw in d < S C -> n w in d )
char en c_ h i,en c_ lo ; {
lo n g  p o s l,p o s 2 ;  
en c_ in (jo in t,& en c_ h i,& en c_ lo );
u sf= (S  A M P L E R A T E «  15 )/((lon g)S C -> n va lw in d );  
S C -> v e lA = (( lo n g )S C -> v e lA w in d s u m )* (u s f» 4 ) /v e lsc a le A ;  
S C -> v e lB =  - ((lo n g )S C -> v e lB w in d su m )* (u sf> > 3 )/v e lsca leB ;
lo_bit=((short)enc_lo)& O xO O FF;
h i_ b it= (((sh o rt)en c_ h i)< < 8 )& 0 x 0 F 0 0 ;
}e lse
{ S C -> veL A = ((lo n g)S C -> v e lA w in d su m )* (S C -> u sfA )/v e lsca leA ;
encdata=(hi_bit+lo_bit)& O xO FFF; S C -> v e lB =  -  ((lo n g )S C -> v e lB w in d su m )* (S C -> u sfB )/v e lsca leB ;
p o s 1 = e n c d a ta « 2 0 ;  
p o s 2 = * o ld « 2 0 ;
}}
U p d ateP os(S C ,(sh ort) !,& (SC ->encposA ),& instveL A ,& (SC ->ol(^)O sA ));  
U p d ateP o s(S C ,(sh o rt)2 ,& (S C -> en cp o sB ),& in stv e lB ,& (S C -> o ld p o sB ));
v e lo c ity = (p o s l-p o s 2 ) / l  0 4 8 5 7 6 ;  
/♦ d iv iso r  is  2  E 2 0  * /
/* S tore in stan tan eou s v e lo c it ie s  * /
SC -> in stvelA = in stveL A ;
S C -> in stv e lB = in stv e lB ;
*vel= v elo c ity ; 1*  U p date v e lo c ity  w in d o w  average * /
*old=encdata; S C -> v e lA w in d su m + = in stv e lA ;
* p o s= * p o s+ (lo n g )v e lo c ity ; S C -> v e lB w in d su m + = in stv e lB ;  
i f  (S C -> n v a lw in d < S C -> n w in d )
{ S C -> n v a lw in d + + ;
}e lse
{
S C -> veL A w in d su m — S C -> ve lA w in d [S C -> w in d in d ex];  
S C -> veL B w in d sn m — S C -> ve lB w in d [S C -> w in d in d ex];
>
S C -> v e lA w in d [S C -> w in d in d ex ]= in stv e lA ;
SC -> v e  IB w in d [ SC  ->  w in d in d ex ]= in stv e  LB; 
S C -> w in d in d ex = (S C -> w in d in d ex + 1 )& (S C -> n w in d -1); 
!*  Produce sc a le d  c o p ie s  o f  p osition  and ve lo c ity  *1 
C o m p u teP o sV el(S C );
Figure 2.8: C-Code used in the VMEbus system computer to calculate robot arm 
position and velocity
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The user interacts with the VMEbus system via the development board where the 
controller algorithm and trajectory parameters are entered, the data to be collected is 
specified and the manipulator task is initiated.
The synchronization of the two computer systems, the target board and the development 
board, is achieved through the use of “hand shaking” and “flag setting”.
The software code written for the VMEbus system target and development board 
computers is presented in Appendix 2.1.
2.4 The Robot Model
The motivation for modelling the robot is two-fold. The first is to obtain an accurate 
predictor of the physical system. This allows more comprehensive testing of control 
system performance than would be possible if all tests were carried out in real time. A 
reliable model is an invaluable tool in permitting control schemes to be developed 
initially without any risks to personnel or the equipment. The validity of this model is 
confirmed experimentally in Section 2.6 for three of the controllers and for a wide range 
of operating conditions.
The second reason for modelling the robot is for use in the derivation of model based 
control schemes, such as the Computed Torque Method Controller and the Model 
Reference Adaptive Control Scheme. The modelling of robotic systems for use in the 
design of a control algorithm is frequently discussed in the research literature15,6’17-48’491 
These models typically make use of simplifying assumptions.
The complete dynamics of the robot manipulator system comprise the actuator 
dynamics, the transmission dynamics and the rigid body dynamics. The results of tests 
performed on the motor (described in Section 2.5.1.2) showed that the actuator 
dynamics were sufficiently fast (the electrical time constant is of the order of 100 times 
faster than the mechanical time constant) that they could be simplified and represented 
by a gain term only. That is, the motor resistance (see Table 2.2). The transmission 
dynamics, which include the effect of the shaft, gearbox and bearings, may be important
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at speeds outside those considered here but not at the speeds of interest in this research. 
As a result of this, the simplifying assumption that the transmission dynamics can be 
ignored is made. This assumption is justified when the results of the model verification 
are considered. When the comparison of the simulated responses and the experimental 
responses is undertaken good agreement between the two is achieved validating the 
decision to ignore the transmission dynamics.
The outcome of these two simplifications is that the system dynamics are dominated by 
the rigid body dynamics. Therefore, when the term “system dynamics” is used in this 
thesis it is understood to be primarily the rigid body dynamics.
A mathematical description of the rigid body dynamics of robotic systems is accurately 
determinable to a large extent. Robot dynamics are usually described by the Lagrange 
Euler equation (Equation 2.1) which contains the dominant dynamic terms. These are 
the torque due to the acceleration of the mass, the cross coupling torque, the Coriolis 
and centrifugal torques, the friction torques and the gravitational effects (when present). 
In this expression there are terms left unmodelled (for example any effects of order 
greater that two) and there are phenomena that are approximated (for example the 
assumption of linear viscous friction, the assumption that the payload (Ml) is a point 
mass attached to the end of the B-Axis arm, the assumption that the inertia of the arms 
is equivalent to the inertia of a rigid hollow cylinder that is infinitely rigid, the 
assumption that there is no flexing or bending of the robot arms and the assumption of 
no backlash in the gearbox). The model developed also assumes that the actuator 
dynamics can be ignored. While some researchers are critical of models that neglect the 
actuator dynamics h4>82>86! ft [s shown that the robot can be modelled with good accuracy 
using this approximated second-order model as the system modelling results in Section 
2.7 demonstrate.
The dominant dynamic system parameters are arm mass and length, friction, payload 
effects and coupling torques such as Coriolis and centrifugal torques. The arm physical 
dimensions of mass and length can be very accurately measured at the time of initial 
assembly and using an appropriate equivalent geometry for the arm shape the system 
inertia can also be accurately calculated. These parameters do not vary in normal
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operation or during the useful life of a robot. Numerous models of friction are available 
from a simple model using linear viscous friction coupled with a constant value of 
Coulomb friction that is equal in both directions through to complicated combinations 
of non-linear frictions. In this thesis the friction was measured and the simple linear 
model used which accurately fitted the experimental data. Possible operating conditions 
that would alter the values in the friction model are changes in the lubricating oil 
temperature after a long period of continuous operation and wear in the gearbox 
mechanism. The friction was measured for both cold-start conditions and after 
continuous operation and no change in the final friction values was observed.
The payload weight and position can be measured accurately allowing the usual point 
mass approximation to be used to model payload inertia effects. This approximation 
provides an accurate description of the payload effect. The point mass approximation 
ignores the distributed effect of the load, assumes that the payload weight is constant 
and assumes that the payload has no subsidiary dynamics of its own.
As discussed above, the dynamics of an n-link, rigid, robot manipulator can be 
expressed by the Lagrange-Euler equations which result in a set of non-linear equations 
of the form:
x = M( 0 ) 0  + C ( 0 , 0 ) 0 + G ( 0 )  + F ( 0 )  2.1
where 0,0,0 are vectors of length n of the robot's joint position, velocity and 
acceleration, M(q) is the n x n generalised inertia matrix with elements mjj, C(0,0 )0 is 
a vector of length n of the Coriolis and centrifugal torque terms, G(0) is a vector of 
length n of the gravitational torque terms, (for a SCARA robot this vector is zero), F(0 ) 
is a vector of length n of the friction torque terms and is a combination of the Coulomb 
and viscous friction torques and t is a vector of length n of the input control torques.
For the Hirata Robot, each of the 0 ,0  and 0 vectors comprise two terms, 
0j, 02; 0j, 02; Gj, 02 where []i and []2 are the A and B axis quantities, respectively. A 
derivation of the system dynamics equations is given in Appendix 2.2.
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The reference model used in the model based control schemes is selected at the 
discretion of the designer and may range from the relatively simple to the complex. 
Common model simplifications employed are to ignore one or more of the actuator 
dynamics,[15,76] the friction, the Coriolis and centrifugal coupling effects. The grounds for 
these simplifications are:
• It is too difficult to get an accurate value.
• The component that is being ignored has a stabilising effect.
• The omitted term tends to be overshadowed by other terms and so the extra 
effort required to obtain an accurate value is not warranted.
To counter these approaches Sweet and Good[82] in their paper are emphatic that it is 
essential to include the actuator dynamics while Tam et al[86] use a third order dynamic 
model because the robot in their research is driven by a voltage source and so the 
electrical pole of the system is considered significant. As discussed in the beginning of 
this section the experimental results obtained for the Hirata AR-356i SCARA robot (See 
Section 2.7) show that the actuator dynamics can be ignored without prejudicing the 
reliability of the model. The majority of researchers working with this, and other 
manipulator types such as the PUMA robot, also ignore the actuator dynamics.
The model based controllers implemented in this thesis use a model that includes inertia 
terms, coupling and friction effects. For the Hirata SCARA robot being studied, the 
coupling effects comprise acceleration coupling (off-diagonal inertia matrix terms) and 
velocity coupling (Coriolis and centrifugal terms). The friction is modelled using a 
constant Coulomb friction (equal in both directions) and a linear viscous friction 
component. These parameter values were determined by experimental tests on the Hirata 
robot.
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2.5 The Hirata AR-350i Robot Parameters
2.5.1 Motor Parameters
The motors that drive the main robot axes are Yaskawa brushless, permanent magnet, dc 
servomotors. The characteristics of these motors were determined by performing a 
number of tests. A block diagram showing the inter-relationship of the motor, gearbox 
and robot arm is given in Figure 2.9, below. This block diagram shows that the shaft 
encoders and motor quantities, such as torque and motor constants, are on the drive side 
of the gearbox whereas the friction and inertia terms are on the load side of the gearbox. 
This is also explicitly shown in Figure 2.7 in Section 2.3.1. The results of the tests used 
to determine the motor and robot arm dynamic characteristics are presented in the 
following sections.
Yaskawa dc Shaft Harmonic Robot links:
brushless, permanent 
magnet motors




Figure 2.9: Block Diagram showing the inter-relationship of motor and mechanical 
system
2.5.1.1 Motor Armature Resistance:
The value for the armature resistance, Ra, for each axis was calculated from the voltage 
and current values obtained during the standard locked rotor test. The resistance value is 
both position and temperature dependent. The position dependence is taken into account 
by using the average of the Ra values found when the test was conducted at a range of 
different positions. To investigate the temperature dependence of Ra, resistance 
measurements were taken for the case when the manipulator was “cold”, that is, as soon 
as it was powered up and also when it was “hot”, after it had been operating for some 
time. The results of these tests showed that the change in Ra due to the change in 
operating temperature was not significant. The results are given in Table 2.2:
A-Axis B-Axis
Resistance, Ra i .2 n ±  o . i 3.9 n ±  0.3
Table 2.2: Motor Armature Resistance
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2.5.1.2 Motor Armature Inductance
The locked rotor test was also used to determine the armature inductance, La. With the 
arm locked, the speed of the transient response to a step in the input terminal voltage 
recorded for the current is due solely to the time constant, t, of the electrical circuit, 
being:
La/Ra. 2.2
where the terms La and Ra are the armature inductance and resistance, respectively.
Using the average values of Ra, above, and the time constants from the step response 
tests, the values for La were determined and are listed in Table 2.3:
A-Axis B-Axis
Time Constant, x 1.2 ms ± 0.1 0.6 ms ± 0.1
Armature Inductance, La. 1.4 mH ± 0.2 2.4 mH ± 0.4
Table 2.3: Motor Armature Inductance
The motor time constants measured using this test are at least 100 times faster than the 
mechanical time constant of the arm systems (time constants for the mechanical system 
were measured to be of the order of 0.8 sec). This shows that the electrical time constant 
is sufficiently fast that the motor armature time constant can be ignored in the system 
modelling.
2.5.1.3 Motor Torque Constants








where T is the motor torque measured in Nm, P is the power measured in Watts, co is the 
velocity measured in rad/s, V is the terminal voltage measured in volts and I is the 
current measured in amperes.
In this test the voltage (V) and the current (I) were measured for the manipulator axes 
operating at a range of various constant velocities (co). The resulting motor torque 
constant values were averaged to give the final results used in the model and given in 
Table 2.4, below.
A-Axis B-Axis
Motor Torque Constant, km 1.74 Nm/A 0.081 Nm/A
Table 2.4: Motor Torque Constants
2.5.2 Gearbox Ratios
The motors of the Hirata robot are each coupled to the mechanical systems of the 
respective arms via a harmonic drive gearbox. The gearbox ratios (GB) for the axes are 
specified by the manufacturer and are given in Table 2.5:
A-Axis B-Axis
Gearbox Ratio, GB 100 80
Table 2.5: Motor Gearbox Ratios
2.5.3 Dynamic System Parameters
2.5.3.1 Friction Coefficients
The data used to determine the motor torque constants is also used to determine the 
viscous and static friction coefficients for each of the axes. Tests at various constant 
velocities were carried out. Constant velocity is a state of zero acceleration and as the 
system dynamic equation (Equation 2.1) shows, the only torques acting on the system in 
this state are the friction torques and the electrical torque. Using this information the 
torque balance of Equation 2.3 can be written. In this equation the friction is a constant 
Coulomb friction term plus a velocity dependent viscous friction term as follows:
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r  = CF*sgn(co) + FF*co 2.3
where T is the measured torque, CF is the Coulomb friction term, VF is the viscous 
friction coefficient and co is the arm velocity in radians/s.
There are a range of friction models available in the literature. In this research a simple 
friction model is used. The friction model has a linear viscous friction component and a 
constant Coulomb friction component that is equal in both the positive and negative 
direction. The values used in the friction model were determined experimentally.
The graphs in Figures 2.10 and 2.11 show the system torque as a function of velocity for 
these tests and has the experimental results compared with the line-of-best-fit from a 
data regression analysis. The numerical values from the equations of the lines of best fit 
are used for the robot model. These values are given in Table 2.6.
The experimental results showed that there was no appreciable difference in the 
Coulomb friction when the direction was reversed.
Figure 2.10: A-Axis Torque values (experimental and calculated) versus velocity
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Figure 2.11: B-Axis Torque values (experimental and calculated) versus velocity
A-Axis B-Axis
Coulomb Friction, CF 9.4 ±0.4 Nm 6.9 ±0.4 Nm
Viscous Friction, VF 3.8 ±0.2 Nm.s/rad 3.4 ±0.2 Nm.s/rad
Table 2.6: Friction Coefficients 
2.5.3.2 Robot Arm Inertia
The most direct method of determining the inertial parameters of any mechanical system 
is to dismantle it and perform a detailed analysis. This approach to determining the 
inertial parameters of a PUMA robot is reported in the paper of Armstrong, Khatib and 
Burdickt94l  This is rarely, if ever, available to industrial users of robots and was not 
available for this project. Instead indirect means of determining the inertia were used.
All experiments conducted on the robot in this research are for the robot fully 
assembled. Therefore, the model parameters are also determined for the fully assembled 
robot. Applying this to the robot inertia determination means that the tests described in 
this section use the robot motor with the link attached. By keeping the robot in this 
arrangement, the resulting inertia is for a lumped link plus armature inertia, reflected 
through the gearbox.
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Two other test methods to obtain estimates of the inertia were used; both methods result 
in an aggregate value of the link inertia and the motor inertia. The first test is the 
retardation test (a standard laboratory technique for determining the inertia of electric 
motors) while the second is a torque balance approach that makes use of the friction 
torque values. A detailed description of both of these methods and experimental results 
are given in Appendix 2.3. Good agreement between these two experimental procedures 
was found.
The inertia for the A-Axis system is dependent upon the position of the B-Axis arm and 
the size of the payload, Ml. This dependency is expressed as a constant coefficient 
multiplied by a cosine function of the relative position between the two axes. The B- 
Axis arm inertia term is dependent on the size of the payload. The values obtained from 
the tests are given in Table 2.7.
A-Axis B-Axis
Inertia (Mu) 10.1+0.21 Ml + (1.9 + 0.21 Ml)*cos(02) kg.m2 1.3 + 0.09MLkg.m2
Table 2.7: Arm Inertia
2.5.3.3 Coupling terms
For the two link manipulator case the generalised d’Alembert method can be used to 
find the equations of motiont95]. For a robot with link masses mi and m2, payload Ml 
and link lengths h and I2, the equations of motion are given in Equation 2.4, below:
T . ' m n m  i2 0 ' , ' ' - c ;
J 2 _
ZZ +
.  c > ._ m 2l m 22_ _ 0 2_
where
Ti and T2 are the A-Axis arm and B-Axis arm part-torque terms. That is, the rigid body 
dynamics without any friction terms.
m u =/j2 (y m j + m 2 ) + l l 12m2 cos(0 2 ) + j m 212 +M L (/,* + l 2 ) + 2/j / 2M L cos(0 2 ) 
m 12 - m  21 = \ l x l 2 m2 C0S(9 2 ) +i m 2 2̂ L l 2 + 11 l 2 M  L COS(0 2 )
772 22 ”  i m2  ̂2 + ̂  L 2̂
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C, = [/j / 2 m 2 sin(9 2 ) + 2 /, 12 M L sin(9 2) ]0 ]0 2 +
[y ^  / 2 m2 sin(0 2)+ / 1/ 2M i sin(0 2) ]0 2
C2 = [y/j 12 m 2 sin(0 2) + / j 12 M L sin(0 2) ]9 i2
In the expression given in Equation 2.4 the off-diagonal elements in the inertia matrix 
(mi2, m2i) are referred to as the acceleration coupling terms while the terms in the 
second vector are the Coriolis and centrifugal velocity coupling terms.
In this research the main elements in the inertia matrix (mu, m22) were determined for 
the zero payload case using direct experimental methods. This allowed estimates to be 
made for the values of the parameters mi and m2 while measurements were used for the 
values of the length terms li and 12 used in the expressions. Using these values for mi 
and h in Equation 2.4 permitted an estimate of the coupling terms to be made. The 
values obtained were then refined when the simulation model was used to generate 
responses for comparison with experimental results.
The off-diagonal elements of the inertia matrix and the terms in the Coriolis and 
Centrifugal torque vector (Ci, C2) in Equation 2.4 are given in Table 2.8 with the 
payload shown as Ml.
A-Axis B-Axis
Off-diagonal elements 




(0.5+0.1 1M l)* cos(02) kg m 2
0.8+0.09M l +




-(0.9+0.1 lM L+ )*sin (02)0  2 - 
(1.8+O.22ML)*sin (02)0  ! 0 2 
kg m2
(0.9+0. llM L+)*sin(e2)0 ,2 
kgm2
Table 2.8: Coupling Terms
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2.5.4 Control Torque Scaling Factor
The reference voltage that ultimately appears at the terminals of the motor driver current 
reference input is a scaled version of the calculated control torque. The scaling 
comprises two components: software scaling and interface circuit board scaling. The 




Scaling Factor 0.1 0.1
Table 2.9: Control Torque Scaling
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2.6 Model Verification
The simulation model developed in this research was tested and verified for a wide 
range of controllers and operating conditions. The controllers used in the verification 
process were the PID Controller, Computed Torque Controller and Model Reference 
Adaptive Controller. The conditions of operation are single and dual axis motion with 
both loaded and unloaded cases. In Figure 2.12, below, ten representative comparisons 
of the experimental results with the simulated results are given. Appendix 2.4 contains 
thirty two graphical comparisons to show the range of operating conditions for which 
good agreement between the model and the experimental results are obtained. The 32 
transient comparisons presented provide comprehensive evidence for the veracity of the 
model developed. In particular the examples selected address the following important 
aspects:
• The transients selected have responses that range from heavily damped 
through to underdamped.
• The selected transients cover both large movements and small
movements.
• The examples presented include both fast and slow transients.
• The examples presented are for both no-load cases and full load cases.
• The reference signal used to generate the responses was a velocity step
and therefore created movements that cover the full geometry of the 
robot from completely closed to fully extended.
• The selected transients cover movement of the individual axes as well 
as the coordinated motion of both axes.
• The selected transients cover both closed loop and open loop
responses.
• The closed loop responses presented are for a variety of different 
control schemes.
In the figures presented, (Figure 2.12 and Appendix 2.4), the simulated response curves 
can be distinguished from the experimental curves because they are smooth whereas the
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experimental results display some high frequency noise. The close similarity of these 
curves in all cases illustrate the fidelity of the model and its ability to predict the actual 
response of the Hirata robot under a wide range of operating conditions and for all the 
major controller types considered.
In Figure 2.12 (a) a voltage step was applied to the velocity reference input of the robot 
“servopaks”, the DC motor driver units, instead of using the system in a closed loop 
controller where a reference trajectory is specified. All other comparisons in Figure 2.12 
are for the system under the particular controller and velocity step reference given in the 
figure.
(a) A-Axis only moving, Open Loop Response
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(d) A-Axis only moving, PID Control, 
Load=0 kg, Vref=1.2 rad/sec
(e) A-Axis only moving, PID Control, 
Load=0 kg, Vref=2.0 rad/sec
(f) A-Axis only moving, CTM Control, 
Load=0 kg, Vref=0.9 rad/sec
(g) B-Axis only moving, CTM Control, 
Load=0 kg, Vref=0.7 rad/sec
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(h) A-Axis response for both axes moving, (i) B-Axis response for both axes moving,
MRAC Control, Load=0 kg, VrefA=2.0 MRAC Control, Load=0 kg, VrefA=2.0 
rad/sec VrefB=0.8 rad/sec rad/sec VrefB=0.8 rad/sec
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(j) A-Axis only moving, MRAC Control, Load=0 kg, Vref=1.5 rad/sec
Figure 2.12: Model and Experimental Comparisons for Hirata AR-350i SCARA Robot
2.7 Simulation
2.7.1 MATLAB Introduction
To generate a simulation model of the complete system (Figure 2.4), algorithms 
describing the dynamics of the two main arms (A-Axis arm and B-Axis arm) of the 
robot, the interface electronics, the motor drivers and the VMEbus based control 
computer, are translated into a set of MATLAB files. The robot dynamics are described 
by a set of state space equations derived from the Lagrange- Euler equations of the 
system, Equation 2.1, and are used with each of the controller algorithms unchanged.
The simulation model takes account of the robot position encoders by modelling them 
as a gain and a quantizer. The model also explicitly takes account of saturation in the 
physical system. In particular, the output of the motor drivers has finite upper and lower 
limits. These limits in the motor driver output were determined experimentally and 
incorporated into the simulation model.
The MATLAB programming environment is well suited to modelling a physical system 
that has a number of quantities of interest because any value from the programme can be 
specified for data collection and this data can be readily plotted or stored as numerical
values in a file.
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A set of dynamic system states (defined to be xj, X2, X 3 and X 4 )  are required for the state- 
space equations. For the robot these are the positions and the velocities of the axes 
(e l ,02,é1and02). The states and their derivatives (indicated by x () are given below
with the complete set of ordinary differential equations (ODE) that make up the 
MATLAB function. The expressions for x3and x4 come from rearranging the dynamic 
equation. These are now in a form that enables a unique solution to be determined using 
the MATLAB function ‘ODE23’. The ‘ODE23’ function is an ordinary differential 
equation function using automatic step size Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg integration methods 
and a simple 2nd and 3rd order pair of formulae. The results at the end of one iteration 
of the ‘ODE23’ are the position and velocity values for that sample interval.
ODE States Expressions for differentiated ODE states
* i=9i V ei
X2 =02 x2 =02
*3 = ®1 = {7-j +K*(C2 +F2 - t 2)-(C 1 +F1)}*J
*4 =é2 i 4 = {T2 -m2lQl -(C2 +F2))*N
The following terms J,K and N were used to simplify the state derivative equations:
W , ,  ^  1
J  = ----------22-------- ; K = — ; N  = -----
m22m\\ ~ m\2m2\ m22 m22
where the mu terms are the elements of the system mass matrix, as defined in Section 
2.5.3.2. Ci are the Coriolis and Centrifugal torques as defined in Section 2.5.3.3 and Fi 
are the friction torques for the corresponding axes defined in Section 2.5.3.1 while Ti are 
the input control torques for the corresponding axes.
The MATLAB programme has a structure that mirrors the physical system. A simple 
block diagram of the physical system is given in Figure2.13.
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Figure 2.13: Diagram of functional blocks in MATLAB programme
The MATLAB programme is described in the following section using the blocks in 
Figure 2.13 to illustrate the way in which the files are structured.
The programme is divided into two files. The first file defines the reference trajectory 
and the control scheme to be used. There are ten combinations of reference trajectory 
and control scheme possible. This arises from the choice of one of two reference 
trajectories and one of the five possible control schemes. This file takes into account 
Blocks 1 —5 in Figure 2.13.
The second file defines the robot rigid body dynamics, the motor characteristics and the 
mechanical system parameters. These are all quantities that only change if a different 
robot is considered. For this research where there is a single planar SCARA robot 
considered, this file remains the same for all trajectory and controller combinations. 
This file accounts for Blocks 6 and 7.
The outputs of the second file are the position and velocity of the two robot links. These 
in turn become the inputs to the first file. This exchange of values represents the 
feedback path in the experimental robot system and is Block 8 in Figure 2.13.
The MATLAB programme simulates the discrete time sampling interval of 6 ms by 
having the first file read the outputs of the second file at the start of each sampling 
interval, calculate the control torque signal and then sending out this signal at the start of 
the next sampling interval.
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The MATLAB code used to create the simulation environment is given in Appendix 
2.5.
2.8 Summary
This chapter gives details of the experimental system. This is made up of the Hirata 
robot hardware and the VMEbus based control computer. Figure 2.2 gives an outline 
and plan view of the robot links. In Figure 2.3 the structure of the original Hirata robot 
controller is presented with Figure 2.4 showing how this structure was modified when 
the VMEbus system was used to replace the proprietary supplied controller. Figure 2.5 
gives a detailed description of the components that make up the complete system, 
starting with the user interface at the keyboard of the computer system through to the 
physical parameters of the movement of the robot links, the link positions and 
velocities. The block diagrams in Figures 2.6 and 2.7 present the system parameters in 
detail. The results of the experimental determination of these robot parameters are given 
in Section 2.5.
These experimentally determined parameter values are used in a computer simulation of 
the total system. The simulation is a set of MATLAB m-files. This programming 
environment was selected for its ease of use and advanced graphical capabilities. The 
system response predicted by the simulation model is extensively compared with the 
experimental results with good agreement achieved. Evidence for the model accuracy is 
presented by giving model and experimental system responses for 32 transient 
comparisons. These responses provide comprehensive validation of the model 
developed by covering the following range:
The transients range from heavily damped through to underdamped.
The transients cover both large movements and small movements.
The examples presented include both fast and slow transients.
The examples presented are for both no-load cases and full load cases
The movements cover the full geometry of the robot from completely closed to
fully extended.
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The transients cover individual movement of the axes and coordinated motion of 
both axes.
The transients cover both closed loop and open loop responses.
The closed loop responses are for a variety of different control schemes.
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Chapter 3 : CONTROLLER DISCUSSION AND DEVELOPMENT
3.1 Introduction
In this thesis a comparative analysis of different controllers is required that allows the 
performance of each control scheme to be compared with that of the others for different 
tasks and a wide range of operating conditions. The performance, as defined in this 
thesis, is the position error along a trajectory. In the case of robot controllers while 
there are a large number of specific control schemes described in the 
literature^’11’41,49’54’55,56’57,63’70,71’76’79,8̂  they can be grouped into two fundamental 
types, model based controllers and non-model based controllers. Within these types 
there are further useful distinctions that are commonly made. These are:
• Control schemes with fixed gain,
• Control schemes with fixed parameter estimates,
• Control schemes with adaptively updated parameter estimates, and
• Control schemes with a variable structure.
Table 3.1, below, shows the conventional controllers used in this study grouped 
according to their type. These controllers were selected because they represent the 
major controller types for robot controllers and have defining algorithms that range 
from the very simple to the complex. They also illustrate the diversity of design 
philosophy employed.
Non-Model Based Model Based











Table 3.1: Controller C assification
In the sections that follow the general principles of each control scheme are presented.
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3.2 Proportional-Differential-Integral Controller (PID)
3.2.1 Introduction
PID control is extensively used in industry and is the most widely applied manipulator 
control scheme[4,67]. It has the advantage that workable gains can be deduced without 
knowledge of the robot parameters if the physical system is available in the gain setting 
phase. This controller is conceptually simple, easy to define and easy to implement. In 
a study of robot control and performance, therefore, the fixed gain PID, joint 
independent controller is a suitable choice for the role of the benchmark controller.
This control algorithm has a simple form. It is the sum of the error, the rate of change 
of the error and the integral of the error all scaled by suitable fixed gains.
The PID control torque algorithm is of the form:
Teem* = V ( 0  + e(0- +  kDdt
3.1
For the two main axes of the Hirata robot the expression in Equation 3.1 is a matrix 
equation where kp, ki and kD are constant diagonal matrices and e is a two element 
vector containing the tracking errors, e  = § ref - 0 flCT. Figure 3.1 represents the PID 





Figure 3.1: PID Controller Block Diagram
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3.2.2 PID Controller Gains Required for the Hirata System
Before the PID control scheme is used a method for the selection of the gains has to be 
chosen. Several methods are given in classical control texts[jp7pl,62] for determining the 
gains for a PID control system such as the Zeigler Nichols methods. In this research the 
robot system control is based on independent joint control. The transfer function for 
each joint is linear with time varying parameters and disturbance torques and therefore 
the Zeigler Nichols methods could be used for gain selection and tuning. However, the 
method of Ogata was used here. This is an empirical approach[62] where the system step 
response to a velocity step at one arbitrary operating point is tailored to be critically 
damped. The gain selection is achieved using the following method:
1. With Ki = Kd = 0, the value of Kp is adjusted until the system step 
response is critically damped.
2. Using the value of Kp from Step 1, the value of Ki is increased until 
the steady state error to a step input converges to zero in a “reasonable” 
time.
3. Using the Kp and Ki values already determined the value of Kd is 
increased until the system step response is again critically damped.
The operating condition selected for gain determination was no load and a velocity step 
of 1.2 rad/sec. This combination of load and velocity, although arbitrary, selected a 
median velocity value and as such represented a suitable choice for the gain selection 
exercise.
For a PID controller the gains may be optimised for any given combination of payload 
and velocity. For each of these combinations a different set of gains will result. If one of 
these alternative sets of gains had been used in this research a different set of results 
would be obtained. However, the comparative analysis presented here remains valid 
because all gain sets would produce results with similar trends and controller 
performance of the same order. Therefore, it is not necessary to generate additional 
results for a range of other PID gain values.
3.2.3 Limitations of the PID Controller
The PID controller is so pervasive in industrial applications that it is important to 
thoroughly understand its limitations for the control of robotic manipulators.
To investigate the suitability of the PID controller for the control of robotic 
manipulators, the special case of a velocity step (Vref) reference in a velocity loop for 
the single axis movement of a 2-axis SCAJRA robot is considered. However, as the 
following analysis illustrates, these restrictions still permit generalised conclusions to 
be made.
The general expression for the PED controller torque is given in Equation 3.1 and 
repeated here:
Tconm! =  kPe( t̂) + k , j  e (t) .d t + kD^ ^ -  3.2
To begin the analysis an over-damped response to the velocity step is assumed. This 
can be adequately described by an exponential of the form:
e > * V ( i -*■ " ') 3-3
where Vref is the velocity step reference and x is the time constant of the practical 
response.
While the assumed system response is not the only one possible it is a reasonable 
response for a robotic system and is one that would typically be observed for a velocity 
step input. It has the added advantage that it enables the ready theoretical development 
of the expressions for the controller gains. By imposing the constraint of single axis 
movement there is no cross coupling torque and no Coriolis and centrifugal torques to 
consider. This constraint is removed later in the analysis to demonstrate the difficulty 
of finding an exact solution to the problem of obtaining the controller gains when there 
is multi-axis movement.
The dynamic equation for the single-axis-only moving system is given by:
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Tsys_i = + VFPi + CFi 3.4
where Tsysj  is the required system torque, mjj is the inertia of the axis, VFj is the viscous 
friction and CFj is the Coulomb friction.
The assumed system acceleration is given by:
Vref c-r/t 
dtj x 3.5
Using the terms for velocity and acceleration given in Equations 3.3 and 3.5 in the 
system torque expression of Equation 3.4 gives:
T.... , = m„ + VFyrtt (1 -  e '" ' ) + CF,sys_t 3.6
The system state errors can similarly be found using ev = Vref - 0 .  to give: 
ev= V ^ e * .
k =  xVreJ(l-e ,h)
3.7
Using the expressions from Equation 3.7 the PID controller torque, Tcntri, becomes:
de f
TCntri ~ Kpev + Kd ^  + KI)ev. dt
3.8
= K PVrefe - K d ' ^ e - n
To achieve the assumed system response the system torque and control torque must be 
equal. That is,
m. ^ e-'H + VF, V„f  (1 -  r " '  ) + CF,
= K PVr¥e-lU- K D-*-e - " '  +K , t  Vref( \ - e ' H)
3.9
By considering the steady state condition of the system (t—> co ) a number of 
simplifications are possible leading to the following boundary conditions. These are:
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e yx -> 0 
ev —̂  0 
ev->0
Jcv  ̂  ̂Vref
Untrl  ̂ Kj T V ref 
TSys_i - >  V F i V ref +  CFj
3.10
Using the above boundary condition simplifications the torque balance of Equation 3.9 
becomes:
VFi Vref+CFi = KiTVref 3.11
This equation provides an expression for Ki in terms of the reference velocity magnitude 
and certain dynamic system constants. That is:
operating conditions.
A relationship between Kp and Kd emerges when the complete torque balance 
expression and the value of Ki from above are used. This is:
From this development it has been shown that a set of optimal gains can be determined 
for a specific response. The results also show that the gains are dependent on the 
reference trajectory, the system acceleration rate (x) and the arm inertia implying that 
even for this simple system a different set of optimal gains result whenever the 
trajectory changes or the payload changes.
If the system response is assumed to be more complicated, for example accurate 
trajectory following of a 4-3-4 polynomial reference trajectory or both axes are moving, 
then the system does not yield to such a simple analysis and in fact it is more difficult to 
specify a set of analytically determined gains.
Ki = (VFiVref+CFi)/(TVref) 3.12
This expression shows how the optimal value of Ki is dependent on the required
3.13
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The development of an analytical approach to the detemiination of PID gains illustrates 
the limitations of the PID controller in providing universal optimal control using a 
single set of fixed gains. '
3.3 Computed Torque Method Controller (CTM)
3.3.1 Introduction
The Computed Torque Method controller is a fixed gain, fixed estimate, model based 
control scheme with both feedback and feed-forward components. The design 
philosophy for a model based feedforward/ feedback controller is that in the ideal case 
where the system parameters are completely known it is possible to de-couple the 
nonlinearities and inter-joint coupling. These two components of the control scheme 
can be described as follows. The feedforward path makes use of the dynamic model to 
predict the forces required to compensate for the inter-joint coupling forces. The 
feedback path supplies the corrective torques to compensate for any deviations from the 
desired tasks.
The CTM control scheme was initially investigated by three researchers; 
Markiewicz^54\  Becjzy^ and P au l^ . It was also investigated by Raibert and H o m ^  
who used the term “inverse problem technique” to describe the controller.
The CTM control philosophy is
“... to use the existing knowledge of the robot dynamics i.e. the 
model, to linearise and decouple the joint dynamics so that the 
motion of each joint can be individually controlled using other 
well-developed linear control strategies.”1-93-1
Tam et al̂ 85-' give a more complete description of the central control strategy for the 
computed torque method controller as comprising three steps. These are:
(1) “Convert the original nonlinear robot arm control dynamics 
into an externally linearised and simultaneously output decoupled
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system by using the required nonlinear feedback and diffeomorphic 
transformation”
(2) “Stabilise the externally linearised and simultaneously output 
decoupled system by designing a linear error correction PD (or 
PID) controller for each individual (decoupled) system”
and
(3) “...render the control robust versus uncertainties in machine and 
task model parameter values by adding an optimal error-correcting 
loop to each individual (decoupled and linear) subsystem”.
As discussed in Section 2.4 the dynamic model most frequently used in model based 
robot controllers such as the Computed Torque Method is a second order Lagrange- 
Euler equation given in Equation 2.1 and repeated below in Equation 3.14: 
t =M (0)0+C (0,0)e+ G (0) + F(0) 3.14
When using a control algorithm that relies on a model of the system an important 
consideration is that the controller performance is sensitive to parametric uncertainty. 
This arises because no mathematical model of a real (physical) system can ever 
describe the full range of behaviour. Not only are models not perfect but they also have 
effective bandwidths. For example, a model may be adequate at low frequency but not 
at high frequency. Slotine174-1 notes that
“Tracking is perfect in the absence of model uncertainty and then 
quickly degrades as uncertainty increases”.
Even with this potential problem many researchers use model based controllers and 
achieve improved performance over fixed gain controllers.
The CTM control scheme is the simplest of the model based controllers and it aims to 
benefit from the deterministic nature of the robot dynamic system by using fixed 
estimates of the system parameters in an algorithm whose structure matches that of the 
dynamic equation (Equation 3.14).
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The control torque is of the form:
Talrl = M ( d  aa ) u ( t )  + C(e , e ac, ) +  F ( 6 m  ) 3.15
where the parameter values M (9„,), C(eoa,eoc,)andF(e„c,) are constant estimates of 
the actual system values and u(t) is a simple PD controller of the form
u { t )  = 6  rej- + K v e v + K p e p 3.16
where 0 re/ , 6 ref and Qref are the states associated with the desired trajectory, 
^  ref ® act e p  ref ® aa  are the velocity error and position error, respectively,
and Ky and Kp are designer determined gains. A block diagram of this controller 
algorithm is given in the following figure:
Controller
Figure 3.2: CTM Controller Block Diagram
In the event that the model is accurately and completely known, Zhu et al[93-* note that
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“.... under the control of perfect modeling, the computed torque 
method yields a control system that linearises the dynamics, 
decouples the dynamic coupling, suppresses disturbances and 
tracks desired trajectories uniformly in all configurations of the 
manipulator.”
Or more simply, if the model is exactly known then this controller will result in zero 
tracking errors and the system reduces to a set of decoupled sub-systems. In this ideal 
case the CTM controller would deliver “perfect” control. However, there are three 
assumptions that have to be used to enable this controller to achieve the status of the 
perfect controller for practical robot applications. The first assumption is that the 
dynamic model of the manipulator can be calculated sufficiently quickly so that the 
effects of discrete-time sampling do not degrade performance compared to the 
continuous time, zero time delay ideal. The second assumption is that the values of 
parameters in the control law dynamic model match the parameters of the actual 
system. The final assumption is that the rigid-body dynamics are the significant 
dynamics and the transmission dynamics can be ignored. This simplification is 
discussed in detail in Section 2.4. Only if these assumptions are satisfied is it possible 
to realise the decoupling and linearising effects of the model based controller^11-1 In 
practical systems it is not possible to entirely overcome either of these obstacles to 
perfect control.
The following discussion and equations illustrate that zero tracking errors do occur 
when the model exactly matches the system being controlled. The discussion starts 
with the torque balance equation for the system:
T = Tcntrl "sys 3.17
where Tcntri is defined in Equation 3.15 and TsyS represents the actual system dynamics 
when it is assumed that the rigid-body dynamics are the only significant ones. TsyS is 
written as:
7 ^  =Arf8+C(8)0+F(0) 3.18
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Using both of these torque expressions in the torque balance, Equation 3.17, leads to :
Mi  + C(0) 0 + F (0) = MB + C(0) 0 + F(0) 3.19
If the parameter estimates equal the true parameter values, that is 
(M -  M) = { C - C ) - { F  - F )  = 0, then Equation 3.19 reduces to:
ref + Kvev + Kpep] = M&aa
or 3.20
~®act +K vev +Kpep\ = 0
which corresponds to zero tracking errors, that is ep=ev=0. This confirms that when the 
model is exactly known the CTM controller will deliver perfect trajectory following.
In his seminal paper, Markiewicz^4̂ describes both the ideal case and the practical case 
for the controller:
“.. (the) control system models the manipulator and its dynamics 
and computes the motor drive torque for each joint of the 
manipulator. If the model were exact, the manipulator could be 
driven open-loop with no error but because the model is not exact, 
rate and position feedback are used in addition to the computed 
drive torque... If the manipulator and motor models were exact, the 
response would be exact but this is not possible because of 
modelling inaccuracies and parameter variations. Rate and position 
feedback is therefore used to compute correction torques which are 
summed with the main driving torque. The result is a sampled data 
control system with performance dependent on the feedback gain 
values.”
Later researchers [11,69’77] also recognised that the performance of the CTM control 
scheme is limited by the model used and the time delay and data staleness inherent in 
any digital control system. Seraji[72] comments
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the performance of the control scheme is governed by the 
fidelity of the mathematical model used to describe the 
manipulator dynamics. This model contains system parameters 
which can change with time and are difficult to measure accurately, 
such as joint friction, motor parameters and the payload.”
Slotine and Li[77] comment that the CTM controller “theoretically guarantee(s) exact 
tracking” and that it is sensitive to parameter uncertainty and changes such as occur in 
the following situation:
“(when there is a) load change from time to time without being 
accurately known by the controller, and the performance of the 
computed torque controller may degrade substantially or even 
become unstable”
In defining the CTM control algorithm the engineer is able to decide on the level of 
model complexity required. For example, Dawson et al[16] comment that where the task 
is only to drive the robot to a fixed final position, as in a pick-and-place task, then “all 
of the dynamics are not needed”.
The controller requires the determination of two gain values (Kp and Kv ) and estimates 
for six parameter values for each link. These parameters are the link inertia, the viscous 
friction, the Coulomb friction, the Coriolis torque, the centrifugal torque and the 
acceleration coupling term. In addition, the controller uses acceleration derived from 
the desired trajectory in the control algorithm.
3.3.2 CTM Controller Gains Required for the Hirata System
The gains Kpj and Kyi used in the CTM controller were determined in the same way as 
the gains used in the PED control scheme. The same operating point of no-load and a 1.2 
rad/sec velocity step reference was used and the gains selected so that the step response 
was critically damped.
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The parameter estimates required for the controller were the result of the extensive and 
successful modelling of the Hirata AR-350i robot dynamic system. The parameter 
estimates used are presented in Chapter 2.
3.3.3 Limitations of the CTM Controller
The primary limitation of the computed torque method controller is discussed by many 
authors^11’69,72,77-1 but the comment of Seraji[72] puts it simply that
“.... the performance of the control scheme is governed by the 
fidelity of the mathematical model used to described the 
manipulator system.”
To create a completely accurate mathematical model of a system it must be possible to 
describe every phenomena and resonance, to account for all non-linearities and all time 
varying features of the system. This will be most unlikely for any real-time physical 
system. Even if it were possible to have an expression that fully describes the system 
the next challenge is to find the exact values for the system parameters. Once again, to 
be perfectly accurate is not possible because many parameters cannot be directly 
measured or require simplifying assumptions in order to permit a value being ascribed 
to them (for example the determination of inertia usually requires some assumption of 
a simplified geometry).
The only avenue available then is to use some model which best approximates the 
system. This necessitates making decisions about which terms are the important ones 
and how best to simplify the system.
While all model based controllers require this same simplification process it presents 
the Computed Torque Method controller with the most difficulties because the 
estimates of the model parameters are fixed values causing the performance it provides 
to be very susceptible to the accuracy of the model used.
The ability of the model to accurately describe the physical system that is being 
controlled will also be affected by the sampling rate used. By having as short a 
sampling interval as possible (fastest possible sampling rate) the better able is the
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model to have the most up to date description of the system. In this research the 
VMEbus system was operation variously at 4ms, 6ms, 8ms and 10ms. There was no 
noticeable improvement in the control at the shorter sampling intervals.
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3.4 Model Reference Adaptive Controller (MRAC)
3.4.1 Introduction
The accuracy of simple model based controllers such as the Computed Torque Method 
controller is compromised when there are errors in the parameter estimates. One way to 
address this problem is the use of Model Reference Adaptive Control schemes. In their 
early paper entitled “The Application o f MRAC to Robotic Manipulators”, Dubowsky 
and Desforges[19] point out the advantages of an adaptive system where exact parameter 
values are not required for good performance.
“In manipulator applications where the system dynamics are time 
and position dependent, a wide range of command inputs is to be 
expected. Where substantial uncertainty in the system 
characteristics is introduced by unknown payload mass properties, 
model-referenced adaptive schemes seem particularly well suited.
The reference model chosen at the discretion of the designer 
provides an effective and flexible means of specifying desired 
closed-loop performance characteristics. Also, the control 
computer needs to deal only with the relatively simple reference 
model rather than the complex nonlinear equations of the actual
system.......  The use of model-referenced adaptive control
techniques makes it possible to develop control algorithms which 
will maintain uniformly high performance over a wide range of 
system motions and payloads.”
A concise definition of adaptive control is that it is on-line parameter estimation 
combined with on-line control system synthesis[2].
Two Model Reference Adaptive Controllers are considered below and both have the 
structure of a Computed Torque Method controller. The two schemes are designed from 
similar points of view. The first scheme (MRAC1), developed by Slotine[74], uses the 
system errors to adapt the model parameters. The second scheme (MRAC2), developed 
by Craig et al[n], also uses the system errors to adapt the model parameters but defines 
the parameter update laws differently. Both schemes are presented because they 
represent the majority of such controllers used in robotics research. In this thesis an
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arbitrary decision was made to implement the MRAC1 adaptive controller. Both MRAC 
schemes are very similar and therefore either scheme will highlight the features of this 
type of controller. The work in this thesis on the MRAC controller continues work done 
by a previous researcher.[42'47]
In the Model Reference Adaptive Control schemes, knowledge of the plant and its 
dynamics is important in the design of the adaptive parameter laws and the controller 
structure. The adaptive parameter update rules typically utilise one of the stability 
analysis methods as the starting point. Two commonly used techniques are the 
Lyapunov second method [10,39,:,8’90] and Popov’s Hyperstability theory.[52,60] The 
popularity of the Lyapunov second method is highlighted by this quotation from Qu et al 
[66], stability analysis of the proposed controls is a straightforward application of
Lyapunov’s second method....While Tarokhf87] also acknowledges the widespread
use of the Lyapunov method, he argues for the Hyperstability theory to derive the 
adaptation laws on the grounds of greater design flexibility. These techniques are 
rigorously developed and discussed in many papers *21,66̂ and therefore will not be 
presented in this thesis.
The MRAC controller used in this work is designed using the Lyapunov second 
method.[47]
The Model Reference Adaptive Control scheme (MRAC 1) of Slotine[74] has a control 
torque T of the form given in Equation 3.21. The controller algorithm is represented in 
the block diagram of Figure 3.3
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Controller
Figure 3.3: MRAC Controller Block Diagram 
The block diagram can be summarised as:
T = m9 «, ) + C(e «, ,e \a ß Jes + F(ßa) 3.21
where []des are terms derived from the reference trajectory values and are defined in 
Equation 3.22.
® d es  _ i ~ ® r e f _ 1 >> CX> t3 1
® des  _ i ~ ® r e f _ i  ^ e v _ i
where
V / — ftü  a c t  _ i ~ ® r e f _ i
=-ft -” 0  a c t_/ r e f  _ i
3.22
and X[ are constant gains determined during the design phase.
The terms in Equation 3.21 marked with a carat [A] are adaptively updated estimates of 
the system parameter true values:
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The first step in defining the parameter update laws is to define the specific parameters 
that are to be adaptively updated. This is achieved by writing the system dynamic 
equation (Equation 2.1) explicitly in terms of a set of parameters. The resulting eight 
parameters are designated as elements in a vector assigned the name a. That is, 
a=[ai a2 ....ag]. Performing this step leads to the following equation:
Tx = (ax + a2 cos(0 2 ))01 + (a3 + a4 cos(0 2 ))0 2 -  as sin(0 2 )(20 x 0 2 +0 \ ) + a6 0 x 
T2 = (a3 + a4 cos(0 2))0! + a7Q 2 +as sin(0 2 )0  f + a80 2
3.23
The next step in the design of the update laws is to define the errors in the estimation of 
the parameters. These are given as:
M(0 ) = M (0) -  M(Q)
C(0 ,0 ) = C(0 ,0 )-C (0  ,0 )
F(Q ) =F(Q )-F(Q  ) 
and
a = a - a
where the parameter error terms, marked with a tilde [~], are the difference between the 
estimated value of the parameter and the true value of the parameter.
Using these definitions the next step is to write the parameter estimation errors so they 
are linear in the system parameters. This is given in the equation below:
M iß  )é;e /+C(0 ,0 )0re/ +F(9 ) = Y (e aci ,e acr ,9ref  ,e ref )a
3.24
Where Y is a 2x8 matrix with elements that are functions of the actual positions and 
velocities and the reference accelerations and velocities. This matrix is often referred to 
as the regressor matrix and is defined below.
Y  =
9 re f l 
0
0 r(gqcos(e2) e re/2 
0 e re/1
0 re fl cos(02 ) sin (02 )[0 refX 0 2 + 0 ! 0 refl + 0 re f2 0 2 1 9 re f\
re f\ sin(02)0 rgf\ 0
0 0
0 r e f l  0  r e f l
3.25
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Using the outcome of each of these steps leads to the definition of the parameter update
law. This is written as a which is effectively the rate of change with time of the 
parameter estimate. The expression for the parameter update law is given as:
4 = -T Y  Ts
3.26
where T is a diagonal matrix of designer selected gains and s is a vector of error 
functions that use the terms epj, eVi and X\ defined in Equation 3.22. The expressions for 
the elements of s are given as:
s = [si S2] 3.27
where Si= eVi - X\ epj.
The ultimate form of the parameter update terms for each of the elements of the a vector 
is given below in Equation 3.28.
& 1 =  - Y 1® refl S 1
¿ 2 = “ Y 2 0 refl s i n  (0 2 ) S 1
^  3 =  _ Y 3 [0  ref2 S 1 + 0  refl S 2 ]
¿ 4 = - Y  4 C0S (0 2 > [ 0  r e / 2 5 l + 0  refl S 2 ]
a  5 = “ Y 5 Sin (0 2 ) [ 0  r e / l 0  1 5 2 ~ s  1 (0  refl 0  2 + 0  l 0  ref2 + 0  2 0  ref2 ) ]
^  6 - ~ y  6 0  refl S 1 
^  7 = “ Y 7 0  ref 2 S 2 
& 8 = - Y 8 0  ref 2 S 2
3.28
The controller algorithm using the Y matrix and a vector terms, updated using the above 
update laws, is presented in Equation 3.29, below.
Tx = axYu +a2 Yn +a3 Yu +aiYu +a5 Yl5 +a6 Yl6  ~(KDUsl +Km2s2) 3 29
T2 = a3Y23 +a4 Y24 +a 5 Y25 +a7 Y27 +a&Y2i ~{KDnŝ  +K D22s2)
The control torque algorithm for the Model Reference Adaptive Controller of Craig[12] 
(MRAC 2) is of the form:
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T — M  (0 rej  + k y e + kp e) + Q 3.30
where M is the adaptively updated estimate of the inertia parameters, Q is the adaptively 
updated estimate of the Coriolis torque, Centrifugal torque, friction torque and gravity 
coefficients, where applicable, e and e are the velocity and position errors, Kv and Kp
are designer selected gains and 9 ref is the reference trajectory acceleration.
The overall parameter matrix, P, comprises the inertia parameters, M, and the various 
torque parameters, Q.
One characteristic feature of adaptive controllers is the creation of an update law for 
either the controller gains or the parameter estimates. In this scheme an update law for 
the parameter estimates, P, is used. This has the following form:
P = TWtM~xEx 3.31
The terms in Equation 3.32 are in matrix notation and are determined in the following 
way:
The matrix term W arises from writing the error equation in the form:
E+kv E + kp E - M  _1 WO  3.32
In this expression M'1 is the inverse of the estimated inertia matrix, and 
the terms E, E and E are the actual acceleration, velocity and position 
errors.
The term O is the parameter error given by the expression,
® =P-P ,
where P is the true parameter value and P is the estimated parameter 
error.
The term El in Equation 3.32 is the filtered servo error given by the 
expression,
E j = E  + VFE,
where W is an arbitrary constant selected by the control scheme designer.
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The final term in Equation 3.31 is T, this is a diagonal matrix with 
designer selected gains yii>0.
3.4.2 MRAC1 Controller Gains Required for the Hirata System
Gain selection for use in the MRAC scheme refers to both the adaptation gains and the 
error gains. In this research it is carried out using a trial and error approach. For this 
controller there are more terms to select than for either of the PID or CTM controllers. 
However, by selecting the gains that give a similar response to a velocity step reference 
for the same system operating conditions as those used for the PED and CTM controller 
schemes then all of the schemes have a common basis for comparison. Though there 
may be other sets of gains that give the MRAC control scheme better performance, the 
gains selected for this evaluation show that the MRAC controller is capable of 
performing at least as well as shown in the surfaces in Chapter 5. Listed below are the 
gains used for the control torque calculations. The gains listed are the error gains, Kvi 
and Kpi, and the adaptation gains, y\ and
Kyi=150; Kpi=20; KV2=100; Kp2=15
Yi-6- 10 ; A. 1,2 - 1
The MRAC control scheme has an additional factor that affects the performance of the 
controller and this is the adaptation of the parameter estimates. The trajectories used in 
generating these performance surfaces will not provide the same degree of adaptation as 
some other trajectories. This is because the adaptation mechanism is most effective 
when the reference trajectory is repetitive rather than a single step or smooth trajectory 
as used in this thesis. This again implies that the performance of the adaptive control is 
at least as good as that presented in Chapter 5 and has the possibility of performing even 
better when a different trajectory is required.
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3.4.3 Limitations of the MRAC Controller
The stated benefit of the model reference adaptive control scheme is the ability of the 
controller algorithm to change the controller model parameters adaptively based on 
some pre-defined error based rule. If the model used to represent the physical system is 
grossly deficient or the initial estimates have large errors then the adaptation mechanism 
will take an unacceptably long time to reach a steady-state value.
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3.5 Variable Structure Control Scheme (VSC)
3.5.1 Introduction
The Variable Structure Controller (VSC) is a control method that offers
“...order reduction, decoupling design procedure, disturbance 
rejection, insensitivity to parameter variations and simple 
implementation...” [88]
This method is therefore suitable for the control of robotic manipulators and is discussed 
in numerous papers including those by Slotine and Sastry 7̂9-1 and Asada and Slotine^.
The aim of a Variable Structure controller (VSC) is to steer the system to achieve zero 
position error and zero velocity error and then maintain the system on this surface. That 
is, to have the system “slide” along the surface. The maintenance of the zero error state 
is achieved by varying the controller structure based on the value of an error function. 
This provides two avenues for the creative implementation of a VSC controller. One is 
in the design of the error function used as the switching function while the second is in 
the definition of the controller algorithm.
A block diagram of the Variable Structure Controller as applied to the Hirata AR-350i 
SCARA robot is presented in Figure 3.4, below.
Figure 3.4: VSC Controller Block Diagram
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The method used in designing this controller is based on the method of Slotine and 
Sastry[79] in their paper entitled “Tracking Control o f Non-linear Systems using Sliding 
Surfaces, with Application to Robot Manipulators”
The design method for the VSC scheme begins with the system torque balance equation. 
This equation expresses the torque of the system due to the various physical effects that 
are assumed to adequately describe the robot. In this thesis the rigid-arm dynamics are 
considered to dominate the overall dynamics (see Section 2.4). The torque balance 
equation describes the central aim of any control scheme. This is to deliver sufficient 
torque to the motor drive system to overcome the disturbance and coupling torques and 
provide torque to move the robot along the reference trajectory. The torque balance 
equation for Hirata SCARA robot is restated in Equation 3.33.
7J = mn0, + JWJ202 + CnQfi2 + C12022 + FF,0i + CFl sgn(0j)
T2 = m1161 + + C7Jbx 2 + VF2Q2 + CF2 sgn(02 )
where my are terms from the inertia matrix and are functions of mass, length and the 
second axis position 02, Cy are the Coriolis and Centrifugal Torque coefficients, VFj and 
CFi are the viscous friction and the Coulomb Friction coefficients respectively.
The notation used in Equation 3.33 relates to the notation used in the block diagram of 
Figure 3.4 in the following way:
r e f f i r e f l \
O'ocr = 1 *1® 2] = § 3. 34
The second phase in the VSC scheme design requires that the system dynamic equations 
be written to describe the system acceleration in terms of the other system parameters 
and terms and the input torques. This results in the following expressions:
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.. yyi . • •
0 , = — [C22e i + VF2Q 2 + CF2 sgn(0 2)] + 
m,,
■mn m2\ + mu 
' m„
1 „ m
■)[Cn0 J0 2 + c i20 2“ FTqQ ! ] + CF, sgn(0 ,) +
m u mu
(l + - ) Tl- ^ f - T 2 
ml 1 3.35(a)
m
0 2 = ^ [ C F X sgn(0 j ) + VFfi , -  C120 C„0 ,0 2] -
m,
[C2,0 f + KF2e 2 + CF2 sgn(0,)] + r 2 - ^ 1 -Tt
m?
m,
In the expressions given in Equation 3.35(a), the terms that are functions of the input 
torques, Ti and T2 are designated as ui and U2. That is:
u, =
m
- i r ,
m,, mil11 11
21= F - ^ T X
m11
3.35(b)
The terms ui and U2 are effectively the controllers that are required to produce the 
desired system acceleration.
The third step in the design process is to specify the form of the controllers, ui and U2. 
The controllers, ui and U2, can be specified in any appropriate form that forces the 
system to a state of zero error. In the context of robot control, a state of zero error 
corresponds to zero trajectory-following error.
By defining the structure of ui and U2 to mimic the structure of the system acceleration 
the objective of a zero error state is achieved. The expressions for the controllers are 
given in Equation 3.36.
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“ 1 = P 1 1 ® 1 + P 120 2  + P 13® i + P 14® 2 + P 15® 1® 2 +
P 16 sgn(0 1 ) + P 17Sgn(® 2  ) + Kl l evl “  K\ 2 sgn(si)
. . .9  .9  . . 3.36
« 2  = P 2 1  ® 1 + P 2 2 ® 2  + P 23® i+ P 24® 2 + P 25® 1® 2  +
P 2 6 s§n(® l) + P 27 sgn(9 2 ) + -^2 1 ev2  ~ K 2 2 ^ ( s 2 )
where Si, is a function of the system errors and is referred to as “the time-varying sliding 
surface’’ 7̂9-1 (see Equation 3.37 for the definition of sj), Py and are gain coefficients. 
The determination of the gain coefficients is given in Section 3.5.2.
51 evi+A.epi 3.37
52 eV2+7.eP2
where the terms epi and evi are the position errors and the velocity errors respectively and 
the constant X[ is selected by the designer.
To ensure convergence of the system to a condition of zero error requires that the rate of 
change of the sliding surface, s, is negative. That is, the total error is decreasing. The 
square of the error term is used to account for the case where the error is negative as 
well as positive.
'A. ds2/dt < 0 or 3.38
s s < 0
By using this requirement and considering each of the subsystems separately gives the 
following two expressions:
V l  =  1 — ® R e/l  +  ^  1 1 ”  ® Re/l ) ]5 1 <  ® ^ 3 9
$ 2 S 2 = [®2 ~  ® R e /2  +  ^ 2 ( ^ 2  “  ^  Re/2 )]^2
The gain coefficients of Equation 3.36 are determined when the expressions in Equation 
3.39 are evaluated using Equation 3.35(a) for 0 .  This exercise is given in Section 3.5.2.
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The final phase in the VSC scheme design method is to use the controller expressions 
(ui and u2) to derive the input control torques, Tj and T2, for each subsystem. In the case 
of the Hirata SCARA robot a subsystem equates to a robot link. By rearranging 
Equation 3.35(b), the explicit form of the control torques in terms of controllers Uj and 
u2 are given as follows:
Ti = mu ui + mi2 u2 3.40
T2 = m2i ui +(1 +m 2i.mi2/m n)u 2
3.5.2 VSC Controller Gains Required for the Hirata System
By evaluating the expressions in Equation 3.39 using the Equations 3.35(a) for 
0 j and 0 2, a set of values for the controller gains pjj are obtained. From the evaluation 
of the convergence condition, slsl < 0 (Equation 3.41), the conditions that are necessary 
for the inequality to hold lead to the determination of the py values.
^ i = [ P n - r i 2 m2 L+- - ^ i M 9 i + [ P i 2 +m u
—  2  + 
m u
[P 13 + ^ C 2 2 ],i0 2+[P 14  + (m12f”21 +mH )C1 2 ]518 2 + 
m\\ 1 m \\
[P J5 + (m12m21 + m \ 1 )Cl i ]51q je 2 +[p i6 C F l ] s i  sgn(e l) +
mH m\ 1
3.41
[P i 7 + CF\ > i sgn(0 2 ) + ( ^ 1 1  + 1 )s\ev\ “  ̂ 12^1 sS^(sl ) ~ 5le Re f \  <°
Taking each of the terms in Equation 3.41 in turn gives two possibilities for the result to 
be negative. The first is that the term is positive requiring the corresponding coefficient 
to be negative, the second is that the term is negative requiring the coefficient to be 
positive.
Writing the coefficient terms in Equation 3.41 as [pi+aj] and recognising that the a; 
terms have well defined upper and lower bounds such that cti < aj < Yi, the convergence 
criteria of Equation 3.41 is satisfied for all time if Pi+ < ct; and Pf > y;. m ' There is no 
precise amount by which the pi gains should exceed these bounds but using the Slotine 
and Sastry paper[79] as a guide the gains were selected to be of the order of two to three
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times the value of the corresponding bound. The details of this exercise are given in 
Appendix 3.1, Table A3.1 with the gain values listed in Table 3.2 below:
Pll + = ±0.25
Pl2 + = ±0.6
Pl3 + = ±0.2
Pl4 + = ±0.2
Pl5 + = ±0.3
Pl6 + = ± 1.0
Pl7 + = ±15
Ku * = ± i .a ,
Ki2=.-•0;
Table 3.2: A-Axis Gain Values for the 
Full Model Variable Structure Controller
Similarly, the expression for the second subsystem can be expanded and the gain values 
determined. The explicit form of the convergence condition is given in Equation 3.42 
below and the corresponding gain values in Table 3.3. The details of the B-Axis gain 
determination are given in Table A3.2 in Appendix 3.1.
V i  = [Pi. + ^ ^ 0 , + [P* -  ^ 2> 20 3 +mn
[P23 - C 22> 26 ? + [p 24 -  — C,2]i20^ +
mn
[P25 - ^ - C „ > 20 ,0 2 + [p 26 + — CF,>, sgn(0,) + 
mn m„
[p 27 -  CF2 ]s 2 sgn(0,) + (Kn + X 2 )s2 ev2 -  K22s2 sgnO,) -  s20 Re/2 (0
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P21 + = ±0.35
(3 22 ± — ±5.0
p 23+ -  ±1.5
P 24+ — ±0.25
P25+ ~ ±0*4
P26+ -  ±2.5
P 27 + -  ±5
K~2\ + = ± 1*1^2
K22=2.0;
Table 3.3: B-Axis Gain Values for the 
Full Model Variable Structure Controller
In the work of Slotine and Sastry[79i a boundary layer is introduced to reduce the control 
activity. The effect of this on a gain function is to create a linear transition between the 






(a) Gain when there is no boundary layer (b) Gain when there is a finite boundary
layer
Figure 3.5: Controller gains as a function of switching function s.
The boundary layer is a buffer region for the switching function, s, so that the gain 
values change in a smooth manner. This eliminates extreme chattering of the gain 
values. In designing the VSC scheme for this study a boundary layer of 5 degrees of axis
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movement was used for the majority of the performance surfaces. However, the effect of 
reducing the boundary layer to 1 degree and also of eliminating it completely, were also 
investigated.
3.5.3 Limitations of the VSC Controller
The major limitation to the Variable Structure Controller is the high level of control 
activity that can be set off by large error values. That is, because the polarity of the py 
terms in the controller expression are set at each sampling interval based on the value of 
the switching function, s, there is the potential for large changes in the control torque 
from one sampling interval to the next. To overcome this drawback Slotine and Sastry 
advocate a boundary layer mechanism. This also has limitations as discussed in the 
following quote:
“The penalty paid for smudging the sliding surface is that the 
dynamics of the state trajectory inside the boundary layer are only 
an approximation to the desired dynamics on the sliding 
surface.” m
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3.6 Hybrid CTM + VSC
3.6.1 Introduction
In this thesis a new hybrid controller has been developed that has the basic structure of a 
Computed Torque Method law with the addition of a signal generated by the Variable 
Structure Control scheme algorithm. The motivation for combining the two control laws 
into a single controller is to take advantage of the benefits of the individual schemes and 
overcome some of their drawbacks to produce performance which is superior to the 
performance of the system when the controllers are used individually.
The potential for enhanced performance when the hybrid controller is used can be 
understood by examining the system dynamic equations when this controller is applied.
The expression for the hybrid CTM+VSC controller comprises two parts, Ti and T2. 
That is:
The Ti term is the Computed Torque Method component (in vector form) and has the 
form:
where (A) is an estimate of the quantity, ep and ev are the position and velocity errors
3.43
T\ = M(ß )[0 ref  + K y e v + K pep  ] + C(0,0 ) + F(0 ) 3.44
respectively and ®ref *s the reference trajectory desired acceleration.
T2 is the Variable Structure Control component and has the form:
T2 — Muvs 3.45
Combining these expressions gives the total control law as:
Tc n T = M (§ W ref  +Kvev +Kp ep + uys] + C ® $ ) + F(0) 3.46
The closed loop system using this controller is shown in the block diagram Figure 3.6, 
below.
Figure 3.6: Block Diagram of the hybrid CTM + VSC Controller
The expression for the equation of motion under the control of this scheme is given by:
M(0)[0rg^ + K y e v + K pep + uy$] + C(0,0) + F(0) = M(0)0 + C^GjÔ  + FiG) 3.47
This expression can be simplified by introducing the term —MO to both sides of the 
equation, by using the term ea  = 0  rej  - 0  for the acceleration error, by assuming the
A * # a -
existence of the inverse of the estimated mass matrix, M  , and by writing the 
parameter estimation errors as:
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M  = M  -  M ,H  = H -H a n d F  = F - F 3.48
The simplified version of Equation 3.35 becomes:
eA + K yev + K pep  = M _ 1 [A7(0)0 +C (0,0) + F ( 0 ) ] - m̂  3.49
The expression above is the error system for the robot under the hybrid CTM+VSC 
controller. This shows that in the case where there are errors in the estimation of the 
parameters, that is the term [M(0)0 + C(0,0) + F(0)] is non-zero, then the Variable 
Structure component of the controller acts to reduce the errors and therefore provide 
enhanced performance.
3.6.2 Hybrid Controller Gains Required for the Hirata System
In this hybrid controller the variable structure component of the control scheme uses the 
same gain values as those determined for the full model VSC scheme and the gains in 
the CTM component are also the same as the stand-alone CTM scheme. This approach 
is justified on the basis that the results obtained show a marked improvement in 
performance over both the simple Computed Torque controller and the full model VSC 
controller. These performance improvements are achieved without undue controller 
complexity and without the requirement for detailed system knowledge.
3.7 Controller Complexity
In some of the early papers on robotics^65-' there was a concern about the computational 
complexity of the control scheme algorithm. In the 1970s and early 1980s this was a 
legitimate concern and an important selection criteria due to the restricted computing 
power and limited memory size of the available processing hardware. In Paul’s work^65-' 
the computational complexity of the algorithm was determined by summing the number 
of multiplications and additions separately and then using this in the comparison of 
controllers.
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For modem computing hardware there needs to be orders of magnitude difference in the 
number of lines of code between two control algorithms or the presence of extensive 
looping before there is a noticeable effect upon the processor speed or memory 
requirements. Lines of code is not a comprehensive or rigorous measure but it is able to 
give some indication of complexity. It also has some practical usefulness as it is an 
indication of the engineering effort required to generate the control scheme code.
For the controllers considered in this research there is at most one order of magnitude 
difference in the number of lines of code used to create the control torque algorithm (see 
Appendix 3.1). Therefore there is no imperative to use this feature of the controllers as 
one of the selection criteria in this research.
There is, however, an important factor that needs to be considered in the determination 
of controller suitability. This is the conceptual complexity of the controller algorithm. In 
the context of robot controllers conceptual complexity refers to the engineering ‘effort’ 
to create the control algorithm. It qualitatively accounts for such things as number of 
gains that need to be determined, the level of accuracy required for any model 
parameters used and the number of levels in the algorithm structure. This does not yield 
a single numerical value. However it is possible to rank the controllers used according 
to their conceptual complexity.
The PID controller is the simplest controller considered, requiring the determination of 
only three gains per axis and less than ten lines of code to compute the control torque 
algorithm.
The remaining controllers considered are model based controllers. The need to create a 
model immediately puts these controllers at least one degree of conceptual complexity 
greater than the PID controller. Once the model is accounted for the computed torque 
method is the next most conceptually simple controller with two gains and six to ten 
model parameter estimates per axis required and less than ten lines of code to compute 
the control torque.
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The Model Reference Adaptive Controller is considerably more complex than the CTM 
controller requiring at least twelve fixed gain terms, six adaptively determined model 
parameters per axis and of the order of fifty lines of code to compute the control torque 
algorithm.
For each of the controllers, PID, CTM and MRAC, the selection of gain terms is 
empirical to the extent that they are typically chosen using trial and error methods to 
obtain optimal performance for a specific set of operating conditions.
The Variable Structure controller has a conceptual complexity similar to that of the 
MRAC controller, requiring ten gains per axis and having code of the order of fifty 
lines. The VSC controller has a well established method^79̂ for determining the gain 
values making this gain determination process more direct than a trial and error method 
as it does not require a number of iterations to achieve an optimal performance point.
The hybrid VSC + CTM controller developed in this thesis combines components from 
both the CTM controller and the VSC controller. This leads to a controller that is more 
conceptually complex than the individual components leading to an increased number of 
gains per axis and more lines of code to implement the controller. However, it is 
considered that neither of these changes are such that they should be a major influence 
on the controller used.
3.8 Other Controllers
The model based controllers described in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 are not the complete 
range of such controllers described in the literature. Other authors such as Seraji^71,72-*, 
Dawson et al̂ 13*16̂ and Lee and C u lick^  make use of model based controllers also. 
However, a detailed analysis of these controllers is not given here as those selected 
were chosen on the basis that they represent most of the major controller types and 
encompass the range and diversity of model based controllers sufficiently well for the 
comparisons discussed in this thesis.
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3.9 Summary
This Chapter comprehensively describes the five controllers used in this research. Four 
of these controllers are well established in the robotics research literature (PID, CTM , 
MRAC and VSC) and were chosen because they are representative of the commonly 
used controllers. The fifth controller is a hybrid scheme developed by the author to 
exploit the advantages of the CTM controller and the VSC controller by combining 
components of these controllers.
This Chapter also addresses the issue of control scheme complexity as a criteria for 
controller selection. Modem processing hardware has improved in both processing 
speed and memory capability to the extent that the computational complexity of most 
controllers does not cause any implementation problems. The complementary issue of 
conceptual complexity impacts on the engineering effort rather than the hardware effort. 
Using this qualitative measure it is possible to rank the controllers in order of difficulty 
of implementation starting with the PID controller (the simplest of the controllers 
considered), the CTM controller (the simplest of the model based controllers), the 
MRAC and the VSC controllers (having a conceptual complexity of similar order) and 
finally the hybrid VSC + CTM controller being the most conceptually complex. It is 
suggested that the increase in complexity is not great enough to be an influence on 
controller choice.
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Chapter 4: EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
4.1 Introduction
The evaluation of the robot system under the control of each of the nominated 
controllers is carried out for two different classes of task trajectories (defined in Section 
4.2) and for payloads ranging from no load to full load. The task trajectories used in the 
study are a 4-3-4 polynomial position trajectory and a velocity step reference trajectory. 
The trajectories are given the designations type “-1” (for the 4-3-4 polynomial position 
trajectory) and type “-2”(for the velocity step reference trajectory). These designations 
are assigned to the trajectories to provide a shorthand way of describing the trajectories 
in the results and analysis sections of Chapter 5.
These trajectories have been chosen because they provide a demanding test of the 
control schemes’ capabilities. The term ‘demanding’ refers to the fact that both 
trajectories take the manipulator geometry through the full range of possible 
configurations from fully extended to fully retracted and they result in manipulator 
configurations with a wide range of coupling torques. Other test scenarios that are often 
considered by researchers include extremely slow trajectories where the dynamics of the 
system are dominated by friction. Using trajectories such as this is beyond the scope of 
this report as it is a complete field of study in its own right.
Disturbances are introduced as a way of evaluating the robustness of the controllers to 
typically encountered system imperfections. There are eight disturbances assessed and 
these are applied individually to the controllers for both trajectory tasks. They are 
defined in Section 4.3. It is possible to test the robustness of the controllers under study 
to a much larger range of disturbances. However, the disturbances selected represent a 
comprehensive and rigorous test of the controllers used.
The performance of each controller for each trajectory and payload combination 
considered has been rated in terms of a figure of merit or performance index. The 
selection of a performance index is discussed in Section 4.4.Collections of these figures
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of merit are presented as graphical surfaces which provide a quantitative measure of 
performance for the particular conditions being evaluated. A detailed explanation and 
description of these performance surfaces is presented in Section 4.5.
4.2 Description of Reference Trajectories
4.2.1 The 4-3-4 Polynomial Reference Trajectory (Type—1)
The 4-3-4 polynomial trajectory is representative of the trajectories commonly used in 
robotics and machine tool applications such as sealing, spray painting and cutting where 
smooth but fast motion is required. The trajectory is divided into three segments. In the 
first and third segments the position reference is defined by a fourth-order polynomial 
while in the second segment the position is defined by a third order polynomial. The 
code used to create the trajectories in the computer simulation is reproduced in 
Appendix 4.1. Seven different versions of the 4-3-4 trajectory were used in the 
generation of the performance surfaces. The duration of each of the seven trajectories is 
the same ( 1.8  sec) with the variation being achieved by specifying progressively longer 
distances for the arms to travel in the fixed time interval. The trajectories are labelled 1­
7 with trajectory 1 travelling the shortest distance and having the lowest maximum 
reference velocity through to trajectory 7 which specifies the longest distance and has 
the highest maximum velocity. Each family of these trajectories consequently 
thoroughly tests performance over a large speed range.
A representative trajectory is illustrated in Figure 4.1, below. In this figure the A-Axis 
and B-Axis reference positions are given in Figures 4.1 (a) and 4.1 (b), respectively and 
the reference velocities are given in Figures 4.1 (c) and (d).
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(a) Position Reference for A-Axis (b) Position Reference for B-Axis
(c) Velocity Reference for A-Axis (d) Velocity Reference for B-Axis
Figure 4.1: A typical 4-3-4 polynomial reference trajectory
One feature of the selected test scenarios is that they produce a demanding test of the 
manipulator by creating changes in the relative configuration of the manipulator arms 
that is different for each combination of reference trajectories. To illustrate this feature 
the graph in Figure 4.2 shows the relative position of the A-Axis arm and the B-Axis 
arm for two test cases. In Case 1 the A-Axis arm is subject to the slowest of the 4-3-4 
polynomial reference trajectories while the B-Axis arm is subject to the fastest of the 4­
3-4 polynomial reference trajectories. In Case 2 the A-Axis arm is again subject to the 
slowest of the 4-3-4 polynomial reference trajectories while the B-Axis arm is subject to 
the fourth fastest of the 4-3-4 polynomial reference trajectories.
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Casa 1
Figure 4.2: The relative configuration of the manipulator arms for two 4-3-4 polynomial 
reference trajectory combinations
Further evidence of the suitability of the 4-3-4 polynomial reference trajectory as a 
thorough test of the control schemes under review is given in Figures 4.3 (a), (b) and (c). 
In Figure 4.3 (a) a plot of the variation of the (unloaded) A-Axis inertia (mu) is given as 
a function of time for each of the 4-3-4 reference trajectories used. The seven traces in 
Figure 4.3 (a) correspond directly to the seven 4-3-4 polynomial reference trajectories 
used. That is, Ml 1_1 is the variation in the A-Axis inertia for trajectory 1 (this trajectory 
has the shortest distance travelled and the lowest maximum velocity) while M ll_7 is 
the variation in the A-Axis inertia for trajectory 7 (this trajectory has the longest 
distance travelled and the highest maximum velocity). As shown in Figure 4.3 (a) there 
is substantial variation in the main A-Axis arm inertia term when this trajectory is used. 
This illustrates that this trajectory is successful in providing a wide range of inertial 
changes to be a demanding test of the controllers.
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Figure 4.3 (a): A-Axis arm variations in inertia, mu, for the 4-3-4 polynomial reference 
trajectories used.
Figures 4.3 (b) and (c) give the variation in A-Axis arm and B-Axis arm subsystem total 
torques and their components for the case where there is simultaneous movement of the 
robot arms, the 4-3-4 polynomial trajectories specified are for the longest distance 
travelled (therefore the highest maximum velocity) and the payload is zero. In Figure 4.3 
(b) the maximum A-Axis arm torque is 82.4 Nm and in Figure 4.3 (c) the maximum B- 
Axis is 19.1 Nm. Each of the subsystems is subject to a torque maximum (T A_max and 
TB_max) due to saturation of one or a number of hardware elements. The numerical 
values for these torque limits are T A_max =100 Nm and TB_max = 37 Nm. Therefore the 
maximum torque in Figure 4.3 (b) corresponds to 0.8 pu and the maximum torque in 
Figure 4.3 (c) corresponds to 0.5 pu.
These graphs again illustrate the suitability of the 4-3-4 trajectories showing that they 
provide a demanding testing scenario for the robot under the control of the various
control schemes.
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Inerital Torq u a  ! 
— A—  Acceleration C o o p in g
-------------Velocity  Coupling
Friction_A
- - - T o ta l Torq u e_A  I
Figure 4.3 (b): A-Axis system torques for the 4-3-4 polynomial trajectory with longest 
distance travelled and highest velocity
Figure 4.3 (c): B-Axis system torques for the 4-3-4 polynomial trajectory with longest 
distance travelled and highest velocity
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4.2.2 The Velocity Step Reference Trajectory (Type—2)
The second task trajectory is a group of velocity step reference trajectories that vary in 
magnitude from 0.6 rad/sec to 2.0 rad/sec with a duration of 1.2 seconds being the same 
for each of the steps.
The general form of the velocity and position references for the velocity step reference 
trajectory are given in Figures 4.4 (a) and 4.4 (b). In Figures 4.4 (c) and 4.4 (d) the A- 
Axis arm and B-Axis arm subsystem torques as a function of time are presented for the 
case where both velocity step reference velocities are set to the maximum value. A 
comparison of these figures with Figures 4.3 (b) and (c) highlight the differences 
between the two reference trajectories used in the research. The comparison shows that 
there is sufficient difference in the resultant system torques between the two reference 
trajectories used and therefore they “test” the control systems in different ways.
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: Examples of the velocity step reference trajectory position profiles used 
in the research
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Figure 4.4 (d): B-Axis system torques for the velocity step reference trajectory for the 
highest velocity
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The graph presented in Figure 4.5 gives the relative position of the robot arms for two 
different combinations of velocity step reference trajectories. In Case 1 the A-Axis arm 
is subject to the slowest of velocity step reference trajectories while the B-Axis arm is 
subject to a mid-range velocity step reference trajectory. In Case 2 the A-Axis arm is 
again subject to the slowest of the velocity step reference trajectories while the B-Axis 
arm is subject to the fastest velocity step reference trajectory.
Time (u c )
Figure 4.5: The relative configuration of the manipulator arms for two velocity step 
reference trajectory combinations
Figure 4.5 highlights the changes in the robot configuration that occur using the 
different combinations of velocity step reference trajectories. This illustrates the 
usefulness of using these trajectories as test scenarios in this research.
By contrasting the position difference graphs (Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.5) that result for 
the two reference trajectories used, it is clear that these two reference trajectories are 
testing the robot manipulator under different conditions. These figures demonstrate the 
suitability of the selected reference trajectories in the evaluation of different control 
schemes.
4.2.3 The Payload
For any particular reference trajectory the system is loaded with a payload, Ml. The 
payloads used start at no load (0 kg) and increase in 1 kg steps up to 8 kg (full load). 
The effect of the payload variations on the terms in the expression for the rigid body
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dynamics is given explicitly in Sections 2.5.3.2 and 2.5.33. For payload variations from 
0 kg (no load) to 8 kg (full load) substantial variation of the inertia matrix elements is 
achieved. The increase in the terms is at least as great as those given below.
Term No load (02 = 90) Full load (02 = 0) Percentage increase
mu 10.1 Nm 15.4 Nm 52%
m22 1.3 Nm 2.0 Nm 54%
mi2=m2i 1.3 Nm 4.0 Nm 200%
Table 4.1 : Inertia matrix element variations with payload changes.
For model based controllers the control scheme is given no a-priori knowledge of the 
payload. For these controllers the payload is assumed to be zero for all cases.
4.3 Description of Disturbances
4.3.1 Introduction ■
A robust controller is one that having been designed for a nominal set of operating 
conditions can also effectively control the actual process for conditions that deviate 
from the nominal ones. Deviation occurs due to disturbances such as incorrect 
parameter estimates, unmodelled system dynamics or the presence of external noise.
Sensitivity and robustness are complementary terms. A scheme exhibits robustness if its 
sensitivity to some system factor is zero or very small. There is also a trade-off between 
accuracy and robustness, as noted by Serajii?2];
“the price paid for the attained robustness is that there will be a 
residual tracking error.... and therefore a compromise must be 
made between the required accuracy and the desired robustness.”
This feature of practical systems is considered in the analysis that follows.
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In this thesis the effects of eight disturbances are investigated in comparison with the 
“no disturbance” case in this thesis. These disturbances are presented in the following 
sections. Not all of these are relevant to every controller. Table 4.2 below shows the test 
conditions used with each of the controllers.



















PID X X X X X
CTM X X X X X X X
MRAC X X X X X X X
VSC X X X X X X X X X
Hybrid X X X X X X X X X
Table 4.2: Test Conditions for each Controller
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4.3.2 No Disturbance (Type A)
The first system considered is the benchmark case or No Disturbance case. Here the 
system is not subjected to any external disturbances and there is no time delay 
introduced into the algorithm processing loop. This means that values of the state 
variables such as position and velocity used in the calculation of the current control 
torque value are taken from the present scan’s data. This assumes an infinitely fast 
computer which can read all inputs and calculate the control outputs with no delay.
4.3.3 Sensitivity to Control Algorithm Software Implementation (Type B)
The control algorithm structure refers to the organisation of the algorithm code inside 
the hardware processor. In any discrete-time, computer controlled system the algorithm 
has to be segmented into a set of appropriate phases such as data collection, data 
processing, control torque calculation and finally the output of the control torque value.
The processing system can be designed so that the data used in the control torque 
determination is either collected, processed in the control torque calculation and then 
output all in the same sample interval or collected in one sample interval and used in the 
following sample interval to calculate and output the control torque value. While it is 
not unexpected that a system using data that is no longer the most current gives inferior 
performance to one that uses the most current data, it is useful to quantify the extent of 
this performance degradation and particularly to find which control schemes are best 
able to cope with this effect.
In this case the values of the state variables such as position and velocity used in the 
calculation of the current control torque value are taken from the previous scan’s data. 
The computer has one sample period during which it can perform all calculations and 
output its control values. In the Hirata AR-350i SCARA robot hardware the scan time is 
6 ms. This value of scan time is typical of other industrial robot systems^22,30-*.
The timing diagram in Figure 4.6 presents the sequence of data collection (Pi, Vi), 
control torque calculation (Tj) and finally control torque output. Note that torque To is 
determined using the a-priori information of initial position, initial velocity and 
reference trajectory values. This diagram illustrates the delay between reading the
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system parameters and then using them to give a control torque value. This highlights 
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Figure 4.6: Timing diagram for data collection, control torque calculation and output
This figure shows that the data is read at the beginning of each sampling interval. This 
data is then used to calculate the controller torque somewhere in the same sampling 
interval, this control torque is then sent out to the robot system at the beginning of the 
next sampling interval. A finite width pulse is shown for each of the phases in the 
collection/ calculation/ output stages to facilitate reading the diagram.
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4.3.4 Sensitivity to Noise Disturbances (Type C and Type D)
Industrial systems are prone to environmental noise at both their output and input 
interfaces. At the input, incoming signals such as position or velocity signals are often 
subject to disturbances. Similarly at the output disturbance to the control torque may 
arise from such effects as friction, drive train vibration and external effects on the robot 
gripper.
In his paper entitled “The Evolution of Adaptive Control” Landau[38] comments that 
“In addition to choosing an appropriate design procedure for the 
controller... another extremely important problem... is to design a 
parameter estimator that would perform safely in the presence of
load disturbances, unmodelled dynamics and noise....  The key
issues to obtaining an applicable parameter estimator are a “good 
data” model and a robust parameter adaptation algorithm.”
In this thesis the disturbance designated Type C applies to the disturbance of the input 
velocity signal. The input velocity signal is disturbed with additive random noise that 
has a maximum value of 5% of the true velocity value.
Disturbance of the output control torque with a random additive noise signal that has a 
maximum value of 5% of the true torque value is designated disturbance Type D.
For both of these disturbances the additive noise is generated using the MATLAB 
function rand. This function generates random numbers and matrices whose elements 
are uniformly distributed in the interval (0,1). By multiplying the output of this function 
by 0.05 the generated random numbers lie in the interval (0,0.05). For example, 
rand(300,l) is a 300 by 1 matrix with random entries.
4.3.5 Sensitivity to Hardware Saturation (Type E)
Another important practical issue is the controller integrity in the face of saturation in 
some of the hardware elements such as motor drivers. Saturation has the effect of 
reducing all controllers to the same torque output for the duration of the saturation 
period. However, even when it is acknowledged that there is only a finite maximum
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torque available during saturation it is still important to study the controller performance 
in the presence of saturation because it may be that some controllers are able to delay 
the onset of saturation and therefore maintain linear operation for a longer period and 
hence provide “better” performance. Since most practical robots will operate at then- 
current limits for much of a transient it is important to see what effect this has on the 
performance of different controllers. This effect is given the label Type E. In this case 
the control torque is restricted to be between the maximum torque limits set by the 
Hirata AR-350i motor drivers.
4.3.6 Sensitivity to Parameter Uncertainty and Modelling Approximations (Type F 
and Type G)
Robustness to parameter uncertainty and modelling approximations is important for 
model based controllers such as the CTM and MRAC controllers because parameter 
variations and changes in physical systems due to wear are commonly experienced.
Tam, Bejczy and Ganguly1-84-1 present the following view on parameter sensitivity,
“The sensitivity of a system to variation of its parameters is one of 
the basic aspects of treatment of dynamic systems. Often, in 
physical dynamical systems the mathematical model does not 
represent the physical system perfectly due to the inherent 
nonlinearities present in the system and second, for the purpose of 
analysis, approximations are used to simplify the nonlinearities of 
the system. Hence, the performance of a physical system is often 
sensitive to one or more parameters.”
In this quotation the authors highlight the practical difficulties of knowing perfectly the 
robot’s physical parameters. For example, it is generally not possible or desirable to 
dismantle the robotic manipulator to obtain values of link masses.
For model based controllers the sensitivity of the controller to model uncertainties is of 
considerable interest. The Hirata AR-350i is modelled using the Lagrange-Euler 
equations and the controllers are evaluated to determine how robust they are to model 
simplifications and parameter estimation errors.
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Disturbance Type F is the case where the control torque algorithm uses parameter 
estimates such as inertia and coupling coefficients that are set at 90% of their true value. 
This is to investigate the effects on the controller of “small” errors present in practical 
measurements. Type G is the case where the control torque algorithm uses parameter 
estimates such as inertia and coupling coefficients that are set at 50% of their true value. 
This tests the effects of “large” measurement errors.
4.3.7 Sensitivity of Variable Structure Control Schemes to Gain Selection Methods 
(Type H and Type I)
In VSC schemes the usual methods of gain selection are to vary the gains between two 
extreme values (typically ±Kgain) with the value of the gain for any scan being 
determined by the polarity of the switching function (the details of the variable structure 
control scheme are given in Section 3.5). An alternative to this, proposed by Slotine and 
Sastry[] and used in this thesis, is to change the gain values linearly between the two 
extreme values. The region of linear variation is referred to as the system “bandwidth”. 
In this thesis a bandwidth of 5° is used with disturbances Types A-G while a bandwidth 
of 1° is defined as Type H and the more common case where the bandwidth is reduced 
to zero is defined as Type I.
4.4 Selection of Performance Indices
4.4.1 Introduction
The aim of a performance index is to quantify performance and permit the identification 
of which system gives best performance. Useful performance indices should ideally 
offer: selectivity, a single index value, achieve a minimum (or maximum) as the 
parameters are changed to give an “optimal” system and be readily calculated.
In this thesis a number of performance measures were investigated. These include 
classical control theory measures, described in Section 4.4.2 and composite measures 
(described in Section 4.4.3) that use weighted sums of system response characteristics, 
such as rise time, settling time and overshoot.
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The use of a performance index is not the only possible evaluation measure. In fact, a 
dominant performance evaluation technique presented in the literature on robotics is to 
use a graphical comparison between some reference trajectory and the response of the 
actual system. This approach has its critics. In their paper^9̂  Whitcomb, Rizzi and 
Koditschek comment,
“Since there is, at present, no general non-linear counterpart to 
classical linear systems performance summaries (such as Bode 
Plots), it has become accepted practice in the robotics community 
to compare controller performance by the visual examination of 
tracking error curves as a function of time for a “representative” or
“standard” reference trajectory....While the(se) curves provide a
palpable representation of tracking performance, the visual 
comparison of a succession of such graphs quickly becomes an act 
of aesthetic judgement rather than empirical analysis.”
One important feature highlighted by this discussion is the necessity to select a 
performance measurement that is appropriate to the analysis being undertaken.
4.4.2 Classical Control Performance Indices
The performance indices most used in classical control theory^ are weighted functions 
of the system error, V \  For a robotic manipulator the error may be the trajectory 
position error or the trajectory velocity error or a weighted combination of these. The 
forms of five of the common indices are:
J0 e2 ( t) .d t, ^ t . e 2(t).d t, , |f |e (0 |V i , ^ | | e ( i ) | |  .dt
When a parameter, such as those described above, is selected to evaluate and classify 
performance, the emphasis is on the aggregate system error. Under these circumstances 
the term “error measure” describes this performance parameter more clearly than 
performance index.
4.4.3 Composite Performance Indices
In addition to the purely error based measures from classical control theory defined in 
Section 4.4.2, it is possible to define practically motivated performance measures. These
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performance measures can be designed to measure the impact of phenomena that are 
critical to good performance such as system rise time, overshoot, settling time or 
maximum error by assigning to them appropriate weighting factors in a performance 
index sum. An example of this type of performance index is given in the expression 
Equation 4.1, below.
ĉomposite = *, * tsmh + k2 * trise + k, * Errn„  4.1
where tm„e is the system settling time, is the system rise time and Errm.a is the 
system maximum error (in this case selected to be the maximum position error).
4.4.4 Performance Index Selection
i ° °  7_ e~ (t). dt plus three composite performance indices,JO
using different combinations of weighting factors, were used to evaluate the 
performance of a theoretical second order system for the case where the damping ratio, 
was varied from a value of 0.1 up to a value of 1 .6.
The standard second order system has the form C(s) = —------- -------- r . The response
s ' +2qcons + G>„
of this system to an input step is used in the performance index selection exercise 
because it was the effectiveness of the performance measure to discriminate 
performance quality that was being scrutinised and this could be achieved by 
considering a theoretical system. By using this second order system the response could 
be varied simply by changing the value of the damping ratio
Performance indices of the form of Equation 4.1 are used with values of ki=k3=l while 
k2, the coefficient of the rise time term, has a value of 0.01, 0.1 and 1 for PI2, PI3 and 
PI4, respectively.
A plot of these composite performance indices’ values together with the values obtained 
using the performance metric PIi= Jq e (t). d t , is presented in Figure 4.7 below.
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Figure 4.7: Performance Index Values for the general second order system
In this graph the values of each curve are normalised using their maximum value. The 
results show that the curve of each of the performance indices highlights the same 
second order system as the one with the best performance (corresponding to the lowest 
normalised performance index value). The implication of this is that there is no 
advantage in using the composite performance measures PI2, PI3 and PI4. In fact, there 
are disadvantages of using such a performance measure. For example, the large degree 
of arbitrariness involved in the selection of the values for the weighting factors, kijc2 
and k3. This arbitrariness arises because of the difficulty of finding a way to 
meaningfully combine disparate factors such as overshoot, rise time, settling time and 
maximum error. A further disadvantage is that the composite performance index 
requires an analysis phase once the final response is obtained to determine the settling 
time and rise time values. This post-processing of the final system response is not
required for the performance measure Jq e (t). d t .
The conclusion from this study is that the desired outcome of evaluating the relative 
performance of robotic systems when being controlled by a selection of control schemes 
and subject to a range of disturbances is unlikely to be affected by the choice of 
performance index. Therefore the simplest, most computationally efficient performance
Ì® 2___________________  x j0 e (0 - d t .
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4.4.5 Limitations of the Selected Performance Index
There are limitations inherent in all of the performance indices considered in this study. 
However, because the same index is applied to each of the systems that make up any 
given performance surface the comparisons made and analysis results remain valid.
One limitation of the performance index Je2.dt is specific to its use with the velocity step 
reference trajectory. For these references this performance index distorts the 
performance for both high and low values of reference velocity. For velocity references 
less than 1.0 rad/sec the process of squaring the error means that the effect of the initial 
error in the final index value is understated. Conversely, for reference velocities close to 
2.0 rad/sec the effect of the initial error on the final index value is exaggerated by using 
this performance index. However for systems responding to the same size reference 
velocity this performance index is able to provide clear quantitative discrimination.
4.5 Performance Surface Description and Interpretation
The three dimensional performance surfaces developed in this thesis are best understood by 
considering each axis in turn for an example surface given in Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.8: An example performance surface
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The performance results are presented as three dimensional surfaces that plot the 
performance index values on the vertical or z-axis while the horizontal plane maps the 
operating conditions of payload (x-axis) and trajectory speed (y-axis) in a regular grid.
The ‘Payload’ axis (the x-axis) has a graduated scale from 0 kg (no load) up to 8 kg (full 
load) with markings every 2 kg increment. In the experimentation the payload was 
incremented in 1 kg steps giving nine payload values. The ‘Traj’ axis (the y-axis) is used 
for both the 4-3-4 polynomial reference trajectory and for the velocity step reference 
trajectory. For the 4-3-4 polynomial reference trajectory the y-axis has a graduated scale 
from 1 to 7 where the number is a label only with 1 being for the trajectory with the lowest 
maximum velocity and 7 being for the trajectory with the highest maximum velocity. The 
details of the seven trajectories are given in Appendix 4.1. For the case of the velocity step 
reference trajectory the ‘Traj’ axis has graduations from 0.6 to 2.0 with increments of 0.2 
and the scale gives the size of the velocity step in radians per second. The ‘PI’ axis (the z- 
axis) has a range from 0 to slightly more than the maximum performance index value for 
the specific surfaces grouped together. Each performance index value is for the case where 
both axes are moving simultaneously and is the sum of the performance index for each axis.
The grid that makes up the surface is a mesh of the performance index values where an 
intersection on the grid is a payload/ trajectory number pair. For the 4-3-4 trajectory each 
surface plots the results of 63 experiments while for the velocity step trajectory each surface 
plots the results of 72 experiments.
The selected performance index integrates system errors; therefore the “best” performance 
is attributed to the lowest performance index value. When a group of surfaces is presented 
for comparison the scale of each z-axis is set to the same maximum value.
4.6 Surface Comparisons
In the results sections in Chapter 5 the performance surfaces are arranged into two 
groups. In the first group the comparison is for the robot system when it is controlled by 
a specific controller and subject to the full range of disturbances for both reference 
trajectories. The aim of this comparison is to investigate the controller robustness.
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In the second group the comparison is for the robot system when subject to one type of 
disturbance and for each of the controllers. The aim of this comparison is to investigate 
the relative merits of the controllers used. This group also includes a comparison with a 
theoretical performance surface. That is, a surface has been generated for the case where 
the system follows the reference trajectory perfectly but with a one sample period delay. 
This then becomes the benchmark that the controllers are compared to.
4.7 Summary
This chapter has set out the methodology used for the comparative evaluation of the 
controller performance.
The reference trajectories used are the starting point for the analysis process. Two 
groups of trajectories are selected. One is a set of 4-3-4 polynomial trajectories (type —1) 
and the other is a set of velocity step references (type —2). These trajectories provide a 
wide range of inertial and torque changes and in addition substantial variations in the 
relative configuration of the robot links as illustrated in Figures 4.2 to 4.5. These are 
therefore are a searching test of the controllers considered in this research.
For each reference trajectory considered the payload variations used are from no load to 
the full load recommended by the manufacturer. These payload changes achieve 
substantial variation in the elements of the inertia matrix elements.
Each controller studied is evaluated for robustness to five disturbances commonly found 
in industrial environments such as input and output noise, saturation and data staleness 
(defined as Types A, B, C, D and E) while additionally investigating robustness to 
parametric variations (Types F and G) for model based controllers and robustness to 
boundary layer width (Types H and I) for variable structure controllers
Once the testing scenarios such as load, trajectory and disturbance conditions are 
defined the next phase is to compare the system performance using a suitable 
performance metric. In this study a review of a number of available measures is
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presented. The classical control metric Jq e ~ ( t ) . d t , is selected as it is readily calculated
without requiring any post-processing of the final response and offers the same level of 
discrimination as other measures for the transients considered. This measure is more 
accurately described as an error measure as it classifies the controller performance based 
on the integral of the error. Hence the lowest value of this metric provides the best 
performance.
This Chapter concludes with a description of the graphical surfaces used to present the 
performance metrics. These surfaces summarise the results of up to 72 experiments and 




In this chapter the results of the thesis are presented. The results comprise two components. 
The first component is the experimentally determined responses. The second component is 
the simulated responses generated using the model of the system described in Chapter 2.
A selection of the experimental responses is presented in Chapter 2 in the form of 
comparisons with the simulated responses as evidence of the developed simulation model 
accuracy and repeated in this chapter for completeness.
The simulated responses are determined for the five selected controllers (as described in 
Chapter 3) and for the range of operating conditions and tasks described in Chapter 4. The 
performance of the simulated system for a given control scheme and specific task is 
quantified using the Je2.dt performance parameter presented in Chapter 4. The performance 
parameters for the individual controllers are presented as a series of graphical surfaces (see 
Section 4.5 for the description of these surfaces). All of the results used in the creation of 
the graphical surfaces are generated using the simulation model. These surfaces collect the 
simulated performance parameter values for a particular controller when the system is 
subject to one of the nine disturbances (Section 4.3 has the description of the disturbances), 
the payload varies from no load to full load and the selected trajectory task (either type —1 
or type —2, as discussed in Section 4.2) covers the full range from the slowest to the fastest 
trajectory.
In this chapter the results for each controller are presented twice to permit different 
comparisons. In the first comparison all of the performance surfaces for a single controller 
are presented to enable an evaluation of the controller robustness. In this analysis the factors 
considered include determining for which disturbance the system was most adversely 
affected and deciding if the controller was able to maintain acceptable performance in the 
face of disturbance for a wide range of operating conditions.
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In the second comparison of the performance surfaces the results for all of the controllers 
are grouped together for a particular disturbance. This comparative evaluation of the 
controllers investigates the performance of the five controllers across the full spectrum of 
operating payloads and tasks for any given system disturbance.
5.2 The PID Controller
5.2.1 Experimental Results
The PID Control scheme is a fixed gain controller that is designed assuming that the two 
robot axes are uncoupled and linear. The gains are selected to give optimal performance 
at a single operating point with adequate control being delivered for the set of operating 
conditions in the vicinity of the ones used in the selection of the “best” gains. The 
performance surfaces presented in this section aim to answer the question of how large 
is the region of adequate control and how well does this controller perform when real- 
world disturbances such as measurement noise and control signal noise are present. The 
PID Controller is a fixed gain controller that has no system model component so the 
sensitivity analysis relating to approximations in the model are not relevant. Hence, the 
sensitivity analysis of the PID control schemes is for disturbance types A - E, as 
described in Section 4.3.
5.2.1.1 Performance surfaces
The performance surfaces plot the values of the performance indicator je2.dt for each set 
of operating conditions. In the presentation of these results all plots in Figure 5. 1 have a 
z-axis maximum of 5, while those in Figure 5.2 have a maximum z-axis value of 8. The 
resulting performance surfaces are presented below:
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(a) Type A Disturbance (No Disturbance) (b) Type B Disturbance (Software
Implementation)
(c) Type C Disturbance (Velocity (d) Type D Disturbance (Control Torque 
Feedback Noise) Noise)
(e) Type E Disturbance (Hardware 
Saturation)
Figure 5.1: Performance surfaces for system under PID control for the 4-3-4 polynomial 
reference trajectory.
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(a) Type A Disturbance (No Disturbance) (b) Type B Disturbance (Software
Implementation)
(c) Type C Disturbance (Velocity (d) Type D Disturbance (Control Torque 
Feedback Noise) Noise)
(d) Type D Disturbance (Hardware 
Saturation)
Figure 5.2: Performance surface for system under PID control for the velocity step 
reference trajectory.
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5.2.1.2 Experimental and simulated results comparisons
The experimental and simulated results comparisons for the PE) scheme are presented 
in the graphs below (Figure 5.3 and Appendix 2.3). These graphs are given in Chapter 2 
and repeated here to demonstrate the validity of basing the graphical surface results 
solely on the simulated responses.
In these graphs the agreement between the experimental and the simulated results is so 
close that it is not possible to use a different line type to delineate between the simulated 
and the experimental results. Instead, the simulated response curves are smooth and 
without “imperfections” whereas the experimental results display noise superimposed 
on its response. These figures illustrate clearly the fidelity of the model and its ability to 
predict the actual response of the Hirata robot under a wide range of operating 
conditions and this controller.
(a) A-Axis, Load=8.1kg, 
PED Control,
Vref=0.8 rad/sec
(b) A-Axis, Load=8.1kg, 
PID Control,
Vref=1.0 rad/sec
(c) A-Axis, Load=8.1kg, 
PID Control,
Vref=1.2 rad/sec




(e) B-Axis, Load=8.1kg, 
PID Control,
Vref=1.2 rad/sec
(f) B-Axis, Load=8.1kg. 
PID Control,
Vref=1.5 rad/sec
(g) B-Axis, Load=8.1kg, 
PID Control,
Vref=1.8 rad/sec
(h) B-Axis, Load=8.1kg, 
PID Control,
Vref=2.1 rad/sec
(i) A-Axis, Load=0 kg, PID 
Control, Vref=1.0 rad/sec, 
Maximum Inertia
(j) A-Axis, Load=0 kg, PID 
Control,
Vref=1.2 rad/sec, Maximum 
Inertia
(k) A-Axis, Load=0 kg, PID 
Control, Vref=1.5 rad/sec, 
Maximum Inertia
(1) A-Axis, Load=0 kg, PID 
Control, Vref=1.5 rad/sec, 
Minimum Inertia
(m) A-Axis, Load=0 kg, 
PID Control, Vref=1.8 
rad/sec, Maximum Inertia
(n) A-Axis, Load=0 kg, PID 
Control, Vref=1.8 rad/sec, 
Minimum Inertia
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(o) A-Axis, Load=0 kg, PID 
Control, Vref=2.0 rad/sec, 
Maximum Inertia
(p) A-Axis, Load=0 kg, PID 
Control, Vref=2.0 rad/sec, 
Minimum Inertia
(q) B-Axis, Load=0 kg, PID 
Control, Vref=0.7 rad/sec
(r) B-Axis, Load=0 kg, PID 
Control, Vref=1.8 rad/sec
(s) B-Axis, Load=0 kg, PID 
Control, Vref=2.0 rad/sec
Figure 5.3: Model and Experimental Comparisons for Hirata AR-350i SCARA Robot
5.2.2 Robustness Analysis
The benchmark PID performance surfaces are for the case where the systems have no 
introduced disturbances (Figures 5.1 (a) and 5.2 (a)). The benchmark surface for the 4-3­
4 polynomial reference trajectory (Figure 5.1 (a)) displays insensitivity to increasing 
payload for any given task. This is evident from the flat profile of the surface in the 
direction of increasing payload (the y- direction on the surface axes) but a uniformly 
rising profile with increasing task number (the x- direction on the surface axes) 
indicating performance deterioration with increasing task velocity.
For the velocity step input reference the ‘no disturbance’ surface (Figure 5.2 (a)) shows 
good performance continuing as the payload increases for the cases where the reference 
velocity remains low (for velocity steps up to 1 rad/sec). Similarly, if the payload 
remains low (less than 3 kg) the good performance is seen to extend into the regions 
where the reference velocity becomes high (up to 2 rad/sec). However, when the 
operating conditions extend into the region where both heavy payloads (greater than 4
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kg) and faster velocity step inputs (greater than 1.2  rad/sec) are present there is rapid 
deterioration in the performance (the surface rises in the z-direction).
These results for the PID controller and these benchmark surfaces are expected. The PID 
controller gains are optimised for one combination of payload and trajectory velocity. 
When the PID controlled system is required to move heavier payloads or follow faster 
trajectories the performance degrades. However, the performance does not degrade as 
severely in the direction of increasing payload as it does in the direction of increasing 
trajectory velocity. This arises because the system dynamics are dominated by the 
system fixed inertia with the increasing payload being a less influential factor.
The cases where the data used in the control algorithm is delayed by one sample interval 
(Figures 5.1 (b) and 5.2 (b)), show that the impact on the system performance is 
performance degradation by up to a factor of 10. This effect is the same as if the sample 
interval of the system were doubled and so performance deterioration is an expected 
consequence of this.
The surfaces of the system when torque disturbances are introduced (Figures 5.1 (d) and
(e) and Figures 5.2 (d) and (e)) present performance deterioration that is the same order 
of magnitude as the delayed data feedback case, above. These surfaces show the same 
degree of payload insensitivity and trajectory velocity sensitivity.
The three disturbance types B (Software Implementation), D (Control Torque Noise) 
and E(Hardware Saturation) highlight the fact that PID is not robust in the presence of 
system disturbances or to changes in the software implementation of the control 
algorithm. In fact, the performance can be seen to have deteriorated by as much as ten­
fold in the extremes of the operating conditions.
This conclusion of PID non-robustness is further supported by the results for the Type C 
disturbance where noise is introduced into the velocity feedback signal (Figures 5.1(c) 
and 5.2 (c)). In these cases not only is the performance degraded by up to 50% more 
than the other disturbance types, but greater sensitivity of the system to increasing 
payload becomes evident.
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An overall conclusion for the PID controller is that it is sensitive to the five imposed 
disturbances with a ten-fold deterioration being measured at the extremes of its 
operating conditions of full load and maximum trajectory velocity.
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5.3 The Computed Torque Method Controller
5.3.1 Experimental Results
While the CTM scheme can guarantee perfect control when the parameter estimates 
exactly match the system parameters, this will only occur for one of the sets of operating 
condition used to create the performance surfaces in this study. This leads to the 
question of how well this controller performs when real-world disturbances such as 
measurement noise and control signal noise are present. The sensitivity analysis is 
extended to include disturbance types A- G, described in Section 4.2.
5.3.7.7 P e r fo rm a n c e  S u rfa c es
In the presentation of these results below, the surfaces use the same z-axis maximum 
value of 5 in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. The resulting performance surfaces are presented 
below:
(a) Type A Disturbance (No Disturbance) (b) Type B Disturbance (Software
Implementation)
(c) Type C Disturbance (Velocity Feedback (d) Type D Disturbance (Control Torque 
Noise) Noise)
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(e) Type E Disturbance (Hardware (f) Type F Disturbance (10% Parameter 
Saturation) Error)
(g) Type G Disturbance (50% Parameter 
Error)
Figure 5.4: Performance surface for system under CTM control for the 4-3-4 polynomial 
reference trajectory.
(a) Type A Disturbance (No Disturbance) (b) Type B Disturbance (Software
Implementation)
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(e) Type E Disturbance (Hardware (f) Type F Disturbance (10% Parameter 
Saturation) Error)
(g) Type G Disturbance (50% Parameter 
Error)
Figure 5.5: Performance surface for the system under CTM control for the velocity step 
reference trajectory.
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5.3.1.2 Experimental and simulated results comparisons
The experimental and simulated results comparisons for the CTM scheme are presented 
in the graphs below (Figure 5.6 and Appendix 2.3). These graphs are given in Chapter 2 
and repeated here to demonstrate the validity of basing the graphical surface results 
solely on the simulated responses.
These figures again illustrate clearly the fidelity of the model and its ability to predict 
the actual response of the Hirata robot under a wide range of operating conditions and 
for this controller.
(a) A-Axis, Load=0 kg, 
CTM Control,
Vref=0.7 rad/sec
(b) A-Axis, Load=0 kg, 
CTM Control,
Vref=0.9 rad/sec
(c) A-Axis, Load=0 kg, 
CTM Control,
Vref=1.0 rad/sec
(d) B-Axis, Load=0 kg,
CTM Control,
Vref=0.7 rad/sec
Figure 5.6: Model and Experimental Comparisons for Hirata AR-350i SCARA Robot
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5.3.2 Robustness Analysis
The equation for the computed torque method controller (Equation 3.16) shows that 
when the constant estimates of the system parameters are exactly equal to the actual 
system parameters then perfect control is achieved. This perfect control will only occur 
in a continuous time system whereas the real time controller used with the experimental 
system (and included in the simulation model) has a finite sample interval of 6 ms. This 
sample interval is typical of sample intervals in other industrial robot systems and is 
much less than the mechanical time constant of the system. For this discrete system the 
performance surfaces Figures 5.4 (a) and 5.5 (a) display performance that is uniformly 
better than all other cases in this robustness analysis. This set of results is for the case 
where the data used in determining the control torque is current rather than being stale 
by one sample interval. For the discrete system this is as close as it is possible to get to 
the perfect case.
The performance trend for the 4-3-4 polynomial trajectory reference task is consistent 
for the cases Figure 5.4 (b) - (g). The trend displayed by these performance surfaces is 
uniform degradation in the performance with increasing trajectory velocity and 
acceleration but relative insensitivity to increasing payload. This suggests that the 
velocity coupling terms (Coriolis and centrifugal terms) and the acceleration coupling 
terms (the off-diagonal inertia matrix terms) in the control algorithm overwhelm the 
effects that result from changes in the system main inertial terms. The surfaces illustrate 
that the use of data stale by one sample period has a similarly detrimental effect on 
system performance as a 10% error in the system parameter estimates. However, when 
the parameter estimates are in error by 90% the performance deteriorates even further 
with the performance index being of the order of 60% higher.
For the step input tasks, similar performance trends are noted for the systems subject to 
disturbances and parameter estimation errors. The surface for the case where the 
parameters are 50% of their true value Figure 5.5 (g) shows that the performance has 
deteriorated by a factor of five. This sensitivity of the controller to a parameter error of 
50% is understandable because a step input reference is such a severe requirement for
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the system and would result in large initial errors from which the system would not 
readily recover when the control signal is based on an inaccurate model.
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5.4 The Model Reference Adaptive Controller
5.4.1 Experimental Results
This section evaluates how well the MRAC controller performs when real-world 
disturbances such as measurement noise and control signal noise are present. This 
controller is evaluated for the same range of disturbances as those for the CTM 
controller. The cases studied are disturbance types A-G as described in Section 4.2.
5A .1.1 Performance Surfaces
In the presentation of these results below, the surfaces use the same z-axis maximum 
value of 2.0 in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. The resulting performance surfaces are presented 
below:
(c) Type C Disturbance (Velocity Feedback (d) Type D Disturbance (Control Torque 
Noise) Noise)
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(e)Type E Disturbance (Hardware (f) Type F Disturbance (10% Parameter 
Saturation) Error)
(g) Type G Disturbance (50% Parameter 
Error)
Figure 5.7: Performance surface for the system under MRAC control for the 4-3-4 
polynomial reference trajectory.




(e) Type E Disturbance (Hardware (f) Type F Disturbance (10% Parameter 
Saturation) Error)
(g) Type G Disturbance (50% Parameter 
Error)
Figure 5.8: Performance surfaces for the system under MRAC control for the velocity 
step reference trajectory.
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5.4.1.2 Experimental and simulated results comparisons
The experimental and simulated results comparisons for the MRAC scheme are 
presented in the graphs below (Figure 5.9 and Appendix 2.3). These graphs are given in 
Chapter 2 and repeated here to demonstrate the validity of basing the graphical surface 
results solely on the simulated responses.
These figures again illustrate clearly the fidelity of the model and its ability to predict 
the actual response of the Hirata robot under a wide range of operating conditions and 
for this controller.















(d) A-Axis, Load=0 kg, 
MRAC Control, 
Vref==1.2 rad/sec,
(e) A-Axis, Load=0 kg, 
MRAC Control, 
Vref=1.5 rad/sec,
(f) A-Axis, Load=0 kg, 
MRAC Control, 
Vref=1.8 rad/sec,
Figure 5.9: Model and Experimental Comparisons for Hirata AR-350i SCARA Robot
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5.4.2 Robustness Analysis
The surfaces presented in Figure 5.7 where the reference trajectory is a 4-3-4 polynomial 
show that the MRAC scheme is robust to random noise in the measured velocity (Figure
5.7 (c)) and the control torque signal (Figure 5.7 (d)). However, the system is most 
adversely affected when the control algorithm has initial parameter estimate errors. The 
effect of these initial parameter estimate errors is that there will be some finite time for 
the adaptation algorithm to affect the terms in the control torque algorithm. The 
resulting surface for the case where the initial estimates are 50% of their true value 
(Figure 5.7 (g)) shows performance deterioration that is of the order of one and a half 
times greater than if the initial estimates are 90% of the true value (Figure 5.7 (f)).
The surfaces in Figure 5.8 show the MRAC scheme to be less robust to the introduced 
disturbances when the required task is the velocity step input (Figure 5.8). The use of 
“stale” data (Figure 5.8 (b)) and the introduction of random noise in the measured 
velocity and control torque signals (Figures 5.8 (c) and (d)) show performance 
degradation of a similar order compared to the “benchmark” performance surface Figure
5.8 (a). That is, there is a performance deterioration by a factor of almost two. More 
pronounced performance degradation is seen for a system with initial parameter estimate 
errors, Figures 5.8 (f) and (g). These results accord with those for the 4-3-4 polynomial 
reference trajectory case described above.
The results for the MRAC controller for disturbances B to E (Figures 5.7 (b) — 5.7 (e)) 
where the reference trajectory is a 4-3-4 polynomial are markedly improved compared to 
the results for the same set of conditions under CTM control (Figures 5.4 (b}-5.4 (e)). 
This outcome arises from the ability of the MRAC controller to adapt. The adaptation 
mechanism is most successful when the reference trajectory has significant variation, as 
in the case of the 4-3-4 polynomial reference trajectory. Therefore the MRAC controller 
performance for these conditions is substantially better than the non-adaptive CTM 
controller. In contrast to this, the results for the MRAC controller under conditions 
where the reference trajectory is a velocity step do not show as great an improvement 
compared to the CTM controller. This is also a result of the adaptation mechanism
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where for this reference trajectory there is less variation leading to a reduced 
performance improvement being provided by the MRAC controller compared to the 
CTM controller.
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5.5 The Variable Structure Controller
5.5.1 Experimental Results
In the evaluation of VSC controller robustness when applied to the Hirata AR-350i 
SCARA robot simulation model, the system was subjected to a range of parameter 
errors and to a variety of environmental disturbances. The system was tested for 
sensitivity to disturbance types A- I (described in Section 4.2) with the gain boundary 
layer set at 5 0 except for disturbance types H and I.
In the presentation of these results below, the surfaces in Figure 5.10 use the same z-axis 
maximum value of 0.5 and in Figure 5.11 a common z-axis maximum of 2.0. The 
resulting performance surfaces are presented below:
(a) Type A Disturbance (No Disturbance) (b) Type B Disturbance (Software
Implementation)
(c) Type C Disturbance (Velocity Feedback (d) Type D Disturbance (Control Torque 
Noise) Noise)
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(e) Type E Disturbance (Hardware (f) Type F Disturbance (10% Parameter 
Saturation) Error)
(g) Type G Disturbance (50% Parameter (h) Type H Disturbance (1° Boundary 
Error) Layer)
(h) Type H Disturbance (No Boundary 
Layer)
Figure 5.10: Performance surface for the system under VSC control for the 4-3-4 
polynomial reference trajectory.
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(a) Type A Disturbance (No Disturbance) (b) Type B Disturbance (Software
Implementation)
(c) Type C Disturbance (Velocity Feedback (d) Type D Disturbance (Control Torque 
Noise) Noise)
(e) Type E Disturbance (Hardware (f) Type F Disturbance (10% Parameter 
Saturation) Error)
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(g) Type G Disturbance (50% Parameter (h) Type H Disturbance (1° Boundary 
Error) Layer)
(i) Type I Disturbance (No Boundary 
Layer)
Figure 5.11: Performance surface for the system under VSC control for the velocity step 
reference trajectory.
5.5.2: Robustness Analysis
In the following discussion on the trends observed for the VSC controller for the two 
reference trajectory types it should be noted that the vertical scale for the surfaces in 
Figure 5.10 have a maximum value of 0.5 whereas the vertical surfaces in figure 5.11 
have a maximum value of 2.0.
From an analysis of the surfaces a number of trends become evident. The first is that the 
VSC control scheme is relatively insensitive to load changes when the reference 
trajectory is a velocity step. This is apparent from the way the surfaces of Figure 5.11 do
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not vary markedly as the payload changes. There is almost a constant contour for any 
one velocity step value.
When the system is subject to the 4-3-4 polynomial trajectory all disturbances display a 
similar degree of load insensitivity for the first three reference trajectories (“Traj” or y- 
axis values of 1,2 and 3). This trend reflects the fact that the trajectories with the lower 
reference numbers have slower velocities than those with the higher reference numbers. 
As the reference number increases the load sensitivity is evident from the manner in 
which the surfaces rise to a “peak” as the payload and reference trajectory move toward 
their maximum values.
For the VSC controller this load sensitivity illustrates the role of the initial parameter 
values in the gain selection process. That is, the nominal gain values are determined for 
system parameter values when the payload is zero. In the usual operation of the 
controller the gains are switched between the positive and negative versions of these 
gains. If some other set of parameters were used in the initial gain setting, for example if 
the parameters were those for the maximum payload, the load sensitivity would be 
transferred to a different region in the x-y operating conditions plane. However, this 
would still permit a robustness/ sensitivity analysis to be conducted with similar 
conclusions being made to the ones pertaining to the specific performance surfaces in 
Figures 5.10 and 5.11.
The VSC Controller proved most sensitive to the gain selection being based on 
parameters that were 50% of their true value. This was the case for both the 4-3-4 
trajectory reference and for the velocity step reference, Figures 5.10 (g) and 5.11 (g)
The VSC proved to be robust to data staleness brought about by the software 
implementation of Type B disturbances for both reference inputs (Figures 5.10 (b) and 
5-11-(b)).
For the 4-3-4 polynomial reference trajectory the same degree of sensitivity was 
observed for the following disturbances: random noise disturbances in the input torque 
signals (Figure 5.10(d)); saturation in the input torque signals (Figure 5.10 (e)), gain
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selection based on the relevant parameters being 90% of their true value (Figure 5.10
(f)); and changes in the width of the boundary layer (Figures 5.10 (h) and (i)).
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5.6 The Hybrid VSC + CTM Controller
5.6.1 Experim ental Results
In the evaluation of VSC+CTM Hybrid controller robustness when applied to the Hirata 
AR-350i SCAEA robot simulation model, the system was subjected to a range of 
parameter errors and to a variety of environmental disturbances. The system was tested 
for sensitivity to disturbances A to I, described in Section 4.2.
In the presentation of these results below, the surfaces use the same z-axis maximum 
value of 0.1 in both Figures 5.12 and 5.13. The resulting performance surfaces are 
presented below:
(a) Type A Disturbance (No Disturbance) (b) Type B Disturbance (Software
Implementation)
(c) Type C Disturbance (Velocity Feedback (d) Type D Disturbance (Control Torque
Noise) Noise)
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(e) Type E Disturbance (Hardware (f) Type F Disturbance (10% Parameter 
Saturation) Error)
(g) Type G Disturbance (50% Parameter (h) Type H Disturbance (1° Boundary 
Error) Layer)
(i) Type I Disturbance (No Boundary 
Layer)
Figure 5.12: Performance surface for the system under the Hybrid CTM+VSC control 
for the 4-3-4 polynomial reference trajectory.
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(g) Type G Disturbance (50% Parameter (h) Type H Disturbance (1° Boundary 
Error) Layer)
(i) Type I Disturbance (No Boundary 
Layer)
Figure 5.13: Performance surface for the system under the hybrid CTM+VSC control 
for the velocity step reference trajectory.
5.6.2 Robustness Analysis
The performance surfaces for the hybrid CTM + VSC controller with the 4-3-4 
polynomial reference trajectory show uniformly “good” performance as load and 
trajectory speed increase for a wide range of environmental disturbances. For example, 
the surfaces in Figure 5.12 (a) - (f) show only very minor performance deterioration as 
the operating conditions become increasingly severe. These surfaces correspond to the 
use of stale data in the control algorithm evaluation, random noise in both the measured 
velocity and the control torque signal, torque saturation, and system gain selection based 
on using system parameter values that are 90% of their true value.
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The hybrid controller exhibited the most performance deterioration for the case where 
the gains were designed using parameter values that were 50% of their true value, 
Figure 5.12(g). This result is reasonable because the system uses gains that change 
linearly between two constant values, as illustrated in Figure 5.12. Therefore if the 
selection of these gains is based on parameters that are very different from the correct 
values then it is expected that the performance will suffer.
The surfaces in Figure 5.13 are for the velocity step input reference and the same trends 
are seen in these surfaces as were noted for the trajectory following surfaces of Figure 
5.12. However, the surfaces in Figure 5.13 (g), (h) and (i) do not show the same 
sensitivity to payload increases at high trajectory velocities as did their trajectory 
following counterparts in Figures 5.12 (g), (h) and (i).
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5.7 Controller Comparative Evaluation
5.7.1 Introduction
In this study the final evaluation of the controllers’ performance consists of comparative 
evaluations o f all of the controllers for the first five disturbances, Types A-E.
The remaining four disturbances, Types F-I are considered for all controllers except the 
fixed gain PID controller.
The final two disturbances (Types H and I) are only applicable to the two VSC based 
controllers, the VSC controller and the hybrid VSC+CTM controller.
In all of these comparisons the two families of trajectories are considered: the 4-3-4 
trajectory following task and the velocity step input reference.
5.7.2 Type A - No Disturbance
In the first comparison the ‘benchmark’ surfaces (that is, where the velocity and position 
data used in the current control algorithm are from the current sample interval and no 
external disturbances are introduced) for the 4-3-4 polynomial trajectory following task 
for each of the controllers are compared in Figure 5.14, below.
(a) PID Controller (b) MRAC Controller
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(e) Hybrid CTM + VSC Controller
Figure 5.14: Type A -l: No Disturbances and 4-3-4 polynomial reference trajectory.
The benchmark surfaces for the velocity step input are given in Figure 5.15.
(a) PID Controller (b) MRAC Controller
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(c) CTM Controller (d) VSC Controller
(e) Hybrid CTM + VSC Controller
Figure 5.15: Type A-2: No Disturbances and the velocity step reference.
In the comparison of the benchmark surfaces for both task categories, the performance 
of the adaptive MRAC controller, the VSC controller and the Hybrid VSC+CTM 
controller (Figures 5.14 (b), (d) and (e) and Figures 5.15 (b), (d) and (e)) is at least an 
order of magnitude better than the P3D controller. For the 4-3-4 trajectory following task 
the CTM controller provides a performance index that is uniformly about half that of the 
PID controller and in the no load, slow trajectory region the CTM performance matches 
that of the MRAC and VSC based controllers. Similar comments apply for the CTM 
controlled velocity step trajectory. Additionally, the CTM surface shows that this system 
outperforms the PID controlled system giving performance five times better when 
subject to the extreme operating conditions of an 8 kg load and a step input reference of 
2.0 rad/sec. Another noticeable trend is that the CTM controlled system maintains 
robustness to increases in payload whereas the PID controlled system shows
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performance degradation once the operating variables increase beyond the combination 
of a 5 kg load and a step input reference of 1.6 rad/sec.
While the three advanced controllers, the MRAC controller, the VSC controller and the 
Hybrid VSC+CTM controller, give significantly better performance for this no 
disturbance case than either the PID controller or the CTM controller, there are 
differences in the performance of these three controllers. For the 4-3-4 polynomial 
trajectory the performance of the three advanced controllers (Figures 5.14 (b), (d) and
(d)) is of the same order with minor difference only being observed. For the velocity 
step trajectory however, the performance benefits of the Hybrid VSC+CTM controller 
emerge. In this comparison, (Figures 5.15 (b), (d) and (d)) the Hybrid VSC+CTM 
controller provides enhanced performance compared to both the MRAC controller and 
the VSC controller. This is especially the case for the operating conditions of a velocity 
step greater than 1.2 rad/sec and across the full range of payload values.
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5.7.3 Type B - Software Implementation
In Figure 5.16, below, the surfaces for the case where the velocity and position data in 
the control torque algorithm is stale by one sample interval for the 4-3-4 polynomial 





(c) CTM Controller (d) VSC Controller
(e) Hybrid CTM + VSC Controller
Figure 5.16: Type B-l: System with data staleness and 4-3-4 polynomial reference
trajectory.
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In Figure 5.17, below, the surfaces for the case where the velocity and position data in 
the control torque algorithm is stale by one sample interval for the velocity step 
reference input are given (Type B-2 for each controller).
(a) PID Controller (b) MRAC Controller
(e) Hybrid CTM + VSC Controller
Figure 5.17: Type B-2: System with data staleness and the velocity step reference
trajectory.
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In Figure 5.16 for the trajectory following task and the use of stale data in the control 
algorithm, the surfaces for the PID and CTM controllers show the greatest performance 
degradation with increasing trajectory speed. Both the CTM controlled system and the 
PID Controlled system show relative insensitivity to increases in payload. This indicates 
that the velocity and position dependent terms tend to swamp the load dependent terms 
in the system dynamics.
In the surfaces for the velocity step input reference (Figure 5.17) it is only the PID 
controller that shows severe performance degradation. This is an expected outcome 
because the PID controller will be forced to operate at times under conditions well away 
from those it was optimised for.
The performance surfaces for the adaptive MRAC controller and variable structure 
based VSC and Hybrid VSC+CTM controllers show uniformly good performance under 
these conditions of stale data for both task types. However it is important to note that the 
Hybrid VSC + PID controller outperforms both of its ‘seed’ controllers, the CTM and 
VSC controllers. This is best illustrated by looking at the velocity step input reference 
case (Figures 5.17 (c), (d) and (e)). The CTM and VSC surfaces (Figures 5.17 (c) and
(d)) both rise uniformly to a worst case value of almost 1.0 while the hybrid controller 
surface (Figures 5.17 (e)) has a worst case value of 0.3 which is better also than the 
adaptive MRAC controller’s surface (Figures 5.17 (b)) with a worst case value of 0.7.
From these surfaces a hierarchy of controller performance is beginning to emerge. This 
confirms the expected order where the system controlled by the fixed gain PID 
controller is outperformed by the fixed parameter estimate CTM controller which is in 
turn outperformed by the adaptive MRAC controller, Variable Structure controller and 
the Hybrid VSC +CTM controller. Another important result is that the Hybnd CTM + 
PID controller performs better than either of its ‘seed’ controllers and can perform better 
than the adaptive controlled system in some instances.
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5.7.4 Type C and Type D - Velocity Feedback Noise and Control Torque Noise
The surfaces for the case where there is noise disturbance in the velocity measurement





(e) Hybrid CTM + VSC Controller
Figure 5.18: Type C-l: Velocity signal noise with the 4-3-4 polynomial reference
trajectory.
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The surfaces for the case where there is noise disturbance in the velocity measurement








(e) Hybrid CTM + VSC Controller
Figure 5.19: Type C-2: Velocity signal noise with the velocity step reference trajectory.
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The surfaces for the case where there is noise disturbance in the input control torque for
the 4-3-4 polynomial trajectory input are given in Figure 5.20.
(b) MRAC Controller
(d) VSC Controller
(e) Hybrid CTM + VSC Controller
Figure 5.20: Type D-l: Input torque noise with the 4-3-4 polynomial reference
trajectory.
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The surfaces for the case where there is noise disturbance in the input control torque for
the velocity step reference input are given in Figure 5.21.
(a) PID Controller (b) MRAC Controller
(c) CTM Controller (d) VSC Controller
(e) Hybrid CTM + VSC Controller
Figure 5.21: Type D-2: Input torque noise with the velocity step reference trajectory.
The evaluation of the controllers for robustness to external disturbances looks at the 
effect of noise in the input velocity signal and the effect of noise in the output control
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torque signal. The simulation mimics real world disturbances by superimposing on the 
calculated velocity signal a random signal that is limited to a maximum of 5% of the 
actual signal.
The PID controller generally exhibited the greatest sensitivity to these disturbances 
(Figures 5.18.(a), 5.19. (a), 5.20. (a) and 5.21. (a)) with the CTM controller showing 
performance degradation of a magnitude similar to the PID controlled system during the 
trajectory following tasks (Figures 5.18 (c) and 5.20 (c)). In these CTM surfaces the 
same load insensitivity is seen as for the previous robustness comparisons.
For the disturbance type C where there is noise in the velocity feedback signal and for 
both trajectory types the PID controller displays sensitivity to increases in both the 
payload and the trajectory velocity. The random noise injected into the velocity 
feedback signal appears immediately in the system error terms. Due to the structure of 
the PID control algorithm being a simple sum of the weighted error terms the effect of 
this disturbance is seen immediately.
For the surfaces o f the MRAC, VSC and hybrid VSC + CTM controlled systems 
(Figures 5 .1 8 -5 .2 1  (b), (d) and (e)) the same trend as above of better performance 
index values by an order o f magnitude is seen. As well, the hybrid controller gives 
robust and uniformly superior performance to either of the ‘seed’ controllers and in the 
case of the velocity step reference input the hybrid VSC + CTM controller performs 
better than the MRAC controller (Figures 5.19 and 5.21 (b) and (e)).
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5.7.5 Type E - Hardware Saturation
The surfaces for the case where there is saturation in the input control torque for the 4-3­
4 polynomial trajectory input are given in Figure 5.22.
(a) PID Controller (b) MRAC Controller
(c) CTM Controller (d) VSC Controller
(e) Hybrid CTM + VSC Controller
Figure 5.22: Type E-l: Hardware Saturation with the 4-3-4 polynomial reference
trajectory.
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The surfaces for the case where there is saturation in the input control torque for the
velocity step reference input are given in Figure 5.23.
(a) PID Controller (b) MRAC Controller
(e) Hybrid CTM + VSC Controller
Figure 5.23: Type E-2: Hardware Saturation with the velocity step reference trajectory.
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The surfaces in Figure 5.22 continue to confirm that the fixed gain PED and fixed 
parameter estimate CTM controllers are least able to offer uniformly satisfactory 
performance when the payload increases and trajectory velocity increases for the 
trajectory following task (see Figure 5.22 (a) and (c)). The insensitivity of these two 
controllers to payload changes for any particular trajectory reference remains. This is 
clear from the way in which these surfaces show the performance index increasing as 
the trajectory reference number increases but for any given trajectory, as the payload 
increases there is only a minor increase in the performance index.
The MRAC, VSC and hybrid CTM+VSC controllers (Figures 5.22 (b), (d) and (e)) give 
performance index values that are at least an order of magnitude better than those of the 
PE) and CTM (Figures 5.7.9 (a) and (c)). This shows that when the control signal is 
subject to saturation the overall effect is “better” performance from the model based 
controllers. This is due to the saturation only being a dominant feature in the initial part 
of the trajectory and thereafter the model based controllers are able to provide their 
characteristic “good” control.
For the velocity step input reference a similar set of results to those above are seen. 
Again the exception is that in Figure 5.23 the CTM controller (Figure 5.23 (c)) provides 
performance of the same order as the MRAC and VSC controllers (Figures 5.23 (b) and
(d)). The fixed gain PE) controller is again the controller with the most marked 
performance degradation while the hybrid CTM + VSC controller performance results 
(Figure 5.23 (e)) are uniformly better than either of the component controllers acting 
alone.
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5.7.6 Type F and Type G - 10% and 50% Model Param eter E rrors
The surfaces for model based controllers when the controller gains are selected 
assuming the system parameters are 90% of their true value and for the 4-3-4 
polynomial trajectory input are given in Figure 5.24.
(a) MRAC Controller (b) CTM Controller
(c) VSC Controller (d) Hybrid CTM + VSC Controller
Figure 5.24: Type F -l: 10% Parameter Error with the 4-3-4 polynomial reference
trajectory.
The surfaces for model based controllers when the controller gains are selected 
assuming the system parameters are 90% of their true value and for the velocity step 
reference input are given in Figure 5.25.
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(a) MRAC Controller (b) CTM Controller
(c) VSC Controller (d) Hybrid CTM + VSC Controller
Figure 5.25: Type F-2: 10% Parameter Error with the velocity step reference trajectory.
The surfaces for model based controllers when the controller gains are selected 
assuming the system parameters are 50% of their true value and for the 4-3-4 
polynomial trajectory input are given in Figure 5.26.
(a) MRAC Controller (b) CTM Controller
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(c) VSC Controller (d) Hybrid CTM + VSC Controller
Figure 5.26: Type G-l: 50% Parameter Error with the 4-3-4 polynomial reference 
trajectory.
The surfaces for model based controllers when the controller gains are selected 
assuming the system parameters are 50% of their true value and for the velocity step 
reference input are given in Figure 5.27.
(b) CTM Controller(a) MRAC Controller
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(c) VSC Controller (d) Hybrid CTM + VSC Controller
Figure 5.27: Type G-2: 50% Parameter Error with the velocity step reference trajectory.
In the surfaces in Figures 5.24 - 5.27 the sensitivity of the MRAC and CTM controllers 
(Figures 5.24 - 5.27 (a) and (b)) to the accuracy of the control algorithm model 
parameter estimates is shown unequivocally. This result is expected but is shown here to 
compare the performance of the VSC controller surfaces (Figures 5.24 - 5.27 (c)) and 
the hybrid CTM+VSC controller surfaces (Figures 5.24 - 5.27 (d)). The VSC based 
controllers show a robustness to errors in the parameter estimates that give them 
performance index values at least an order of magnitude better than the MRAC or CTM 
controllers.
The surfaces in Figures 5.24 and 5.26 are for the trajectory following case and in these 
the CTM controller shows performance indices that are approximately three times worse 
than that of the MRAC controller. This highlights the advantages of the MRAC 
controller in handling model inaccuracies. The VSC controller shows the expected 
robustness to modelling inaccuracies and the Hybrid controller provides even better 
performance.
By drawing the surfaces with the same z-axis scale the performance enhancement 
provided by both the VSC and the hybrid CTM+VSC controllers over the MRAC and 
CTM controllers is clearly shown.
The surfaces for the velocity step reference input (Figures 5.25 and 5.27) show a 
reduced margin between the CTM and MRAC controllers. In this case the CTM
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controller performance (Figures 5.25 and 5.27, (b)) is degraded by a factor of 1.5 - 2 
compared to the MRAC controller performance (Figures 5.25 and 5.27 (a)). This 
suggests that the controller model parameter estimates being generated by the MRAC 
adaptation algorithm are only marginally more accurate than the fixed model parameter 
estimates used in the CTM controller. This would be because of the large initial errors 
associated with the velocity step trajectory forcing the adaptation algorithm to produce 
parameter estimates that overshoot the parameter true value.
For the velocity step trajectory cases the VSC controller (Figures 5.25 and 5.27 (c)) has 
performance that is commensurate with the MRAC controller performance (Figures 5.25 
and 5.27 (a)). That is, both controllers produce maximum performance index values 
close to 0.6 in Figure 5.25 and 2.0 in Figure 5.27. This is due to both controllers being 
“driven” by the system errors which for this trajectory are large initially.
As in the 4-3-4 polynomial trajectory following case the enhanced performance o f the 
hybrid CTM+VSC controller is clearly illustrated in the surfaces for the velocity step 
trajectory. In Figure 5.25 and 5.27 (d) the maximum values on the performance surfaces 
are less than 0.1. This represents a performance improvement of approximately a factor 
of ten over the other controllers considered.
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5.7.7 Type H and Type I - B oundary L ayer Changes
The surfaces for the variable structure type controllers when the boundary layer is varied 
and for the 4-3-4 polynomial trajectory input are given in Figure 5.28.
(a) VSC Controller (b) Hybrid CTM + VSC Controller
(Boundary Layer 5 degrees) (Boundary Layer 5 degrees)
Type A -l: No data staleness with 434 trajectory following.
(c) VSC Controller (d) Hybrid CTM + VSC Controller
Type H -l: Boundary Layer 1° with 4-3-4 trajectory following.
Payload
(f) Hybrid CTM + VSC Controller 
(No Boundary Layer)
(e) VSC Controller 
(No Boundary Layer)
Type 1-1: Boundary Layer 0° with 434 trajectory following.
Figure 5.28: Variable Structure controllers with 4-3-4 polynomial reference trajectory.
The surfaces for the variable structure type controllers when the boundary layer is varied 
and for the velocity step reference input are given in Figure 5.29.
(a) VSC Controller 
(Boundary Layer 5 degrees)
(b) Hybrid CTM + VSC Controller 
(Boundary Layer 5 degrees)
Type A-2: No data staleness with velocity step reference input.
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(c) VSC Controller (d) Hybrid CTM + VSC Controller
Type H-2: Boundary layer 1° with velocity step reference input.
(e) VSC Controller (f) Hybrid CTM + VSC Controller
(No Boundary Layer) (No Boundary Layer)
Type 1-2: Boundary layer 0° with velocity step reference input.
Figure 5.29: Variable Structure controllers with velocity step reference trajectory.
The robustness to boundary layer width is a factor affecting only the VSC type 
controllers. This is because the criteria for changing the gains of the VSC controller and 
the VSC component of the hybrid CTM+VSC controller is the value of an error based 
switching function, s. The absolute value of s selected for the gain change can vary from 
0 to some finite value. In this study s is selected to be 0°, 1° or 5°.
The benchmark performance surfaces, disturbance Type A, where the boundary layer is 
5° are repeated in Figures 5.28 (a) and (b) and 5.29 (a) and (b).
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The surfaces presented in these two figures (Figures 5.28 and 5.29) show the relative 
robustness of the hybrid CTM+VSC control scheme to changes in the bandwidth 
compared to the exclusively VSC controller. This robustness is seen for both the 
trajectory following task and the velocity step reference input. This insensitivity of the 
hybrid controller is expected because this controller comprises two parts and so is less 
affected than the exclusively VSC controller by alterations to only the VSC component.
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5.8 Summary
The surfaces presented in this chapter provide a quantitative measure of the SCARA 
robotic system’s performance when it is under the control of five different control 
schemes and subject to a range of operating conditions and external disturbances. The 
analysis presented in Sections 5.2 to 5.6 considers each controller in turn, while the 
analysis presented in Section 5.7 is a comparative evaluation of the five controllers.
As described in Section 4.4.2, superior performance is one where the lowest 
performance parameter value is returned. Indeed, an ideal, zero error system would 
return a performance parameter of zero. As performance degrades the performance 
parameter value increases. The term “error measure” would describe this performance 
parameter more closely than performance index.
From the quantitative measure of performance (the performance index values), a 
classification of the controllers is established. This permits an overall comparison of the 
controllers giving rise to a performance hierarchy for the control schemes under review.
In Tables 5.1 and 5.2 the classification established by the performance surfaces of 
Figures 5.14 to 5.29 is summarised. The values allocated in these tables are based on 
100 being given to the overall maximum performance index or error measure value. 
That is, the system with the maximum degradation is allocated a score of 100. In the 
tables the lower the error measure the better the performance. In this case the PID 
controlled system with a velocity step reference and subject to velocity feedback noise 
(disturbance type C-2) has the highest performance index maximum (7.2) out of all of 
the surfaces. This is given an adjusted error measure of 100. All other entries in the 
tables are derived relative to this maximum degradation value.
For each surface the entry in the table is obtained by taking the value at the highest point 
on each surface; this corresponds to the condition of maximum payload and maximum 
velocity. The decision to select this extreme operating case was somewhat arbitrary. 
However, if a point in the middle of the operating range for both payload and velocity 
were chosen there would be less discrimination between control schemes. One of the
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aims of the analysis was to classify the controller performance for the case where the 
operating conditions are the most severe. In the tables the lower the error measure the 
better the performance.
Controller Disturbance and Trajectory Type
A-l B-l C-l D-l E-l F-l G-l
PID 2.5 52 65 45 53 - -
CTM 2 44 71 36 45 49 76
MRAC 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 16 27
VSC 0.6 0.6 5 3 3 3 6
Hybrid CTM + VSC 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.8 0.3 0.3 2
Table 5.1: Performance Rankings for 4-3-4 Po ynomial Trajectory Surfaces.
Controller Disturbance and Trajectory Type
A-2 B-2 C-2 D-2 E-2 F-2 G-2
PID 38 61 100 61 59 - -
CTM 6 11 20 12 11 13 61
MRAC 3 6 10 10 12 7 31
VSC 3 13 8 8 8 8 23
Hybrid CTM + VSC 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 1
Table 5. 2: Performance Rankings for Velocity Step 'rajectory Surfaces.
By summarising and collating the performance surface information a number of clear 
trends emerge. Considering the PID controller initially, both the surfaces in Figures 5.1 
and 5.2 and the allocated rankings in the tables above show that the performance under 
PID control is consistently better for the 4-3-4 polynomial trajectory following case than 
for the velocity step reference case. This can be understood by considering the method 
of gain selection which for the PID controller is sensitive to the magnitude of the 
velocity reference used. For the 4-3-4 polynomial trajectory the sample interval -by­
sample interval step change in velocity is small in comparison to the velocity change for 
the velocity step reference. This means that there is performance deterioration when the 
velocity reference is larger than the tuning point.
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The surfaces in Figures 5.14 (a) and 5.15 (a) show that when the operating conditions 
are close to ideal, that is, when there is no disturbance present, and the PID controlled 
system is operating close to the tuning point then the system performance is of the same 
order as the more advanced controllers. This highlights both a major advantage and 
disadvantage of the PID controller. The advantage is that when it operates under the 
same operating conditions as those used in the gain selection/ optimisation procedure 
the performance it offers is not substantially worse than more advanced controllers. The 
disadvantage is that if the system is required to operate under much harsher operating 
conditions than the gain tuning conditions, that is higher reference velocity and larger 
payload, the performance rapidly deteriorates because there is no mechanism for the 
gains to change.
The CTM controller results show that this controller performs well for the velocity step 
input reference but delivers performance that is only slightly better than the PID 
controller for the trajectory following case. This is consistent with the fact that the PID 
controller performs acceptably when the operating requirements are less demanding 
than, or similar to those used in the system optimisation / gain selection process.
The observation that the CTM provides enhanced performance compared to the PID 
controller for the velocity step input reference highlights the benefits of a model based 
controller when the system trajectory is demanding, as is the case for the large velocity 
step references used in the controller evaluation. The rankings in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 for 
the type G disturbance (50% parameter error) confirm that the computed torque method 
controller is susceptible to modelling error. For both the 4-3-4 polynomial reference 
trajectory and the velocity step reference the CTM controller records its worst ranking 
for this 50% parameter error case. The severe performance deterioration of the 
computed torque controller when there are model parameter errors of the order of 50% 
is overcome when a model reference adaptive controller is used. The MRAC rankings m 
Table 5.1 and 5.2 show the ability of this controller to provide adequate control even 
when the model parameter estimates are initially in error.
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The rankings also show that for the velocity step reference trajectories it is only the large 
parameter error case (G-2) where the model reference adaptive controller is able to 
provide substantial performance enhancement. For the 4-3-4 reference trajectory the 
MRAC controller provides performance that is robust to the majority of introduced 
disturbances including velocity feedback noise, control torque noise and hardware 
saturation and while the system under MRAC control shows sensitivity to the parameter 
estimate errors (Types F-l and G-l) there is still substantial improvement over the fixed 
estimate CTM controller.
The VSC controller also displays robustness in the face of disturbances. For both 
reference trajectories the VSC provides performance that is superior to the MRAC 
controller for the case where there are parameter estimate errors (disturbances F and G). 
This illustrates the insensitivity of this controller to modelling errors.
For the velocity step trajectory the performance of the VSC controller and the MRAC 
controller are of the same order of magnitude. This can be understood when 
consideration is given to the fact that both control schemes are ‘driven’ by the system 
errors. In the case of the adaptive controller the rate of change of the parameter 
estimates is dependent on the system errors and for the VSC controller the rate of 
control activity in the form of gain structure variation is also dependent on the system 
errors. Therefore both of these schemes will exhibit similar levels of performance in the 
face of the large errors found in the transient stages of the velocity step reference 
trajectories. However, the difference in sensitivity to parameter uncertainty is clear from 
the rankings in the G-2 column of Table 5.2. In this case the MRAC controller ranking 
is 50% higher (indicating a performance deterioration of the order of 50%) than the 
VSC controller.
The hybrid controller rankings for the 4-3-4 polynomial reference trajectories are of the 
same order as those of the MRAC controller. However the hybrid scheme is decidedly 
more robust to the model parameter error disturbances than the MRAC controller as 
seen by their respective rankings in column G-l of Table 5.1 (a ranking of 27 for the 
MRAC controller compared to a ranking of 1 for the hybrid controller). However, when 
the rankings for the velocity step reference trajectories are considered the hybrid
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controller rankings are significantly better than those of either the MRAC controller or 
the VSC controller.
In addition to the analysis already completed it is possible to use these results to provide 
insights into controller suitability for systems operating under particular conditions.
The system represented in the first column of both Tables 5.1 and 5.2 is an idealised 
system where there is no signal noise or hardware saturation and the model used in the 
design of the model based controllers exactly matches the unloaded simulated system. 
However the system is not totally ideal as it has a finite sample interval together with 
the imposition of an increasing payload and increasing reference trajectory velocity. The 
results for this system and the 4-3-4 trajectory case show a much smaller range in 
performance index values compared to the performance index value range for the 
velocity step reference trajectory. This difference in the extent of the performance index 
variation for the two trajectories is a reasonable outcome when the difference in the 
sample interval -by- sample interval change in the reference trajectories is considered. 
For example, for the 4-3-4 trajectory in going from one sample interval to the next there 
is only a small step change in both the velocity and position reference. In contrast, the 
velocity step reference has a large velocity reference change in going from sample 
interval 1 to sample interval 2 and zero reference change thereafter.
The disturbances selected have direct implications for industrial applications. For 
example, disturbances Types C and D are for noise introduced in the velocity feedback 
signal or in the output torque signal respectively. Both of these disturbances are 
persistent industrial problems found in electronic circuits that even with direct 
intervention tend to eventually reappear. The results for both trajectory types make it 
clear that the PID control scheme is not the controller of choice in these cases. Also, for 
systems prone to these disturbances, when the task at hand is, for example, sealing, 
spray painting or cutting (represented by the 4-3-4 trajectory) then the computed torque 
method scheme (CTM) would not be chosen. However, for systems with large initial 
errors such as pick and place tasks (represented by the velocity step reference trajectory) 
the computed torque method controller may be “good enough” in that its performance is 
o f the same order of magnitude as the model reference adaptive control (MRAC) and
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the variable structure control schemes (VSC) used in the thesis but without the 
additional conceptual and computational complexity of those controllers.
For the 4-3-4 trajectory type tasks and for noise sensitive systems both the MRAC and 
the Hybrid control schemes offer superior performance when compared to the other 
control schemes. The choice of controller in these cases would typically be determined 
by designer preference and their confidence in the accuracy of the system model.
All industrial systems are subject to hardware saturation. While it is possible to operate 
equipment within the limits imposed by saturating components there is always an 
operating point beyond which some component saturates. Indeed, once a system reaches 
a fully saturated state and then maintains that state, there can be no discrimination in the 
quality of control offered by different schemes during that time. The difference in 
control quality for systems prone to saturation must come from the performance of the 
controller in the periods when the system has not reached saturation. This condition is 
represented by the Disturbance E results.
Inspection of the results for the operating conditions E-l and E-2 lead to the initial 
conclusion that the hybrid controller should be used when saturation dominates the 
operation of a system regardless of the task to be performed. Similarly, an initial 
response would be to discount the PID controller as a suitable candidate in these 
circumstances.
If the only tasks to be performed are trajectory following tasks (represented in this thesis 
by the 4-3-4 trajectory) then the model reference adaptive controller provides a control 
quality that equals that of the hybrid controller when there is hardware saturation. 
However, there may be other factors that dictate the use of the MRAC controller, in 
which case it would be as effective as the hybrid controller.
One of the observations commonly made about the variable structure controller is that it 
is robust to modelling inaccuracies while a common observation about the computed 
torque method controller is that it is sensitive to the accuracy of the model used. Both of 
these trends are seen in the results presented in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 for disturbances F and
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G which are the cases where the estimates of the model parameters used in the model 
based controllers are inaccurate by either 10% or 50%.
The results for the F and G disturbances in tables 5.1 and 5.2 show that the hybrid VSC 
plus CTM controller handles the modelling inaccuracies the most readily of all the 
model based controllers. When severe model uncertainty is the dominant issue but the 
hybrid controller solution is not desirable then the variable structure controller would be 
the logical choice of controller. This conclusion is valid for both trajectory types.
The computed torque method controller shows itself to be most adversely affected by 
model inaccuracy but the controller performance is greatly enhanced when the system is 
given adaptive elements such as in the model reference adaptive control scheme.
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Chapter 6: CONCLUSIONS
This thesis has applied a rigorous methodology to the problem of quantifying and hence 
comparing the performance of commonly used robot controllers. By using the example 
of a small assembly SCARA robot it has been possible to plot surfaces of performance 
for given trajectory and load conditions. Each surface concisely presents the 
performance of over 60 experiments which comprehensively exercise the robot and the 
control schemes over a wide range of operating conditions. These contours graphically 
illustrate the performance trends for the selected controllers when the system is subject 
to a wide range of commonly encountered disturbances.
In addition, by identifying the strengths and limitations of the standard controllers it has 
been possible to propose a hybrid controller whose architecture comprised two 
components. One component is a computed torque method control term and the other is 
a variable structure control term.
In Chapter 1 the motivation for undertaking the research is presented together with the 
research objectives and the approach taken to achieve the stated outcome.
The project uses two research platforms: A small assembly SCARA robot and a 
MATLAB based simulation environment. The details of both of these experimental 
systems are presented in Chapter 2.
Chapter 2 presents the parameter values of the robot system which are experimentally 
determined and then used in a computer simulation of the total system. The simulation 
is a set of MATLAB m-files. The system response predicted by the simulation model is 
extensively compared with the experimental results with good agreement achieved. The 
two systems are comprehensively compared for cases where there is open loop control, 
closed loop PID, CTM and MRAC control. The results included cases where the 
operation is single axis only, where the operation is dual axis motion and for loaded and 
unloaded cases. The transients selected have responses which range from heavily
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overdamped through to underdamped and cover both large and small and slow and fast 
movements.
Hence the robot model has been searchingly tested and experimentally validated. These 
tests include all areas of the robot’s working envelope with trajectories chosen to 
provide substantial coupling between axes. The tests have load (inertia) changes from 
zero to full load and investigate the response of the system to several major controller 
types. This verification of the model’s ability to accurately predict the response of the 
physical system validates the approach of using the computer simulation extensively in 
this study.
Chapter 3 comprehensively describes the five controllers used in this thesis. Four of the 
controllers are well established in the robotics research literature (PE) controller, 
Computed Torque Method controller, Model Reference Adaptive controller and 
Variable Structure controller). These were chosen because they are representative of 
the controllers commonly used in robotics systems. The fifth controller is a hybrid 
scheme developed by the author to exploit the advantages of the CTM controller and 
the VSC controller by combining components of these controllers. This hybrid 
controller was then tested and the advantages of combining the components of the 
CTM and VSC controllers were verified.
Chapter 3 also addresses the issue of control scheme complexity as a criteria for 
controller selection. Modem processing hardware has improved in both processing 
speed and memory capability to the extent that the computational complexity of most 
controllers does not cause any implementation problems. The complementary issue of 
conceptual complexity impacts on the engineering effort rather than the hardware effort. 
Using this qualitative measure it is possible to rank the controllers in order of difficulty 
of implementation starting with the PE) controller (the simplest of the controllers 
considered), the CTM controller (the simplest of the model based controllers), the 
MRAC and the VSC controllers (having a conceptual complexity of similar order) and 
finally the hybrid VSC + CTM controller being the most conceptually complex. It is 
suggested that the increase in complexity is not great enough to be an influence on 
controller choice.
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A further research objective was to provide a quantitative measure of the system 
performance that was readily evaluated. In Chapter 4 the methodology used for 
establishing the comparative evaluation of the performance is presented. The
r  2
performance metric selected, e. (t ) .d t , is a measure of the aggregate system errorjo
and is readily calculated without requiring any post-processing of the final response and 
was shown to offer the same level of discrimination as other possible measures for the 
typical transients considered. The study evaluates all of the controllers for robustness to 
five disturbances commonly found in industrial environments (defined as Types A, B, 
C, D and E) while additionally investigating robustness to parametric variations (Types 
F and G) for model based controllers and robustness to boundary layer width (Types H 
and I) for variable structure controllers. Each controller is also subject to two input 
transients operating with a range of maximum reference velocities: the 4-3-4 polynomial 
reference trajectory (designated ‘-1’) and the velocity step reference trajectory 
(designated ‘-2’). These trajectories were chosen as they created a searching test of a 
controller by utilising the full range of the robot’s geometry to ensure that non­
linearities and coupling torques were introduced.
The fifth Chapter is the results chapter. This chapter presents the surfaces of 
performance in two ways. The first is on a controller - by - controller basis to enable 
individual controller performance to be investigated. The second presentation takes all 
surfaces for a particular disturbance and groups them together. Important conclusions 
are drawn using these results that relate to controller robustness and relative controller 
performance under the effect of various disturbances.
In Tables 5.1 and 5.2 a very large amount of data from the experimental results is 
concisely summarised. These tables give a quantitative figure of merit by using a system 
error measure. When this measure is used a large value corresponds to a degraded 
system and a low (or even zero) value corresponds to a system with superior 
performance. The values in these Tables provide a very accurate guide to the 
comparison of controllers under a wide variety of conditions. Some of the key 
recommendations arising from this consideration include:
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• The results highlight some well known issues in robot control such as the 
suitability of the fixed gain PID controller when the system operates in the 
vicinity of the tuning conditions.
• The hybrid controller results show that this controller gives performance that is 
as good as the standard robot controllers when the system is subject to the usual 
noise disturbances but is able to provide performance that is much better that 
either o f the model based controllers when there are severe modelling 
inaccuracies.
• At, or close to, the gain tuning point, the PID controller system performance is 
of the same order as the more conceptually and computationally complex 
model based controllers.
• The PID Controller handles the trajectory task better than the input step 
reference. This observation accords with the fact that the scan-to-scan change 
in the required reference values is incremental, and therefore small, compared 
to the initial scan-to-scan change required for the step reference.
• The results show that there will be operating conditions where maintaining a 
PID controller does not disadvantage the performance of the plant. Equally, the 
results show that if the PID controller is maintained when the system is known 
to be prone to signal noise disturbance or suffer component saturation then 
‘best practice’ is not being followed and the plant performance can be 
considerably improved with other controllers. •
• The CTM Controller offered enhanced performance when compared to the PID 
controller but this was greatest for the input step reference where the controller 
has large initial errors to overcome.
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• When using the model reference adaptive controller for both trajectory types 
the system is robust to the majority of disturbances but its performance is 
affected by modelling inaccuracies.
• The variable structure controller follows many of the trends of the model 
reference adaptive controller but provides performance that is superior to the 
MRAC controller for the cases where there are parameter estimate errors 
illustrating the insensitivity of this controller to modelling error.
• The novel hybrid controller developed in this thesis demonstrates the most 
consistent and robust performance of the controllers implemented. This is 
maintained for both the trajectory following type tasks (the 4-3-4 trajectory) 
and the input step reference trajectory tasks (the velocity step reference).
• In situations where existing controllers have to be used the results of this thesis 
provide information that will enable a system designer to decide when 
acceptable performance can be obtained using a conventional controller and 
when it is necessary to nominate a specific controller for given operating and 
disturbance conditions. For example one explicit recommendation is that the 
hybrid or MRAC controller is recommended for use when signal noise 
dominates the system operation. However, for pick and place tasks the 
computed torque controller may be considered to offer an acceptable level of 
control.
• In systems dominated by saturation the PID controller should be avoided while 
the MRAC or hybrid controllers should be considered as the initial choice of 
controller. For systems where model based controllers are feasible but there is 
significant uncertainty in the values of the model parameters, the Computed 
Torque Method controller should be avoided while the hybrid controller or the 
Variable Structure controller should be selected. •
• Except for the PID controller there is widespread insensitivity of the controllers 
to variations in payload. This shows that the same controller can be used when
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the robot is called upon to move a very light object or when used to move a 
heavier object.
In conducting the research for this thesis it became obvious that there is further useful 
and interesting work that could be completed to extend the findings of this thesis. One 
of the central issues for any feedback control scheme is gain selection. Presently many 
controllers use gains that are set empirically making intelligent gain selection an 
important issue for all controllers. Worthwhile further work would be to explore the 
determination o f theoretical optimal gain values and the development o f a unified 
approach to gain selection including the effect on the optimal gain values as the task (for 
example load, position and velocity requirements) changes.
Exploration o f other hybrid combinations of controllers could also be a fruitful area of 
research in the pursuit o f ever-more accurate control for specialised tasks.
There is also scope to work on robotic systems which have different configurations to 
the SCARA robot to test the efficacy of the novel hybrid controller developed in this 
research, and to provide further experimental platforms for further controller 
development and gain selection methods.
An important issue for many model based controllers is performance quality as the 
estimated model parameters change. There is scope for research to quantify the 
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Appendix 2.1: SOFTWARE CODE FOR THE VME TARGET AND 
DEVELOPMENT BOARD COMPUTERS
The software on the target board is divided into five programmes. These are named 
SLIB.C, SLIBO.C, SLIB1.C, SLIB2.C and SLIB3.C.
The user interacts with the development system terminal. The user can specify any 
number of programmes to perform whatever task and using whatever controller desired 
by writing development system programmes. The user writes programmes (for example, 
for a PID controller, or a CTM controller or a MRAC controller) that run on the 
development board. These call a common programme SCON2.C.




/*  s lib .c  I/O  Library for V M E -SC A R A  Interface */
/* */
/*  T his file  contains routines for com m unications betw een */
I* the V M E  Target board and the analog-digital boards, v ia  */
/*  an I/O  board. */
/* */
/*  #include file s */
#include <m ath.h>
#include "slibO.c" 
#include "slibl.c"  
#include "slib2 .c" 
#include Mslib3.c"
void SetM ode(SC ^ node,w size)
/*  Change program operating m ode, “w size” determines the size  
/*  o f  the velocity  averaging w indow  (s iz e= l « w s iz e ) ,  when  
I* changing from  a non-position  tracking m ode into a m ode 
/*  which requires p osition  tracking.
SC A R A config  *SC; 
short m ode,w size;
{
i f  (m ode>=_TR A C K PO SV EL & & SC ->m ode<_TR A C K PO SV E L)
{
i f  (w s iz e < l)  
w s iz e = l;
if (wsize>MAXL2WINDSIZE) 
wsize=MAXL2WTNDSIZE;
SC -> n 2w in d = w size;
S C ->nw ind=  1 « w s i z e ;
S C ->nvalw ind=0;
SC ->w in d in d ex= 0;
S C ->velA w ind su m = 0;
S C ->velB w in dsu m = 0;
S C ->velW w in d sum = 0;
S C ->velZ w indsum = 0;
}







if(m ode= _T R A JE C T O R Y & & S C -> m od e!= _T R A JE C T O R Y )
{
SC->trajptr=SC->traj-9; /*=SC ->traj-9 for CTM: =SC->traj-7 for PID */ 
S C ->oldm ode= SC -> m ode;
}
i f  (m od e= _P O S IT IO N & & S C -> m od e!= _P O S IT IO N )
{
S C ->oldm ode= SC -> m ode;
}
i f  (m ode<_V E L C O N & & SC ->m ode>=_V E L C O N )
{
ad_out((short) 1 ,SC ->usrD A C  1); 
ad_out((short)2 ,SC ->usrD A C 2);  
dig out(SC ->usrporf);
}
SC ->m ode=m ode;
void  S C in itia lize(SC )
/* Initialize S C A R A  configuration data structure *1 








S C ->oldposA =0;





S C -> sine_angA =0;
SC ->sin e_an gB = 0;
SC ->posA =0L;
SC ->posB =0L ;
S C ->velA =0;






/*  Initialize output data values */
SC ->usrD A C  1= 2048;
SC ->u srD A C 2= 2048;
S C ->velconD  A C  1 = 2 0 4 8 ;  




/*  Initialize d ata -co llection  data */
























/^Initialise CTM  G ains*/
SC ->C TM kpA =30;
SC ->C T M kvA = 120;
SC ->C TM kpB=50;
SC ->C T M kvB =100;
SC ->init_posB =0;
/♦INitial position  n eed ed  in  CTM  C ontroller*/
/♦Initialise M R A C  gains and param eters*/ 
SC ->kd11=150;
S C -> k d l2= 20;
SC ->kd21=15;
SC ->kd22=100;
















SC ->M R A C _posrefA =0;
SC ->M R A C _posrefB =0;
SC ->M R A C _velrefA =0;
SC ->M R A C _velrefB =0;
/♦This lookup table has 10 va lu es* / 
/♦Intermediate va lu es are interpolated*/
SC ->sclut[0]=0;
S C -> sc lu t[l]= 174;
S C ->sclu t[2]=342;
S C ->sclu t[3]=500;
S C -> sclu t[4]=643;
S C -> sclu t[5]=766;
SC ->sclut[6]= 866;
S C -> sclu t[7]=940;
S C ->sclu t[8 ]=985;
S C ->sclu t[9]=  1000;
}
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void C ollectD ata(SC )
S C A R A config  *SC;
{
register short *dataptr=SC->dataptr, ndata=SC->ndata,datam ask=SC ->datam ask;
i f  (S C -> d a ta c tr= 0 )
{






else i f  (SC -> velcondatactr!=0& & SC ->m ode==_V E L C O N )
{
SC ->datactr=SC ->velcondatactr;
datam ask=SC ->velcondatam ask;
SC ->velcondatactr=0;
}











i f  (datam ask& _JOINTPOS)
{











i f  (datam ask& _CARTPO S)
{










goto EndC ollectD ata;
}
}
i f  ( datamask&_J O IN T V E  L)
{
i f  ((n d ata+= 4)< =M A X N D A T A )
{
*((long *)dataptr)=SC ->velA ; 
dataptr+=2 ;
’ ((long *)dataptr)=SC ->velB ; 
dataptr+=2 ;








i f  (datam ask& _C A R TV E L)
{
i f  ((nd ata+ = 4)< = M A X N D A T A )  










goto E ndC ollectD ata;
if  (datam ask & _A D C l)
{
i f  ((ndata-H-)<=M  A X N D  A T  A )  




goto E ndC ollectD ata;
}
}
i f  (datam ask& _A D C 2)
{





goto  EndC ollectD ata;
}
}
i f  (datam ask& jC L O C K )
{
i f  ((n d ata+= 2)< =M A X N D A T  A )
{













*SC ->check6+ = l;
}
void In it_A ll(SC )
/* Initialize SC , in terface, tim er, port * / 





SC initia lize(SC );
/*  Initialize 6821 timer */
/*  Initialize interface com ponents ' 
/*  In itialize 6 8 230  tim er *1 




SC A R A con fig  SC; 
Init_A ll(& SC );
/*  S C A R A  configuration data */
/*  In itialize SC, interface, tim er, port */




/*  N otice  that routine OutputData is ca lled  continuously *1
/*  - even  in U ser m ode. */












i f  (S C .m o d e= _ V E L C O N )
C ontrolV el(& SC ,SC .usijointcart,SC .usrveLA x,SC .usrvelBy);
e lse  i f  (S C .m o d e= _ T R A J E C T O R Y )
{
* S C .ch eck 9 + = l;
i f  (!D oTrajectory(& SC ,checkptr)) /*T h is evaluates DotrajectoryO and tests it*/ 
SetM ode(& SC ,SC .oldm ode,SC .n2w ind);
}
e lse  i f  (SC jm ode==_PO SITIO N )
{
i f  (!ControlPos(& SC ))
SetM ode(& SC ,SC .oldm ode,SC .n2w ind);
}
CollectD ata(& SC );
switch(*argOh)
{
I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /









i f  (*((short *)arg 1 h )= ( s h o r t )  1 ) 
S C .u srD A C l=  * (short *)arg2h; 
else




enc_in(*(short *)arglh ,*arg2h ,*arg3h); 




i f  (S C .m o d e = _ U S E R )
{







d ig_in(*(short * )arg lh );
/*  W aiting for job , last job  failed */
/*  W aiting for job, last job  successfu l */
/*  Read A /D  Converter */
/*  W rite A /D  Converter (on next cycle) */
/*  Read encoder counter */
/* Set encoder counter */
/*  Read digital inputs */
*argOh=(char)l;
break;
case 0x07: /*  W rite digital outputs (on next cyc le) */
SC.usrport= *(short * )arglh ;
*argOh=(char)l;
break;




case  (char)0x0F: /* R eset program and hardware */




/*  P os/V el setting and m onitoring */
^ ****************************************/
case (ch ar)0x l0: /*  Read position */
read_pos(& SC ,*(short *)arglh ,(short *)arg2h,(short *)arg3h); 
*argOh=(char) 1; 
break;
case  (char)Oxl 1: /* Read velocity  */
read_vel(& SC ,*(short *)arglh ,(short *)arg2h,(short *)arg3h); 
*argOh=(char)l;
break;








/ a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/*  R eset stored position to 0  */
/*  M ove SC A R A  to hom e configuration */
/*  V eloc ity  control functions /
case  (char)0x20: /*  Set P-I-D  controller gains */
SetControllerG ain(& SC,*(short * )arg lh ,‘ (short *)arg2h,‘ (short *)arg3h,‘ (short *)arg4h);
*argOh=(char)l;
break;
case(char)0x22: /*  Set CTM  controller gains */
SetC TM G ain(& SC ,‘ (short * )a rg lh ,‘ (short ‘ )arg2h,‘ (short *)arg3h);
*argOh=(char)l;
break;
ca se  (ch ar)0x21: /*  Set velocity  (joint or cartesian) */
SC .usijointcart=SC .velcondatam ask=‘ (short ‘ )arglh ;
SC .usrvelA x=‘ (short ‘ )arg2h;
SC .usrvelB y=*(short ‘ )arg3h;
SC .velcondatactr=* (short *)arg4h;
*argOh=(char)l;
break;
/*  Trajectory control functions *//****************************************/
ca se  (char)0x30:
i f  (SC .m ode!=_TR A JE C TO R Y )
{ .






/*  C lear trajectory */
‘ arg0h=(char)0;
break;
ca se  (ch ar)0x31: /*  A dd to trajectory for PID Control /
i f  (SC unode !=_TRAJECTO RY& & SC.ntraj<M AX NTRAJ)
{
SC .trajend[0]=‘ (short *)arglh ;
S C .trajend[l]=*(short *)arg2h;












case(char)0x32: /* Add to trajectory for CTM  Control */
i f  (S C .m o d e! =_TR AJECTO RY& & SC .ntraj<M AXNTRA J)
{
SC .trajend[0]=*(short *)arglh;















case (char)0x33: /*S et B -A x is initial position*/
SC .in it_p osB = *(sh ort *)arglh;
*argO h=(char)l;
break;
/****** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/*  P osition in g  functions */
/****** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 
case (char)0x40: /*  Set target point */
SC .posjointcart=*(short *)arglh;
S C .endposA x= *(short *)arg2h;
S C .endposB y=*(short *)arg3h;
SC .endposZ z=*(short *)arg4h;
SC .endposW w =*(short *)arg5h;
SC .m axjointposspeed=*(short *)arg6h;
SC .startposseq=(short) 1; 
i f  (SC .posjointcart& _C A R T)
S C .posxysquare=
((lon g)SC .en dp osA x)*((lon g)S C .en d p osA x)
+((lon g)S C .end p osB y)*((lon g)S C .en d p osB y);
*argO h=(char)l;
break;
/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/*  D ata-co llection  related routines */
/I**************************************** /
case (char)0x50: /*  R eset clock  */
S C .clock = 0L ;
*argO h=(char)l;
break;
case (ch a r)0 x 5 1: /* Read clock  */
*(long  * )arg lh = S C .c lock ;
*argO h=(char)l;
break;







*(short * )a r g lh s=SC.ndata;





SC.userdatam ask=*(short ‘ )arg lh ;  
SC.userdatactr=*(short *)arg2h; 
*argOh=(char) 1 ; 
break;
/* Start data co llection  */
/*  Set M RAC gains
/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *********************** /
case(char)0x60:












/*  Change operating m ode * /î **************************************/
case (char)0xF0: /*  Read data (no operation) */
‘ argOh=(char)l;
break;
case (char)0xF8: / ‘  Read operating m ode */
‘ (short ‘ )arglh=SC .m ode;
‘ (short *)arg2h=SC.n2wind;
‘ (short *)arg3h=SC.oldm ode;
*argOh=(char)l;
break;
case (char)0xFE: /*  Break operating m ode */
i f  (S C .m o d e= _ T R A J E C T O R Y ||S C .m o d e= _ P O S lT IO N )
{






case (char)0xFF: / ‘  Change operating m ode */













/*  slib .c  I/O Library for V M E -S C A R A  Interface 
/*
/*  M odule slibO.c
/* T h is m odule contains # d efin e’s , data structures 









/*  6821 R egister locations */
/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 5 , , , ,^ ,
#d efm e p l_pra
#d efine p l_ddra
#d efm e p l_cra
#d efine p l_p rb
#d efm e pl_ddrb
#d efine p l_crb






((char * )0 x F E 6 1 E l)  
((char * )0 x F E 6 1 E l)  
((char *)0xF E 61E 3)  
((char *)0xF E 61E 5)  
((char *)0xF E 61E 5)  
((char *)0xF E 61E 7)  
((char * )0xF E 61E 9)  
((char *)0xF E 61E 9)  
((char *)0xF E 61E B )  
((char *)0xF E 61E D )  
((char *)0xF E 61E D )  
((char *)0xF E 61E F )
¡**********************************************************+*++**1
/*  6 8 2 3 0  R egister locations */
y*************************************************************^^
#define t_cr ((char *)0xF E 0021)
#d efine t_hr ((char *)0xF E 0027)
#define t_mr ((char * )0xF E 0029)
#d efine U r ((char * )0xF E 002B )
#d efine t_sr ((char *)0xF E 0035)
/* A rgum ent list o ffsets
/*  N O TE: Equivalent addresses start at 0 x 1 0 0 0 0
((char * )0 x 0 0 0 14000) 
((char * )0 x 0 0 0 14001) 
((char * )0 x 0 0 0 14002) 
((char * )0 x 0 0 0 14003) 
((char * )0 x 0 0 0 14004) 
((char * )0 x 0 0 0 14005) 
((char * )0 x 0 0 0 14006) 
((char * )0 x 0 0 0 14007) 
((char * )0 x 0 0 0 14008) 
((char * )0 x 0 0 0 14009) 
((char *)O x0001400A ) 
((char *)O x0001400B ) 
((char * )0 x0001400C )  
((char * )0 x 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 D )  
((char * )0 x 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 E )  
((char * )0x 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 F )  
((char * )0 x 0 0 0 1 4 0 1 0 )  
((char * )0 x 0 0 0 1 4 0 1 1) 
((char * )0 x 0 0 0 1 4 0 1 2 )  
((char * )0 x 0 0 0 1 4 0 1 3 )




















#d efm e arg91
^********* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ***********^
/* SC A R A  position  and v e loc ity  data */
y'****************************************************************y'
#defm e M A X W IN D O W SIZ E  32  
#defm e M A X L 2W IN D SIZ E  5 
#define SA M P LER A TE 167L
#defm e M A X N D A T A  15000  
#define D A T A P T R  0x00 0 1 4 0 3 2
#d efm e M A X N T R A J 15000  
#defm e TR A JPTR  0 x 0 0 0 1C 000
#defm e TIM ER H  0x00  
#d efine TIM E RM  0x05  
#d efm e TIM ER L OxDC
/♦Sam pling rate for 6m s cy c le  tim e*/
/*  M ax num ber o f  data w ords */
/*  M ax n o . o f  traj segm ents */
/*  Pointer to  trajectory m em
/* 2 5 0 k H z count c lock  */
/* 0 x 0 0 0 5 D C = l 5 0 0 = > 6 m s= >  166.76  hZ*/
#d efm e p o ssca leA  1029L  
#d efine p o ssca leB  1287L
# d efm e possca leZ  2 6 2 1 4 4 L  
# d efin e  possca leW  I6471L
# d efin e  v e lsca leA  130380L  
#d efin e v e lsca leB  2 0 8 6 0 8 L  
#d efin e velsca leZ  2 0 4 800L  
# d efin e  velsca leW  130380L
# d efin e  _ U S E R  0  
# d efin e_T R A C K P O S V E L  1 
#d efm e _V E L C O N  2 
# d efm e .T R A JE C T O R Y  3 
#d efin e .P O S IT IO N  4
#d efin e L A  350L  
#d efin e LB 300L
#d efm e .J O IN T  ((short)OxOOOO) 
#d efin e .C A R T  ((short)OxOOOl) 
#d efin e _B N E G  ((short)OxOOOO) 
# d efin e  _B P O S  ((sh ort)0x0002)  
#d efin e .P O IN T  ((short)OxOOOO) 
#d efine .V E L O C IT Y  ((sh ort)0x0004)  
#d efm e .J O IN T P O S  ((short)OxOlOO) 
#d efm e .C A R T P O S  ((sh ort)0x0200)  
#d efin e .J O IN T V E L  ((sh ort)0x0400)  
# d efin e  .C A R T V E L  ((sh ort)0x0800)  
#d efin e .F A U L T F IN D  ((short)OxlOOO) 
# d e fm e _ A D C l ((sh ort)0x2000)  
# d efin e  _ A D C 2  ((sh ort)0x4000)  
# d efm e .C L O C K  ((sh ort)0x8000)
ty p ed e f struct S C A R A con fig
{
/*  O perating m od e o f  program  */ 
short m ode;
/*  Program  c lo ck  (cy c le  counter) */ 
lon g  clock;
/* U ser control m ode */
/* Poition &  ve loc ity  track m ode */ 
/*  V eloc ity  control m ode */
/* Trajectory-follow ing m ode */
/*  P osition ing m ode */
/* Length o f  arm segm ent A , m m  */ 
/* Length o f  arm segm ent B , m m  */
/*  Current encoder position s */
lon g  encposA ,en cp osB ,encposZ ,en cp osW ;
short o ld p osA ,oldposB ,oldposZ ,oldposW ;
/*  Current jom t v e lo c itie s  * / 
short instvelA ,veL A w indsum ,velA w ind[M A X W IN D O W SIZE ]; 
short in stvelB ,velB w indsum ,velB w ind[M A X W IN D O W SIZ E ];  
short instvelZ ,velZ w indsum ,velZ w ind[M A X W IN D O W SIZ E ];  
short instvelW ,velW w indsum ,velW w ind[M A X W IN D O W SIZ E ];
lon g  u sfA ,u sfB ,u sfZ ,u sfW ; 
short n2 w ind; 
short nwind; 
short nvalw ind; 
short w indindex;
short p osA ,p osB ,p osZ ,p osW ;  
short e n c o d e .h i, e n c o d e .lo  
short e n co d e .to t, v e l.d iv ;
long v elA .velB ;
lon g  olderrA,olderrB; /*  'Old'
/*  V eloc ity  scaling factors */
I* log2 o f  w indow  size  */
/*  Current siz e  o f  w indow  */
/*  Current number o f  valid  w indow  entries *! 
I* Current index into w indow  */
/* Scaled  jo int positions */
/*encoder num ber sections*/
/♦S ca led  Joint V elocities m ade long*/ 
error vels: W ere short */
/*  Sca led  Cartesian position s and v e lo c it ie s  */ 
lon g  cpx,cpy; /*  tem ps */ 
short cartposx,cartposy,cartposz,cartposw ; 
short cartvebc,cartvely,cartvelz,cartvelw ;
/*  s in /co s  look -u p  table */ 
short sc lu t[l 1]; 
short s in e_an gA ,sin e_an gB ;  
lo n g  angA; 
short usrencdata;
/*  M atrix term s and elem en ts */
lon g  L A sA ,L A cA ,L B sA B ,L B cA B ;  
lon g  m atA ,m atB,m atC ,m atD ;
/*  U ser  joint/cartesian v e loc ity  .position  and acceleration  input */ 
short usrvelA x,usrvelB y,usrvelZ z,usrvelW w ;  
short usrposA .usrposB .usraccelA .usraccelB ; 
short usijointcart; /*  0 =  jo in t-sp a ce , 1 =  cartesian control */
/*C T M  Controller G ains*/
short C T M kpA ,C T M kvA ,C T M kpB ,C T M kvB ;
short in it_posB;
/*  P -I-D  Controller G ains and integral term s */
short cp A ,ciA ,cdA ;
short cp B ,c iB ,cd B ;
short cpZ,ciZ ,cdZ;
short cpW ,ciW ,cdW ;
lon g  integA ,integB ,in tegZ ,in tegW ;
/*M R A C  controller param eters and ga in s* /
lon g  M R A G _posrefA ,M R A C _jX )srefB ,M R A C _velrefA ,M R A C _velrefB; 
lon g  M R A C _accelrefA ,M R A C _accelrefB ;
short lam  1 ,lam 2,gam m a 1 ,gam m a2,gam m a3 ,gam m a4,gam m aS,gam m a6;
short k d l I ,k d l2 ,kd2 1 ,kd2 2 ;
lon g  Y 11 ,Y  12 ,Y  13 ,Y  14, Y 15 ,Y 2 2 ,Y 2 3 ,Y 2 4 ,Y 2 5 ,Y 2 6 ;
lon g  a l,a2 ,a3 ,a4 ,a5 ,a6 ;
/*  Current bit patterns on output port * /
/*  and output va lu es for D A C 's * /
short usrD A C  1 ,u srD A C 2,velcon D  A C  1 ,velcon D A C 2;
short usrport,velconport;
short oldm ode; /*  Program  m ode before traj. or pos. m ode */







short velcondatactr.velcondatam ask; 
short userdatactr.userdatam ask;






/*  Data co llection  array */
/*  Pointer into the data array*/
/*  Indicates w h ich  data to co llect */
/*  D ata-collection  cy c le  counter */
/*  N o . o f  data w ords in data m em ory */
/*  Trajectory data array*/
/*  Pointer into the traj array */
/*  Pointer to end o f  trajectory data*/
/*  Trajectory cy c le  counter */
/*  N o . o f  traj segm ents in traj m em ory */
/*  P osition in g  data */ 
short posjointcart; 
short m axjointposspeed; 
short startposseq;
short endposA x.en d p osB y ,endposZ z,endposW  w; 
lon g  posxysquare;
short sp eedA ^ p eed B  .speedZ ^peedW ;
} S C A R A con fig ;










s lib .c  I/O  Library for V M E -S C A R A  Interface 
M o d u le  s l ib l .c
T h is m odule contains lo w -lev e l I/O  routines required 
for com m unication  w ith the V M E -S C A R A  interface hardware 
constructed  b y  Phillip  C iu fo , 1990. T h e routines are 











/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * « * ****** * * * * * * ¿ ^ .^
void  resetQ
/* reset analog outputs to zero v o lts */ 
*p2_pra=0xFF;
* p l_ p rb = 0x l 0:
*p l_p rb = 0x00; / “"assert CSO lo w  */ 
* p l_ p rb = 0x l 0 
* p l_ p rb = 0x l  1 
*p l_p rb = 0x 01 
* p l_ p rb = 0x l  1 
*p2_pra=0x07  
* p l_ p rb = 0 x 5 0  
* p l_ p rb = 0 x 4 0  
* p l_ p rb = 0 x 5 0  
*p l_p rb = 0x41  
*p l_p rb = 0x l 0 
*p2_pra=0x 00 
*p l_ p rb = 0 x 0 7  
*p l_p rb = 0x l 0 
*p2_pra=0xF0  
*p l_ p rb = 0 x 0 7  
*p l_p rb = 0x l 0 
}
/ “"assert CS 1 lo w  */
/ “"assert p lp b 6 h igh  “"/
/■"reset counters * /
/*  reset counter resets */
void  pausedO
{
/*  D o es  nothing */
}
void  ad_in(short channel,short data)
/ “"Bringing in  a num ber and then converting it to */ 
/ “"its constituent parts */
{
short d atal,data2 ; 
i f  (c h a n n e l= (sh o r t)  1)
{
/ “" Start A -D  con version  for first A -D  “"/
“"pl_prb=0x l 2 ;
paused();
*p l_p rb = 0x 02;
pausedO;




* p l _prb=0x 02;
pausedO;
/ “" W ait for con version  to fin ish  */  
w h ile  (!((*p l_p ra )& 0x40));
/*  R ead con version  data */
*p l_p rb = 0x 2 2 ;
paused();
* p l_p rb = 0xA 2;
pausedO;
d a ta l= (“*pl_pra);
“"p l_prb=0x l 2 ;
pausedO;
* p l_p rb = 0x32;
paused();
“"p l_prb=0xE 2; 
pausedO; 
data2 = (“"pl_pra); 
data=(data 1 < < 8)+(data2 );




/*  Start A -D  con version  for secon d  A -D  *!
* p l_ p r b = 0 x l3 ;
pausedO ;
* p l_ p rb = 0 x 0 3 ;
paused();
*p l_ p rb = 0 x 8 3 ;
paused();
*p l_ p rb = 0 x 9 3 ;
pausedO;
* p l_ p rb = 0 x 0 3 ;
paused();
/*  W ait for con version  to finish  */ 
w h ile  (!((*p l_p ra )& 0x80));
/*  R ead con version  data */
* p l_ p rb = 0 x 2 3 ;
paused();
* p l_ p rb = 0 x A 3 ;
pausedO ;
d a ta l= (* p l_ p r a );
* p l_ p r b = 0 x l3 ;
paused();
* p l_ p rb = 0 x 3 3 ;
pausedO ;
*p l_p rb = 0xE 3;
pausedO;
data2 = (* p l_ p ra );  
data=(data 1 < < 8)+data2 ;
* p l_ p r b = 0 x l3 ;
}
}
void  ad_out(short channel, short data)
{
i f  ( c h a n n e l= ( s h o r t ) l)
{
*p2_pra=(char)data& 255;/*low  byte sent to  port 2*1 
* p l_ p rb = 0x l 0;
* p l_ p rb = 0x 00;
* p l_ p rb = 0x l 0;
*p 2 _ p ra = (ch a r)(d a ta » 8 )& 2 5 5 ;/* H ig h  byte sent to port2*/ 
* p l_ p rb = 0 x 5 0 ;
* p l_ p rb = 0 x 4 0 ;




*p2_pra=(char)data& 255;/*Loading low  byte first*/ 
* p l_ p rb = O x ll;
* p l_ p rb = 0x 0 1 ;
* p l_ p rb = O x ll;
* p 2 _ p ra = (ch a r)(d a ta » 8 )& 2 5 5;/* L oading high byte next*/ 
* p l_ p r b = 0 x 5 1;
* p l_ p rb = 0 x 4 1 ;




* p l_ p rb = 0 x 4 8 ; /* S e t  both the H/L SEL and OE lines*/
}
void  b _en c_ in (cn t_h i,cn t_ lo )  
char *cn t_h i, *cnt_lo;
{
* p l_ p rb = 0 x 0 8 ;
*cn t_h i= (*p  l_pra);
* p l_ p rb = 0 x 4 8 ;
* cn t_ lo = (* p  l_pra);
* p l_ p rb = 0 x 5 0 ;
}
/* v o id  enc_ in (sh ort channel,short data)*/ 




sw itch  (channel)
{
case (short) 1 :
* p l_p rb = 0x09;
* d ata l= (*p l_p ra );
*p l_p rb = 0x49;
♦(data 1+1 )=(*P  l_pra);
*data=*(short * )datal;




*d ata l= (*p l_p ra );
*p l_p rb = 0x48;
♦(data 1+ 1  )= (*p  l_pra);
*data=*(short *)data l;
* p l_p rb = 0x50;
break;
case (short)3:
* p l _prb=0x0A ;
*data=(*pl_pra);
/*  data 1 = (*p  l_p ra);* / /*H igh  byte*/
*p l_p rb = 0x4A ;
*(data+ 1 )= (*p  l_pra);
*p l_p rb = 0x50;
break;
case (short)4:
* p l _p rb= 0x0B ;
*data=(*pl_pra);
*p l_p rb = 0x4B ;
* (d a ta + l)= (* p l _pra);






void  enc_out(short channel,short data)
/* R eset a sin g le  H C T L 2000 chip . *data equals the */
/*  current bit pattern on upper byte o f  output port. */




i f  (channel<=(short)0)
*p2_pra=(char)data& 0x8F;/*U se a num ber and convert to a char 
on ce it is in the routine: L ow  byte inform ation*/ 
else  i f  (channel<(short)3)
{
short datal,data2 ;
* p l_ p rb = 0 x l4 ;
*p l_p rb = 0x04;
pausedO;
data 1 = (*p  l_pra);/*H igh  byte*/
* p l_ p rb = 0 x l5 ;
*p l_p rb = 0x05;
pausedO;
data2=(*p l_p ra);/*L ow  byte*/ 
data=(data 1 < < 8)+data2 ;
* p l_ p rb = 0x l 0;
}
void  d ig_out(short data)
/*  O utput *data to the digital output port. */





* p l_ p rb = 0x l 6;
* p l_p rb = 0x06;
* p l_ p rb = 0x l 6;
*p 2_p ra= (ch a r)((d a ta » 8 )& 2 5 5 );/* S en d  only 12 b its* / 
/*M ask  o f f  leading zeros*/
* p l_ p rb = 0 x l7 ;
*p l_p rb = 0x07;
* p l_ p rb = 0 x l7 ;
}
pia_setupO
/* Initialize the 6821 chips on the I/O  board. */
{
*p l_ cra = 0x 00;
* p l_ crb = 0x 00;
*p l_d dra= 0x 00;
*pl_ddrb=OxFF;
*p2_cra= 0x 00;




*p l_crb = 0x04;
*p2_cra=0x04;
*p2_crb=0x04;
/*d isab le C S lin es* /
*p l_p rb = 0x l 0;
/*  reset the counter resets */
*p2_pra=0xF0;
*p l_p rb = 0x07;
* p l_ p rb = 0 x l7 ;
}
InitSynchO
/*  Initialize the tim er */
{
*t_hr=TIM ERH;












/*  slib .c I/O  Library for V M E -S C A R A  Interface
/*  M odule slib 2 .c
/*  T his m odu le  contains routines for position  tracking and 
/*  velocity  com putation, using a slid in g-w ind ow  m ethod. 
/*  Other routines sca le  raw positional and velocity  data 












S C A R A con fig  *SC ;
{ .
long x x ,d e lta /em ain d er;
short index,ans;
if(x x > = 1 8 0 0  & &  x x < 3 6 0 0 ) /*S ca led  everything by 10V  
x x= xx-3600; /* to  un-do, sim ply  d iv id e by 10*/
if(x x > -3 6 0 0  &&  xx < = -1 8 0 0 )  
xx= xx+ 3600;  
if(x x > -1 8 0 0  & &  xx< 0) 
x x = x x * (-l);
if(x x > 9 0 0  & &  xx< 1 8 0 0 )  
x x= 1800-xx ;
ind ex= (short)(xx /100L); 
rem ainder=xx% 100L;
d elta=rem ainder*(SC -> sclut[index+ 1 ]-SC ->sclu t[index]);  
delta=delta/100L;
ans=SC ->sclut[index]+(short)delta;










void  C om puteM atTerm s(SC)
/* Com pute com ponents o f  forward differential m atrix, */
/* based on  the current robot jo in t p osition s */
/*  Products scaled  up b y  1000 * 3 2 7 6 7  metres/rad */
/*  mat com ponents scaled  up b y  1 0 0 0 * 3 2 7 6 7 /1 0 2 4  m etres/rad * /
/*  M agnitudes o f  m at results cou ld  fit in  a short */
S C A R A config  *SC;
{
long a n g A = (S C -> en cp o sA * 1 0 7 3 7 L )» 4 ,a n g B = {-S C -> e n c p o sB * 1 3 4 2 2 L )» 4 ;
SC ->L A sA =L A *(long)apprsin(SC ,angA );
SC ->L A cA =L A *(long)apprcos(SC ,angA );
SC ->L B sA B =L B *(long)apprsin (SC ,angA +angB );
S C ->L B cA B =L B *(long)apprcos(SC ,angA +angB );
S C -> m a tA = (S C -> L A cA + S C -> L B cA B )» 1 0 ;
S C -> m a tB = (S C -> L B c A B )»  10;
S C -> m a tC = (-S C -> L A sA -S C -> L B sA B )» l 0;
S C -> m a tD = (-S C -> L B sA B )» l 0;
}
xx=x;
void  U pdatePos(SC  jo in t,p o s,v e l,o ld )
/*T his routine creates the current va lu es o f  arm position  and 
/* velocity  from  the encoder values. T he encoder values com e into 
/*  the routine v ia  en c_ in 0 - T his is n ow  the n ew  value and velocity  
/*  for this scan  is "new-old" encoder value. P osition is the sum  
/*  o f  the per scan v e lo c ities  up until that tim e. This version  




S C A R A con fig  *SC;
{
short en cd ata ,ve loc ity ,lo_b itjii_b it;  
char en c _ h i,e n c J o ;  
long p o s l ,p o s 2 ; 
enc_in(joinri& enc_h i,& enc_lo);
lo_b it= ((short)enc_lo)& 0x00F F ; 
h i_b it= (((short)enc_h i)< < 8 )& 0x0F 00;  
encdata= (h i_b it+ lo_b it)& 0x0F F F ; 
p os 1 = e n c d a t a « 20; 
p os2= * o l d « 20 ;
194
v elo c ity = (p o sl-p o s2 )/1 0 4 8 5 7 6 ; /*d iv isor  is 2 E 20 */
*vel= velocity;
*old=encdata;
*p os= *pos+ (long)velocity;
}
void  C om puteP osV el(SC )
/* C om pute scaled  jo int positions and v e loc ities . */
/*  Output scaling: 1000 =  1 rad/sec or 100 m m /sec. */ 
S C A R A con fig  *SC;
{
long ans,usf;
/* Com pute scaled  positions */ 
ans=SC ->encposA *posscaleA ;
S C -> p osA  =  *(short *)&ans; 
an s=-SC ->encposB *posscaleB ;
S C ->posB  =  *(short *)&ans;
/* C om pute scaled  velocities. */
/*  S ca lin g  here is  based on m ax inst speed  o f  10 rad/sec */
/* for A ,&  B . These w ould  g ive  6 3 6 6 1 9 , and */
/* 5 0 9 2 9 6  p u lses/sec  at these speeds. */
/* The u s f  factor is  therefore increased to use up the */
/* rem aning precision  o f  the long arithm etic. */
/* The v e lsca le  factors are also increased accordingly. */
i f  (SC ->nvalw ind<SC ->nw ind)
{
u sf= (S A M P L E R A T E «  15)/((long)SC -> nvalw ind);
S C -> v e A = ((lo n g )S C -> v e lA w in d su m )* (u s f» 4 )/v e lsc a le A ;




SC ->velA =((lon g)S C -> velA w in d sum )*(S C -> u sfA )/velsca leA ;  
S C -> v e lB =  - ((lon g)SC -> velB w in d sum )*(S C -> u sfB )/velsca leB ;
}
}
void  F w dK inem atic(SC )
/* C om pute scaled  Cartesian position  and velocity . *1
I* Input velocities: 1000 =  1 rad/sec */
/*  Output p ositions/velocities: 10000  =  1 m etre(/sec) */





SC ->cartposz=SC ->posZ ;
SC ->cartp osw =S C -> p osA + S C ->p osB + S C ->p osW ; 
val= (cp x-S C ->cp x)*2500L ;
S C ->cartvelx= ’,'(short *)& val;
SC ->cpx= cp x;
val= (cp y-S C ->cp y)*2500L ;
SC ->cartvely=*(short *)&val;
S C ->cpy= cpy;
}
void  T rackPosV el(SC )
/* R ead differential velocity  from  encoders and update stored positions *1 
S C A R A con fig  *SC;
{
short in stvelA ,instvelB ;
/* U pdate p osition  and ve loc ity  for all jo in ts  *1
U pdatePos(SC ,(short) 1 ,& (S C -> en cp osA ),& in stvelA ,& (S C -> old p osA )); 
U pdatePos(SC ,(short)2 ,& (S C -> en cp osB ),& instvelB ,& (S C -> old p osB ));
/*  Store instantaneous ve loc ities  */
SC -> in stvelA = in stvelA ;
SC -> in stvelB = in stvelB ;
I* U pdate v e lo c ity  w indow  average */
SC ->velA w ind su m + = instvelA ;
SC ->velB w in dsu m + = in stvelB ;






S C ->velA w ind su m -= SC -> velA w in d [S C -> w in d in d ex];
S C -> velB w in dsu m — SC ->velB w in d[S C ->w in d in d ex];
}
S C ->velA w ind [S C -> w in d in d ex]= in stvelA ;
S C ->velB w in d[S C ->w in d in d ex]= in stvelB ;
S C -> w in d in d ex= (S C -> w in d in d ex+ l)& (S C -> n w in d -l);
/* Produce scaled  cop ies o f  p osition  and velocity  */
C om puteP osV el(SC );
/* C om pute k inem atics m atrix term s */
C om puteM atTerm s(SC );
/*  Find Cartesian equivalents for position  and v e loc ity  */
Fw dK inem atic(SC );
}
/"R outines used  in the CTM  Controller o f  the H IR A T A */ 
void  C orio lis(S C ,H A ,H B )
/********************** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/■"Calculate the corio lis and centrifugal term s to be u sed  in the */
/"C om puted Torque com pensation  */
/*  Both  corio lis values "H A &  *H B are "long" (a lso  called  h_hat) */
/*  angB  converts encoder pu lses to a value in tenths o f  a degree */
/*  sinB  g e ts  its value from  the approxim ate sine algorithm  w here */
/*  s in (9 0 )= 1 0 0 0 . S inB  is then d iv ided  by ten for sca lin g  reasons "/
/*  "H A  &  "H B b ecom e 100* 167" 1000 tim es their true value */
/************************ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
S C A R A con fig  "SC; 
long *H A ,*H B ;
{
long an gB = (SC -> en cp osB /89L )+ (lon g)SC -> in it_p osB ; /" D iv ide b y  89 to use d eg /10 */ 
short sinB =approxsin(SC ,angB );
sin B /= 10; /" Sca lin g  to keep  H A  &  H B inside "long"*/
*H A = (lon g)sin B *S C -> velB *(2L *S C -> velA + S C -> velB ); /"Changed sign  to cover w ay angB determ ined b y  program */ 
*H A /= 1000L ; /"H A  n o w  100* true value*/
* H B = (-lL )* (lon g)s in B *S C -> velA *S C -> velA ; /"C hanged sign  to cover w ay angB determ ined b y  program */ 
*H B /= 1000L ; /"H B  n ow  100* true value*/
}
void  M a ss(S C ,m a ss l,m a ss l2 )
/"This calcu lates the m ass values for D l l  and D 12. These are the A -A x is  
/*  and the coupling inertia term s. B oth  m ass values are "short" and 
/*  sh ou ld  be used  as shorts w hen ca lled  by CTM ControllerO  
/*  B eca u se  sin () and co s() are sca led  by 1000 and the coeffic ien ts  
/*  in the m ass equations are scaled  b y  10, the m ass term s start o f f  as 
/*  10000 tim es their true value, but are then scaled  by 100 so  end up 
/*  100 t im es their true value.
/*  T h is function  is used  by CTM C ontrolV elO  in slib 3 .c to g iv e  D11JD12 
/*♦**
S C A R A con fig  "SC; 
short "m ass 1 ,"m ass 12 ;
* long a n gB = (S C -> en cp osB /89L )+ (lon g)S C -> in it_p osB ; /*  D ivide b y  89 to use deg/10 */
short cosB = ap proxcos(S C ,an gB );  
lon g  tm p m a ss l,tm p m a ssl2 ;
tm pm ass 1 = 8 4 0 0 0 L + 16 L *(lon g)cosB ;  
tm p m a ss l/= 1 0 0 L ;
"m ass 1 = (short)tm pm ass 1 ;
tm p m ass12= 8 0 0 0 L + 5 L * (lo n g )co sB ;  
tm pm ass 12J=  100L;
"m ass 12 = (short)tm pm ass 12 ;
/*  N eed ed  so  that m ass does not overflow */
/"M ass is  10000* true value*/
/"M ass is 100* true value*/
/" M asss is  100* true valur*/
196
}
tau_prim e(Z,CTM kp,C TM kv,errorp,errorv
y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * y
/*  T h is funciton calculates the value o f  tau_prim e, an intermediate */
/*  value in the com puted torque algorithm . This u ses position  errors */
/*  and v e loc ity  errors. Both o f  these term s are scaled  up by 167 & */
/*  they are in m illirads so  have a further scaling  factor o f  1000 */
/*  T o  m ake CTM  fit into a lon g  th is term has to be d ivided  by 167 */
/*  H ence the overall term tau_prim e is 1000 tim es its true value */
/* T h is function is called  by CTM C ontroller to calculate r l & r2 */
/*  and is used  in the calculation  o f  CT_valueQ  */
y *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * ^
short CTM kp,C TM kv; 
long errorv,Z,errorp;
{
lon g  torq;
torq=Z+(long)C TM kp*errorp+(long)C TM kv*errorv;
to rq /= l6 7 L ; /*T h is rem oves the sca lin g  introduced for errv,p*/
retum ((long)torq);
}
C T _va lu e(m l ,m 2,rrl ,rr2,hh)
y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * y
/*T h is funciton  calcu lates the com puted  torque required at the m otor */ 
/*  to control the robot according to the control m ethod. The CT is */
/*  a lon g  data type. It is  scaled  b y  100’"1000 and then d ivided  */
/*  b y  100 to g iv e  a final sca lin g  o f  1000 */
/*  T h is function  is ca lled  by CTM Controller to g ive (long)C T  values */
/*  and is  u sed  in the calcu lation  o f  D A C _out() the num ber sent to */
/*  the D A C  chips on  the interface board. */
short m l,m 2 ; 
long hh; 
lon g  r r l / r 2 ;
{
lon g  com p torq ,ctm l,ctm 2,ctm 3,ctm 4;  
ctm  1 = (lo n g )m  1 *rr 1 ; 
ctm 2 = (lon g)m 2  *rr2 ; 
ctm 3=hh;
ctm 4= ctm  1 + ctm 2+ ctm 3; 
com p torq = ctm 4/100L; 
retum ((long)com ptorq);
}
D A C (c l,c2 ,c3 ,c tm ,v e l_ a ct)
long vel_act; 
long ctm ; 
short c l ,c 2 ,c 3 ;
{
lon g  num ber,
num ber=(long)c 1 * ctm + (lon g)c2*vel_act+ (lon g)c3# l 0O0L;
n u m b er/= 1000L; /* S ca le  number by 1000 to account for m illi-radians*/
retum ((long)num ber);
}
/*  T h is subroutine is for the M R A C  controller and calculates the 
/*  the errors and augm ented errors that are needed  for the control 
/*  torque calculation .
/* * * * * *******
void  M R A C _err_function(SC ,ikds 1 ,ik d s2 ,is 1 ds2,iqr 1 ,iq r2jqq rl 4qqr2)
S C A R A co n fig  *SC;
lon g  * ik d s l,* ik d s2 ,* is l ,* is 2 ;
lon g  *iqr 1 ,*iqr2 ,*iqqr 1 ,*iqqr2 ;
{
long errpA,errpB,errvA,errvB,ssl,ss2;
errp A = (long)SC -> posA * 167-(lon g)(SC ->M R A C _posrefA *SC ->M R A C _velrefA ); 
errp B =(lon g)S C -> p osB * 167-(lon g)(SC -> M R A C _posrefB *SC -> M R A C _velrefB );
errvA =(S C ->velA -(long)S C ->M R A C _velrefA )*  167; 
errvB = (S C -> velB -(lon g)SC -> M R A C _velrefB )*167;
/* The position  and v e lo c ity  errors are scaled  by 1000*167 , being in m illirad*/
SC ->M R A C 9=errpA ;
S C ->M R A C  10=errpB;
SC ->M R A C  11 =errvA;
SC ->M R A C 12=errvB ;
* is 1 = errvA + S C -> lam  1 * errp A;
*is2=errvB +SC -> lam 2*errpB ;
/*T h ese  augm ented  errors are sca led  by 1000*167 */
s s l= * is l ;
ss2 = * is2 ;
*iqrl = (lon g)S C -> M R A C _velrefA *  167-SC -> lam l »errpA; 
*iq r2= (lon g)S C -> M R A C _velrefB *  167-SC ->lam 2*errpB;
* iq q rl= (lon g)S C -> M R A C _accelrefA *167*167-S C -> lam l*errvA ;  
*iqqr2= (lon g)SC -> M R A C _accelrefB *  167* 167-SC ->lam 2*errvB; 
/*T h ese  m od ified  reference quantities are scaled by 1000*167 */
/*  The acceleration  has to be m ultip lied  by 167 so  that it is  */
/*  m illirad /sec and then b y  167 again  so  that it is scaled  by 167*/
*ikds 1 = (S C -> k d  11 * ss  1 + S C -> k d  12 * s s 2 y  167;
*ik d s2= (S C -> k d 21  * ss l+ S C -> k d 2 2 * ss2 )/l  67;
/* B y  d iv id in g  by 167 these PD term s are now  scaled  by 1000*/
/*  This routine defines the system  parameters that w ill be used  in the * /
/*  M odel R eference A daptive controller. These arise from  the param eterisation  
/*  o f  the k inem atic equations. */
/*  A ll o f  th ese  param eters are sca led  up by a factor o f  1000 */
void  S  Y  S_param eters(SC ,kds 1 jcd s2 ,s 1 s,s2s,qrqA,qrqB,qqrqA,qqrqB) 
S C A R A con fig  *SC;
long kds 1 ,kds2,s 1 s,s2s,qrqA,qrqB,qqrqA,qqrqB;
{
lon g  angB;
*/
S C -> Y  11 =qqrq A /167; /*  Scaled  1000*/
a n gB = S C -> en cp osB /89 ;
S C -> Y  12=qqrqA *approxcos(SC ,angB )/( 1000* 167); /*  Scaled  1000*/
S C -> Y  13= q q rq B /l 67; /*S caled  1000*/
SC->Y 14=qqrqB*approxcos(SC,angB)/( 1000* 167); /»S ca led  1000*/
SC->Y15=(-l)*approxsin(SC,angB)*(SC->velB*qrqA+(SC->velA+SC->velB)*qrqB)/(1000*1000*167); /»S ca led  1000*/
SC->Y22=0;
S C -> Y 23= q q rq A /167; /»S caled  1000*/
SC->Y24=approxcos(SC,angB)*qqrqA/( 1000* 167); /»S ca led  1000*/ 
SC->Y25=approxsin(SC,angB)*SC->velA*qrqA/( 1000*1000* 167)y*Scaled 1000*/
S C -> Y 2 6 = q q rq B /167; /»S caled  1000*/
}
/*  In th is routine the system  d im ension s are adaptively determ ined  
/*  T h ese are functions o f  the system  m ass and length and are derived from  
/*  The k in em atic  equations.
/*  A ll o f  th ese  param eters are sca led  up by a factor o f  1000  
/*  T his is  b ecau se  the S C -> Y _**  term s are scaled by 1000 andn the 
/*  s i  and s2  term s are sca led  b y  1000*167 . This m eans that d iv ision  by  
/*  1 6 7 * 1 0 0 0  is  n eed ed  to  have a term  that is scaled  by 1000 
/*  The extra  d iv isio n  b y  167 is  to  take account o f  the scan tim e not 
/*  b ein g  present w hereas it is  part o f  the differential equation that 













void  P A R A M _ad ap t(S C ,sl,s2 )
S C A R A con fig  *SC;
lon g  s i  ,s2; /*T h e ca llin g  function w ill sp ec ify  these values*/
{
S C -> a  1 -=S C -> gam m a 1 *SC ->Y  11 *s l / (  1000* 167* 167); 
S C -> a2-= S C -> gam m a2*S C -> Y  12* s 1 /(1 0 0 0 *  167* 167);
S C -> a 3 — S C ->gam m a3*(S C -> Y  13 * s l + S C -> Y 23*s2 )/(  1000* 167*167);
S C -> a4— S C -> gam m a4*(S C -> Y  14 * s 1 + S C -> Y 2 4 * s2 )/(  1000*167*167);  
S C -> a5-= S C -> gam m a5*(S C -> Y  15 * s l + S C -> Y 25*s2 )/(  1000* 167*167);  
S C -> a6-= S C -> gam m a6*S C -> Y 26*s2 /( 1000*167*167);
}
^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ***************************************************** /
/*  T h is function w ill calculate the M RAC torque value based  on the */
/*  augm ented  errors, the system  parameters and the adapted system  */
/*  param eters based  on  m ass and length. */
/*  T h ese term s are scaled  up by 1000 so  they are in m illi radians */
lon g  M R A C _torque(SC ,x  1 ,x2pc3 ,x4 ,x5  ,y 1 ,y2 ,y3  ,y4 ,y5 ,kds)
S C A R A con fig  *SC ;
lon g  x l,x 2 ,x 3 ,x 4 ,x 5 ;
lon g  y l,y 2 ,y 3 ,y 4 ,y 5 ;
lon g  kds;
{
lon g  T;
T = x  1 *y  1 + x 2 * y 2 + x 3  *y3+ x4*y4+ x5  *y5-kds* 1000;
/*  Each o f  the x (i)  and y (i)  term s are scaled  by 1000, so  kds is  * / 
/*  m ultip lied  b y  1000 a lso* /
T /= (1 0 0 0 );/*  T h is term  is  n o w  in m illi-radians*/ 
return (T);
}
v o id  read _p os(S C jo in tcart,p osA x,p osB y)
/*  C om pute S C A R A  jo in t positions. */
/*  1000 un its =  1 m m  or 1 rad. */
S C A R A co n fig  *SC;
short jo in tcart,*posA x,*posB y;
{
i f  ( (jo in tca r t& _ C A R T )= 0 )
{
*p osA x= S C -> posA ;








void  read_vel(SC  jo in tcart,velA x,velB y)
/*  R ead  stored ve lo c ity  in jo int-sp ace or cartesian format. */
/*  Join t-space A ,B : 1000 =  1 radian/sec */
/*  C artesian x,y: 10000 =  1 m etre/sec */
/*  Join t-space or cartesian z: 1000 =  lm m /sec  *!
/*  Join t-space or cartesian W: 1000 =  1 radian/sec */
S C A R A con fig  *SC;
short jo in tcart,*velA x,*velB y;
if ( ( jo in tc a r t& _ C A R T )= 0 )  /*  U se  stored joint-space ve lo c ity  */
{
*veLAx=SC->veLA;





*velB y= S C -> cartve ly ;
}
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SLIB3.C









slib .c I/O Library for V M E -SC A R A  Interface 
M odule slib 3 .c
T his m odule contains routines for control o f  the SC A R A , 
in clud ing PID controller im plem entation and inverse  










void  R esetP oint(SC )
/*  R eset the stored jo in t p osition s to 0. */
/*  R eset the encoder counters to 0 . */
S C A R A con fig  *SC;
{
S C ->encposA = 0L ;
SC ->encposB = 0L ;
SC ->encposZ =0L ;
SC->encposW =O L; 





void  SetC T M G ain(SC ,chanle,gainkp,gainkv) 






SC ->C T M kpA =gainkp;
SC ->C T M kvA =gainkv; 
break; 
case 2 :
SC ->C T M kpB =gainkp;






void  SetC ontrollerG ain(SC ,channel,gainP ,gainI,gainD )
S C A R A con fig  *SC;





S C ->cpA =gainP ;
S C ->ciA =gainI;
S C ->cdA = gain D ;  
break; 
case 2 :
SC ->cpB = gain P ;
SC ->ciB = gain I;
S C -> cdB = gain D ;  
break; 
case 3:
S C ->cpZ =gainP ;
SC ->ciZ =gainI;
SC ->cdZ = gain D ;  
break; 
case  4:
SC ->cpW = gain P ;
S C ->ciW = gainI;






vo id  SetM R A C _P D G ain (S C ,ga in k dl I,ga in k d l2 ,ga in k d 21 ,ga in k d 22)
S C A R A con fig  *SC;
short ga in k dl I ,g a in k d l2 ,gainkd2 1 ,gainkd2 2 ;
{
SC ->kd  11 =gainkd 11;
SC ->kd  12= gainkd 12;
S C -> k d 2 1 = g a in k d 21;
S C ->kd22=gainkd22;
}
vo id  SetM R A C _A daptive_Lam bda(SC ,lam bda 1 Jam bda2)
S C A R A con fig  *SC; 
short lam bda 1 ,lam bda2 ;
{
S C -> la m l= la m b d a l;
SC ->lam 2=lam bda2;
}
void  SetM R A C _A daptive_G am m a(SC ,garni ,gam 2,gam 3,gam 4,gam 5,gam 6)
S C A R A con fig  *SC;
short garni ,gam 2,gam 3,gam 4,gam 5,gam 6;
{
S C ->gam m a 1 = gam  1;
SC ->gam m a2=gam 2;
S C ->gam m a3=gam 3;
SC ->gam m a4=gam 4;
SC ->gam m a5=gam 5;
SC ->gam m a6= gam 6;
}
short PIDcontroller(SC,error,oldem ,integsum JCp,K i,K d)
/*  Im plem entation o f  P-I-D  controller */ 
long error,*olderr, 
short K p,K i,K d; 
lon g  *integsum ;
S C A R A con fig  *SC;
{
long sum ;
/*  C om pute/update the integral and differential term s */
*integsum +=error,
SC ->int_chk=*integsum ; 
i f  (* in tegsum < -32767)
*in tegsum — 32767; 
i f  (* in tegsu m > 32767)
* in tegsu m = 32767;
SC ->int_chk2=*integsum ;
/*  C om pute the P -I-D  sum  */ 
sum =(error) * ((long) Kp)
+ (* in tegsu m )*((lon g)K i)
+(error-( * olderr)) * ((long) Kd);
SC ->sum _chk=sum ;
*olderr=error,
/*  S cale result and lim it to 12 b its */ 
s u m » = 8;
SC ->shortsum _chk=sum ;
i f  (su m < -2048)  
sum — 2048;  
i f  (su m > 2 0 4 7 )  
su m = 2047;  
retum ((short)sum );
}
C TM C ontroller(SC ^nass 1 ,m ass2 ,usrspA ,usrspB ,usrposA ,usrposB  ,H _hat,real_speed,val 1 ,va l2 ,vaB )  
/*  Im plem entation o f  the CTM  Controller*/
S C A R A co n fig  *SC;
201
short usrspA ,usrspB ,usrposA ,usrposB;
short v a ll,v a l2 ,v a l3 ;
lon g  H_hat;
short m a ss l,m a ss2 ;
long real_speed;
{
lon g  CT;
lon g  Za,Zb;
lon g  rl^-2 ;
lon g  errorpA,errorpB;
lon g  DACnum ber;
lon g  errorvA.errorvB;
lon g  pos_ref_a,pos_ref_b;
pos_ref_a=(long)usrposA *(Iong)usrspA ;
pos_ref_b=(long)usrposB *(long)usrspB ;
errorpA =pos_ref_a-(long)SC ->posA *( 167L); 
errorpB =pos_ref_b-(long)SC ->posB *( 167L); 
errorvA =(long)usrspA -SC ->velA ; 
errorvB =(long)usrspB -SC ->velB ;
errorvA *=167L ;
errorvB*=167L;
Z a= (lon g)S C -> usraccelA *27889L ;
Z b = (long)S C ->u sraccelB  *2 7 889L;
r 1 =tau_prime(Za,SC->CTMkpA,SC->CTMkvA,errorpA,errorvA); 
r2=tau_prime(Zb,SC->CTMkpB,SC->CTMkvB,errorpB,errorvB);
C T = C T _value(m ass 1 ,m ass2,r 1 ,r2,H_hat); /^C alcu lates the C om puted Torq V alue*/
D A C num ber=D A C (val 1 ,va l2 ,va l3 ,C T /ea l_sp eed ); /*C onverts the above calculated torq to a voltage that is used by D A C */ 
retum ((long)D A C num ber);
}
void  C T M C ontrolV el(SC )
S C A R A con fig  *SC;
/*T h is is  the fu ll calculation o f  the CTM  controlled v e lo c ity  sign al* /
/*T h is com b in es all o f  the sub-functions together to g ive  the CTM  controller*/
{
lon g  outA ,outB; 
short D 1 1 ,D 12 ,D 2 2 ; 
short v a l,v a 2 ,v a 3 ;  
short v b l,v b 2 ,v b 3 ;  
lon g  H 1 ,H2 ;
/* T h is  is all w orked out for jo in t space*/
C orio lis(S C ,& H  1 ,& H 2);
M ass(S C ,& D  11 ,& D  12); /*T h ese are 100* the true va lu e*/
D 2 2 = 1 3 0 ;
v a l= 1 4 ;  va2= 177; va3= (-39); 
v b l= 5 0 ;  vb 2= 64; vb3=3;
/* A p p ly  the CTM  Controller*/
/* o u tA /B  have been  rescaled by 1000 and lim ited  to + -2 0 4 8 * /
ou tB = C T M C on tro ller(S C J012 ,D 22 ,S C -> u srvelA x ,S C -> u srvelB y ,S C -> u srp osA ,S C -> u srp osB 32 ,S C -> velB >vb l,vb 2 ,vb3);
outA =C T M C ontroller(SC ,D  11 ,D  12 ,S C ->u srvelA x,SC ->usrvelB y,SC -> usrposA ,SC -> usrposB ^ l 1 ,S C -> ve lA ,va l ,va2,va3);
i f  (ou tA > 2047L )  
o u tA = 2047L ;  
i f  (ou tA < -2048L )  
o u tA — 2048L ; 
i f  (ou tB > 2 0 4 7 L )  
ou tB = 2 0 4 7 L ;
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i f  (ou tB < -2048L )  
ou tB = -2048L ;
/  Convert data to output format and store in S C , w here it wtII be output to the devices on the next cycle* /
S C -> ve lcon D  A C  1 =(short)2048-(short)out A; 
SC ->velconD A C 2=(short)2048+ (sh ort)ou tB ;
/* S et b its to  enable servo d rives* /
S C -> v e lco n p o rt= 0 x F 2 0 1; /* Enable both A  & B -A x is  Servopak*/ 
/*  S C ->velcon p ort= 0xF 001;* / /*  Enable A -A x is servopak on ly* / 
/*  S C ->ve lcon p ort= 0xF 200;* / /*E nable B -A x is servopak on ly* /
vo id  M R A C _C ontrol_V el(SC )
S C A R A con fig  *SC;
{
lo n g  k d sA Jcd sB Jd d c2 ,k 3k 4d c5k 6 ,T A ,T B ;  
short v A l,v A 2 ,v A 3 ,v B l,v B 2 ,v B 3 ;  
lon g  outA ,outB ;
M R A C _err_function(SC ,& kdsA ,& kdsB ,& kl,& k2,& k3,& k4,& k5,& k6);
/*  V a lu es for Y ii and ai are sent to  con fig* /
S Y S _p aram eters(SC ,kd sA ,k d sB ,k l ,k2,k3,k4,k5,k6);
/* T h is line updates the Y ii v a lu es in the SC A R A con fig  structure*/
P A R A M _adapt(SC 3c 1,k2);
/* T h is line updates the ai va lu es in the S cA R A con fig  structure*/
T A = M R A C _torq u e(S C ,S C ->a  1 ,SC ->a2 ,S C -> a3 ,S C -> a4 ,S C ->a5 ,S C -> Y  11 ,SC ->Y  12 ,S C -> Y  13 ,S C -> Y  14 ,S C -> Y  15,kdsA );
T B = M R A C _torq u e(S C ,S C -> a2 ,S C -> a3 ,S C -> a43C -> a5 ,S C -> a6 ,S C -> Y 22 ,S C -> Y 23 ,S C -> Y 24 ,S C -> Y 25 ,S C -> Y 263cd sB );  
/* T h ese  tw o  lines u se the n ew ly  calculated values o f  Y ii and ai in the */
/*  eva lu ation  o f  the Ta and Tb term s */
v A l= 1 4 ;  v A 2 = 1 7 7 ; v A 3= (-39 );
v B l= 5 0 ;  v B 2 = 6 4 ; v B 3= 3;
ou tA = D A C (v A l ,vA 2 ,vA 3 ,T A ,S C -> velA );  
o u tB = D A C (v B l,v B 2 ,v B 3 ,T B ,S C -> v e lB );
if(ou tA > 2048L )  
o u tA = 2048L ;  
ifi[outA <-2047L ) 
o u tA — 2047L ;
if][outB >2048L )
o u tB = 2048L ;
if(o u tB < -2 0 4 7 L )
o u tB = -2047L ;
S C -> v e lco n D A C  1 =(short)2048-(short)out A;
S C -> velconD A C 2= (short)2048+ (sh ort)ou tB ;
/*  S C -> ve lcon p ort= 0xF 201;* / /* T h is enab les both servopaks*/
S C -> ve lcon p ort= 0xF 200; /*E nable B -A x is only*/
}
void  T ransV elC artJoin t(SC ,vA x,vB y)
/*  C onvert cartesian x ,y  jo in t v e lo c itie s  to A 3  jo in t sp eed s */
/*  Input v e lo c itie s: 10000  =  1 m etre/sec */
/*  O utput v e loc ities: 1000  =  1 rad/sec */
/*  N O T E : T h is routine w ill return zero v e lo c ities  w hen the * /
/*  end effec to r  leaves the w orkspace defined  by: */
/*  A b s a n g le  (b) < 1 0  d egrees approx. * /
/*  T h is function  calcu lates the num ber that w ill be sent from  */
/*  the V M E  system  to the D A C  for conversion  to a ServoPak input */
/*  The D A C  value is sca led  and constrained to lie b etw een  + -2 0 4 8  */
S C A R A con fig  *SC; 
short *vA x,*vB y;
{
lon g  velA ,velB ,det,tdet;
/*  Find the determ inant and m atrix products */ 
d et=(S C ->m atA *SC -> m atD -SC ->m atB *SC ->m atC ); 
velA = S C -> m atD *(lon g)(*vA x)-S C -> m atB *(lon g)(*vB y);  
v e lB — SC ->m atC *(lon g)(*vA x)+ S C -> m atA *(lon g)(*vB y);
/* S ca le  v e lo c ities  */ 
tdet=det;
i f  ((d e t/= 3 2 0 O L )= 0 L )  
det=(td et< 0)?-l L: 1L; 
veIA /=det; 
velB /= det;
/* Rather than lim it the v e lo c itie s  to  the m axim um  valu es, */
/*  return zero ve lo c itie s  w hen they exceed  the lim its */ 
i f  (velA <0xF F F F 8000||velA >O x00007F F F  
|| velB < 0xF F F F 8000 ||velB > 0x00007F F F  







*vA x= velA ;
*vB y= velB ;
}
}
void  C on trolV el(SC join tcart,usrvelA x,usrvelB y)
/* Control the S C A R A  v eloc ity  in either the cartesian or */
/*  jo in t-sp ace  dom ains, using a PID controller strategy for * /
/*  each  jo in t. * /
S C A R A con fig  *SC;
short jointcart,usrvelA x,usrvelB y;
{
long errorA,errorB; /*T h ese w ere long: 23 /1 0 /9 5 * / 
short outA ,outB ;
/* Find current desired jo in t-sp ace ve loc ities  */  
i f  (jointcart& _C A R T )
{
T ransV elC artJoint(SC ,& usrvelA x,& usrvelB y);
}
/*  Find jo in t-v e lo c ity  errors */ 
errorA=(long)usrveLA x-SC->velA;
errorB =(long)usrvelB y-SC ->velB ; /*S C -> velB  is already a long*/
SĈ encodeJî rrorB;
/*  A p p ly  P-I-D  controller strategy for all joints */
outA =P ID controller(SC ,errorA ,& (SC ->olderrA ),& (SC ->integA ),SC ->cpA ,SC ->ciA ,SC ->cdA );
outB = PID controller(SC ,errorB ,& (SC ->olderrB ),& (SC ->integB ),SC ->cpB ,SC ->ciB ,SC ->cdB );
/*  C onvert data to output format and store in SC , w here it * /
/*  w ill b e  output to  the d ev ices on the next cycle  */
/*  Set b its to  enable servo drives */
S C -> ve lcon D A C  1 = (sh ort)2048-outA ;
S C ->ve lcon D A C 2= (sh ort)2048+ ou tB ;
/* S C -> velcon p ort= 0xF 201;* / /* Enable A  and B -A x is servo paks*/
S C ->velconp ort= 0xF 200; /*E nable B -A x is  servo pak on ly* /
}
/* in t D oT rajectory(S C )* / /*C om m ented  out w hile CTM  Controller used*/ 
/*PID  C ontrol ve lo c ity  to fo llo w  trajectory. */
/*  Returns 1, e lse  0  w hen  com pleted  */
/* S C A R A co n fig  *SC ;
{
lon g  vsf; 
i f  (!SC ->trajctr)
{




SC->tr aj datac tr=SC->traj ptr [5 ];
}
i f  (SC ->trajdatam ask& _V ELO C ITY ) 







v s f= (S A M P L E R A T E « 8L)/(long)SC->trajctr, 
i f  (SC->trajdatamask&__CART)
C o n tro lV el(S C ,l,
(sh ort)((((lo n g )(S C -> tra jp tr[l]-S C -> ca rtp o sx ))* v sf)» 8L),
(short)((((lon g)(S C -> trajptr[2]-S C ->cartp osy))*vsf)»8L ));
else
C ontrolV el(SC ,0 ,
(sh o rt)((((lo n g )(S C -> tra jp tr [l]-S C -> p o sA ))* v sf)» 8L),






/*C T M  Control or M R A C  Control velocity  to fo llow  trajectory. In jo in t cocords on ly  */ 
/*  Returns 1, e lse  0  w h en  com pleted  */
S C A R A con fig  *SC;
{
i f  (!SC->trajctr)
{
i f  ((SC ->trajptr+=9)>=(SC ->trajend)) 
retum(O);
SC->traj ctr=(SC->trajptr[6]);
SC ->trajdatam ask=(SC ->trajptr[0]);
SC->trajdatactr=(SC->trajptr[5]);
}
/ “"These are for the CTM  trajectory*/
/*  SC ->usrposA =SC ->trajptr[l];
SC ->usrposB =SC ->traj ptr[2];
SC ->usrvelA x=SC ->trajptr[3];
SC ->usrvelBy=SC ->trajptr[4];
SC ->usraccelA =SC ->trajptr[7];
SC ->usraccelB =SC ->trajptr[ 8] ;*/
/*  C T M C on trolV el(S C );*/ /*T h is is the CTM Control algorithm */
SC ->M R A C _posrefA =SC ->trajptr[ 1 ];
SC ->M R A C _posrefB =SC ->trajptr[2];
SC ->M R A C _velrefA =SC ->trajptr[3];
SC ->M R A C _velrefB =SC ->trajptr[4];
SC ->M R A C _accelrefA =SC ->trajptr[7];
SC ->M R A C _accelrefB =SC ->trajptr[8];
M R A C _C ontrol_V el(S C ); /*T h is is  the M RAC Control alorithm */
SC->trajctr--;
retu m (l);
short C ontrolPos(SC )
S C A R A con fig  *SC;
{
short errA ,errB,errZ,errW ,sgnA,sgnB; 
long errA xy,errBxy; 
i f  ((S C -> posjoin tcart& _C A R T )= =0)
{
errA =(S C ->en d p osA x-S C -> posA );
sgnA = (errA < 0);
errB = (S C -> en dp osB y-S C -> p osB );
sgn B =(errB < 0);
errZ =(SC ->endposZ z-SC ->posZ );




i f  ((S C -> en d p osA xASC ->cartposx)<0& & (SC ->endposB yASC ->cartposy)<0)
{
sgn A = (S C -> cartp osx> = 0);  




errA xy=(((long)SC ->endposA x)*((long)SC ->cartposy)
-((lon g)S C -> en dp osB y)*((lon g)S C -> cartp osx));
sgnA =(errA xy<0);
}
i f  (((SC ->posjoin tcart& _B P O S)!=0)& & SC ->posB <0L )
{
sgn B =0;
errB x y = lL ; /*  N o t 0  */
}
else  i f  (((S C -> p osjo in tcart& _B P O S )= 0)& & S C -> p osB > 0L )
{
sg n B = l;




errB xy=(((long)SC ->cartposx) * ((long)SC ->cartposx) 
+ ((lon g)S C -> cartp osy)*((lon g)S C -> cartposy)-S C ->p osxy square); 
i f  ( (S C -> p o sjo in tca r t& _ B P O S )= 0 )  
errBxy=-errBxy; 
sgn B =(errB xy< 0);
}
}
i f  (SC ->startposseq)
{
SC ->speedA =(sgnA )?-SC ->m axjointposspeed:SC ->m axjom tposspeed;





i f  (SC -> sp eedA <0& & !sgn A )
SC ->speedA =((SC ->speedA & O xF F F O )==O xF F F O )?-{SC ->speedA ):-(SC ->speedA )»l;  
i f  (S C -> sp eedA > = 0& & sgn A )
SC ->speedA =((SC ->speedA & O xF F F O )=O xO O O O )?-{SC ->speedA ):-(SC ->speedA )»l;  
i f  (S C -> sp eed B < 0& & !sgn B )
SC ->speedB ={(SC ->speedB & O xF F F O )==O xF F F O )?-{SC ->speedB ):-{SC ->speedB )»l;  
i f  (S C -> sp eed B > = 0& & sgn B )
SC->speedB=((SC->speedB&OxFFFO)==OxOOOO)?-(SC->speedB):-(SC->speedB)»l;
}
C ontrolV el(SC ,(short)0 ,SC ->speedA ,SC ->speedB );  
i f  (SC ->posjoin tcart& _C A R T )




void  O utputD ata(SC )
/*  Output data to the SC A R A -V M E  interface board. */ 
S C A R A con fig  *SC ;
{
short digdatay/*^ ero d r iv e= 2 0 4 8 ; */ 
short zerod rive= 2048;
i f  (S C -> m od e< _V E L C O N ) /*  U se  the user’s data */
{
ad_out( (short) 1 ,SC ->u srD A C  1); 




else  /*  U se  data from  velocity  controller 7
/* In this case, look at overtravel sensors, e-stops etc 7  
/*  and lim it outputs appropriately 7  
{
d ig jn (d ig d a ta );
/*  N O T E  changes here sin ce one A  sensor busted 7  
/*  i f  ( ((digdata&OxOOO 1 )= 0 & & S C -> v e lc o n D A C  1 < 2048)  
|| ( (d ig d a ta & 0 x 0 0 0 2 )= 0 & & S C -> v e lco n D  A C  1 > 2 0 4 8 )
|| ((digdata& O xl 100)1=0x1100)) 
ad_out((short) 1 ^erodrive); 
e lse* /
ad_out((short) 1 ,S C ->velconD A C  1); 







/*  scon .c  # include file  for slib .c 7
/*  A rgum ent locations defined  in this file  are for u se in 7
/*  program s running on the developm ent b oard  7
/*  7
/******************* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * « * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/********* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ****^
/* A rgum ent list o ffsets */
/* N O TE : Equivalent addresses start at 0 x 1 4 0 0 0 7
/* w h en  accessin g  from  target board 7
# d efin e  T A R G E TB O A R D  7 ta 2 ”
# d efin e
#d efin e
# d efin e
















# d efin e
argOh ((char * )0 x 0 0 0 10000)
argOl ((char * )0 x 0 0 0 10001)
a rg lh  ((char *)0x 00010002)
a r g il ((char * )0 x 0 0 0 10003)
arg2h ((char * )0 x 0 0 0 10004)
arg21 ((char * )0 x 0 0 0 10005)
arg3h ((char * )0 x 0 0 0 10006)
arg31 ((char * )0 x 0 0 0 10007)
arg4h ((char * )0 x 0 0 0 10008)
arg41 ((char * )0 x 0 0 0 10009)
arg5h ((char * )0 x 0 0 0 1000A )
arg51 ((char *)O x0001000B)
arg6h ((char * )0 x 0 0 0 1OOOC) 
arg61 ((char * )0 x0001000D )
arg7h ((char * )0 x 0 0 0 1000E )
arg71 ((char *)O x0001000F)
arg8h ((char *)0x 00010010)
arg81 ((char *)0x 00010 0 11)
arg9h ((char * )0 x 00010012)
arg91 ((char ," )0x00010013)
# d efm e M A X N D A T A  15000 /*  M ax number o f  data words 7
# d efin e  M A X N T R A J 15000 /*  M ax no. o f  traj segm ents */
#d efin e _ U S E R  0 I* U ser control m ode */
#d efin e _T R A C K P O SV E L  1 /*  Poition & v e loc ity  track m ode 7
# d efin e  _ V E L C O N  2 /*  V eloc ity  control m ode 7
#d efin e _T R A JE C T O R Y  3 /*  T rajectory-follow ing m ode 7
# d efin e  „P O SIT IO N  4  /*  P osition ing m ode */
#d efin e „JO IN T  ((short)OxOOOO) 
# d e fin e _ C A R T  ((short)OxOOOl) 
# d efin e  _ B N E G  ((short)OxOOOO) 
# d e f in e _ B P O S  ((short)0x0002) 
# d efin e  „P O IN T  ((short)OxOOOO)
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#d efine .V E L O C IT Y  ((short)0x0004) 
#d efine _JO IN T PO S ((short)OxOlOO) 
#d efin e _C A R T P O S  ((short)0x0200) 
#d efine _JO IN T V E L  ((short)0x0400) 
#d efm e _C A R T V E L  ((short)0x0800) 
/*#d efin e  _ E N C P O S  ((short)OxlOOO)*/ 
#d efine _F A U L T F IN D  ((short)OxlOOO) 
# d e fm e _ A D C l ((sh ort)0x2000) 
#d efm e _ A D C 2  ((sh ort)0x4000) 








fw rite(data,size, 1 ,fp);













FILE *fp ,*fopen(); 
char funcbyte=(char)function; 
long o ffs e t l,o f fse t2 ; 
fp=fopen(TA R G ETBO A R D ,"w ");
/*long*/
offset 1 = 0x 00010002; 
offset2 =0x 00010000;
/*  W rite data to target board */ 
i f  (nw rite)
{
/*  fseek (fp ,(sh ort)arg lh ,0 );* / /*C om piler requires m iddle argument to be int*/ 
fseek (fp  »offset 1 ,0); 
fwrite(data,n w r i t e «  1,1 ,fp);
/*  data+=nw rite;*/
}
/*  W rite function  co d e  to target board */
/*fseek(fjp ,arg0h,0);*/ /*C om piler requires m iddle argum ent to be in t* /
fseek (fp ,o ffset2 ,0);
fwrite(&funcbyte,sizeof(char), 1 ,fp);
fc lose(fp );
/*  W ait for target board to com plete operation */
fp= fopen(T A R G E T B O A R D ,Hr");
do {
/*  fseek (fp ,arg0h ,0);* / /*C om piler requires m iddle argum ent to be int*/ 
fseek (fp ,o ffset2 ,0); 
ifead (& fu n cb yte,sizeof(ch ar), l,fp );
} w hile(funcbyte& 0xF E );
/*  R ead data from  target board */ 
i f  (nread)
{ .









PID CONTROL: User Interface Programme
#in clu d e <std io .h>













short data[20] ,sd a ta [l 100];
FILE "fp ,* fop en 0;  
int i j ;
printwait("Hit return to reset data area.......");
S C A R A io (0 x 5 2 ,0 ,0 ,data); /" R eset data co llection  area*/
printwait("Hit return to turn on  tracking m o d e..... ");
data[0]=_T R A C K P O SV E L ; /"Turn on  tracking m ode*/ 
d a ta [l]= 0 ;
SC A R A io(0xFF ,2 ,0 ,data);
fp=fopen("al 8 0 5 9 5 a ”,"w"); /"O pen  file  for w riting*/
printwait("Hit Return to set P _I_D  gains");
data[0]=  1 ; /"Set PID  gain s for A -A x is* /
d a ta [l]= 1 5 0 0 ;
data[2 ]= 20;
d ata[3]= 100;
SC A R A io(0x20 ,4 ,0 ,d ata);
data[0]=2; /" Set PID  gain s for B -A x is* /
d a ta [ l]= 1000;
data[2]=30;
d ata[3]= 200;
SC A R A io(0x20 ,4 ,0 ,d ata);
printwait("Hit return to set V e lo c ity ...........");
data[0]=_JO IN TL JO IN T V EL; /*_JO IN T PO S;*/
d a ta [ l]=  100.0;




SC A R A io (0 x 2 1 ,6 ,0 ,data);
printwait("Hit Return to enter v e lo c ity  control m o d e ............");
data[0]=_V E L C O N ;
d a ta [ l]= 0;
SC A R A io(0xF F ,2 ,0 ,data);
w h ile ( l)
{ data{0]=_JO IN TPO S; /" J O IN T V E L ;* /
d a ta [l]= 5 0 0 ;
S C A R A io(0x54 ,2 ,0 ,d ata);
S C A R A io (0 x F 0 ,0 ,2 0 16,sdata); /" R ead  from  Data co llection  area*/
for(i=  16 ; i< = 2 0 16 ;i+ + )
{ fprintf(fp ,"% d\t",((int)sdata[i]));
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if ( ! (( i- l)% 8))
fprintf(fp,"\n");
} /* for i B race* /
} /* w h ile  (1 ) B race* /
fclose(fp);
} /*M ain  B race*/
*
CTM Controller: User Interface Programme
#in clu d e < std io .h>
#in clu d e "scon2 .c"










} /*printw ait B race* /
mainO
{




double thetA ,thetB ,thetdotA ,thetdotB ,thetddA ,thetddB;
S C A R A io(0x52 ,0 ,0 ,d a ta );
data[0]= 0;
S C A R A io (0 x 0 5 ,l,0 ,d a ta );
data[0]=_T R A C K P O SV E L ;
d a ta [l]= 0 ;
S C A R A io(0xF F ,2 ,0 ,data);
/♦R eset data collection  area*/
/♦R eset encoder counters to zero*/ 
/♦Turn on tracking m ode*/
fp=fopen("fIlenarne","w"); /*O pen  file for writing*/ 
printw ait(”H it Return to set C _T _M  gains and B -A x is initial position");
♦Set CTM  gains for A -A xis* /
♦Set CTM  gains for B -A xis* /
data[0] = l ;
d a ta [l]= 6 0 ; /*K p * /
data[2]= 25; /* K v * /
S C A R A io(0x22 ,3 ,0 ,d a ta );
data[0]= 2 ;
d a ta [l]= 1 0 0 ; /*K p * /
data[2]= 15; /* K v * /
S C A R A io(0x22 ,3 ,0 ,d a ta );
d ata[0]= 0; /* S et B -A x is  initial position in tenths o f  degree*/
SC A R A io (0 x 3 3 ,1,0,data);
printwait("H it return to clear T rajectory.......... ");
S C A R A io(0x30 ,0 ,0 ,d a ta );
printwait("H it return to  generate desired  T rajectory:Pos,V el,A cceL ..H); 
for (cou nta= 0; cou n ta< 1500; counta++)
{
if(co u n ta < 1 2 5 0 )
{
dataiO ]=_JO IN T LV EL O C IT Y LJO IN TPO S; 





d ata [5 ]= 1200;
data[6] = l ;










S C A R A io(0x32 ,9 ,0 ,d a ta );
/♦thetB  sca led */
/*  thetdotA  in m illirads*/ 
/♦thetdotB  in m illirads*/
/*thetddA ;*/
/*C TM  trajectory sp ec ification */
else
{
data[0]=_JO IN TL V EL O C ITY LJO IN T PO S; 
data[ 1 ]= 1251  ; /*U su ally  thetA */
d ata[2]= 1251;
d ata[3]=0; /* U su a lly  thetdotA */
data[4]=0;
d ata[5]=50;
data[6] = l ;
data[7]=0;
data[8]= 0;
S C A R A io (0 x 3 2 ,9 ,0 ,data); /*C TM  trajectory sp ec ification */
}
}
printwait("Hit Return to enter Trajectory m ode and m ove the H IRATA..."); 
data[0]=_T R A JE C T O R Y  ; 
data[ 1 ]= 0;
SC A R A io(0xF F ,2 ,0 ,d ata); /*Set m ode to Trajectory and start CTM  control o f  H IR A T A */
w h ile ( l)
{
data[0]=_JO IN T V E L ;
d a ta [l]= 6 5 0 ;
S C A R A io(0x54 ,2 ,0 ,d a ta );
S C A R A io(0xF 0 ,0 ,666 ,sd a ta ); /*R ead from  Data co llection  area*/
for(i=  16 ;i< = 6 6 6 ;i+ + )
{
fprintf(fp,"% d\t",((int)sdata[i]));
i f (! (( i- l)% 8))
fprintf(fp,"\n");
} /* fo r  i B race* /
} /*■w h ile  (1 ) Brace*/
fc lo se(fp );
**********************************************************************
**
MRAC Controller: User Interface Programme
# in clu d e  < std io .h >
# in c lu d e  "scon2 .c"
# in c lu d e  <m ath .h>
/♦ D ev e lo p m en t board program m e for the M R A C  Controller*/









} /*prin tw ait B race*/
mainO
{
short data[20] ,sd a ta [l 100];
FILE *fp ,* fop en ();  
int i,counta;
double partl,part2,part3,part4;
d ouble thetA ,thetB ,thetdotA ,thetdotB,thetddA ,thetddB;
S C A R A io (0 x 5 2 ,0 ,0 ,data); 
data[0]= 0;
S C A R A io (0 x 0 5 ,1 ,0 ,data);
data[0]=_T R A C K P O SV E L ;  
data[ 1 ]= 0;
SC A R A io(0xF F ,2 ,0 ,d ata);
fp=fopen("filenam e","w");
/*R eset data co llection  area*/
/*R eset encoder counters to zero*/ 
/*T um  on tracking m ode*/
/*O pen file  for writing*/
printw ait(”H it Return to set M R A C  Controller PD G ains.........");
d ata[0]= 150; /* K d l 1 * /
d a ta [ l]= 20 ; /* K d l2 */
d ata[2]= 15; /*K d 21*/
d ata[3]= 100; /*K d 22*/
S C A R A io(0x60 ,4 ,0 ,d a ta );
printwait("H it Return to set M R A C  Controller Adaptive Gains..."); 
d ata[0]=  1 ; /*Lam bda 1 */
d a ta [ l]= l;  /*Lam bda2*/
S C A R A io (0 x 6 1 ,2 ,0 ,data);
data[0]=10





/*G am m al */ 
/*G am m a2*/ 
/*G am m a3*/ 
/*Gaxnm a4*/ 
/*G am m a5*/ 
/*G am m a6*/
S C A R A io (0 x 6 2 ,6 ,0 ,data);
data[0]=0; /* S et B -A x is  initial position  in tenths o f  degree*/
S C A R A io (0 x 3 3 ,1,0,data);
printwait("Hit return to clear Trajectory...........");
S C A R A io (0 x 3 0 ,0 ,0 ,data);
printwait("Hit return to generate desired Trajectory:Pos,Vel,Accel...."); 
for (counta=0; cou n ta< 1500; counta++)
{
if(co u n ta < 1 2 5 0 )
{
data[0]=_JO INTl_VELO CITYl_JO INTPO S; 
data[ 1 ]= counta; /*thetA  scaled*/
data[2]=counta; /*thetB  scaled*/
data[3]=0; /*  thetdotA  in m illirads*/
data[4]= 500; /*thetdotB  in m illirads*/
d ata [5 ]= 1200;  
data[6] = l ;  
i f ( c o u n t a = l )
{
d ata[7]=data[3];












d ata [0 ]= _JO IN T L V E L O C IT Y L JO IN T P O S ;
d a ta [ l]= 1 2 5 1 ;
d ata[2 ]=  1251 ;
d a ta [3 ]= 0 ;
d a ta [4 ]= 0 ;
d a ta [5 ]= 5 0 ;
d ata [6] = l ;
d a ta [7 ]= 0;
d a ta [8] = 0;
S C A R A io (0 x 3 2 ,9 ,0 ,data); /* M R A C  trajectory sp ec ifica tio n * /
}
}
printw ait("H it R eturn to  enter Trajectory m o d e  and m o v e  the HERATA..."); 
d a ta [0 ]= _ T R A J E C T O R Y  ; 
data[ 1 ]= 0;
S C A R A io (0 x F F ,2 ,0 ,d a ta );  /* S e t  m ode to Trajectory and start M R A C  control o f  H IR A T A * /
w h i le ( l )
{ d a ta [0 ]= _JO IN T V E L ;  
d a ta [ l]= 6 5 0 ;  
S C A R A io (0 x 5 4 ,2 ,0 ,d a ta );




} /*for i Brace*/
} /*while (1) Brace*/
fclose(fp);
* * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
************
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Appendix 2.2: DERIVATION OF THE SYSTEM DYNAMIC
EQUATIONS
The complete form of the dynamic equations of any rigid-link robot manipulator can be 
derived from the Lagragian Equations of motion given below in Equation A.2.2.1[1’65]
d dL{9,6) d 1(9,0)
d r  dé  ) a e
A 2.2.1
a  l (q 9 )  •
w here-------—  is the partial derivative of 1,(0,0) with respect to the term [] and
d[]
Z(0,0) is the complete system energy balance given by:
¿ (0 ,0 ) = ¥ ( 0 ,0 ) -  n ( 0 ) A 2.2.2
. 1 . r  .
where ¥ (0 ,0 ) = —0 M(0)0 is the total kinetic energy of the system, 11(0) is the total 
potential energy of the system and u is the complete system torque.
Potential energy is not a velocity dependent term, therefore its partial derivative with 
respect to velocity is zero. That is, = 0. The partial derivative of potential
energy with respect to position yields the gravitational torque (if present). These are
a n f f i  = g(9). A.2.2.3written as,
a©
Expanding the Lagrangian equations gives the following expression:
— ( M (0 )0 ) - —  ( - 0  r M(0 ß  ) + g(0 ) = u
dt ÔQ 2
A.2.2.4
The evaluation of the first term in Equation A. 2.2.4 gives:
dt
(M(0)0) = M (0)0+M (0)0 A.2.2.5
Substituting Equation A. 2.2.5 into Equation A. 2.2.4 leads to:
M{9 )9 + M (6fi - — ¿ 9  tM(9 )0) + g(6) = u 
99 2
A.2.2.6
Defining a new term C(0,0)0 as given below in Equation A. 2.2.7
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C(0,e)0 = Af(0)e - ¿ ¿ 0 rM(0)0) A.2.2.7
50 2
permits Equation A. 2.2.5 to be re-written in its well known form (Equation A. 2.2.8).
This term, C(0,0)0 , represents the Coriolis and Centrifugal Torques. It is also known 
that physical systems are not ideal and are subject to disturbances. In the case of a 
robotic manipulator, friction disturbance is a significant term and can be determined. 
Therefore the dynamic equations are augmented to include a friction term, f(0 ).
M(0)0 + C(0,0)0 +g(0) + /(0 )  = u A.2.2.8
The equation for one of the subsystems (in the case of a multi-axis robot a subsystem 
coincides with the dynamic equations of a single axis) can be written as:
«, = £ * ,(0 )9 , + Z Z c*(0)® A  + S M + M Q )  A .2 .2 .9
j = \  j = 1 k=\
where n is the total number of axes of the robot.
For the two main axes of a SCARA robot, where operation is in the horizontal plane, the 
terms gi(0)=O. The individual subsystem equations are written as:
ux = m11(0)01 +m 12(0)02 + ^i12 (0)0 2 + c i22(0)^2 + /i(® i) A.2.2.10
u2 = w21 (0)0, +m22 (0)02 +c2U (0)0 ] + / 2(02)
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Appendix 2.3: RETARDATION TEST TO FIND THE MOMENT OF 
INERTIA: METHOD AND RESULTS
The retardation test used in the research for this thesis uses the method given in IEEE 
Standard 113- 1985. An extract from the IEEE Guide: Test Procedure for dc machines, is 
given below to show the method detail:
5.6.3 Retardation method:
The retardation method is used when measurement of input power is 
inconvenient and is most commonly employed for tests made after 
installation. It is especially adaptable to machines with large inertia.
The method consists of bringing the machine up to a speed slightly 
in excess of rated, but below its maximum safe speed, shutting off 
the power supply and making simultaneous readings of speed and 
time as the machine speed decreases.
7.7 Moment of inertia m easurem ent...The first method is suited
to the testing of assembled machines....
7.7.1 Retardation test method
7.7.1.1 Determine the friction and windage losses of the
machine, including the brush friction .....  Test at several
speeds and plot the sum of these losses as a function of speed.
7.7.1.2 With the machine uncoupled, increase the speed to the 
maximum rated value and remove the armature- and field-
excitation power. Measure the speed as a function of time.....
from the slope of the curve, derive the rate of change of speed 
as a function of speed.
7.7.1.3 Derive the moment of inertia from observation at 
several speeds using the equation:
J= Tfrcition /(CO. dco/dt), where Tftcition is the friction losses at 
speed co.
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[co is the rotational velocity and a  is the rotational 
acceleration and is given by dco/dt].
Using the description given in the IEEE Guide the following method was used:
The arm is driven at some constant speed, which is recorded. When 
operating in this state the motor has approximately constant current (I) and 
voltage (V). Using these values of V and I combined with the measured 
resistance, the rotational losses can be found as VI-I2R.
At any instant the work done in overcoming the rotational losses is equal to
2
the kinetic energy, !4Joo .
The rate of change of energy is equal to the losses:
/.Losses = J(oo. dco/dt)
where dco/dt at a given co is found from the results o f the retardation 
test.
In the retardation test the supply is removed from the arm and it is allowed 
to coast to a stop under the influence of friction. Plotting speed against time 
permits the determination of dco/dt.
Ultimately the value of J is found using:
J= (VI-I2R)/ ( co. dco/dt)
As a second method to find the moment of inertia, the retardation test results are used in a 
different way.
When the power is removed from the system the only torques acting are the friction 
torques. This leads to the expression:
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Tfriction J* &
where the friction torque is given by:
Tfriction = C F*  sgn(co) + VF *co .
This leads to the expression for inertia as:
J. — Tfnction/Oi
The inertia for the A-Axis system is the combined inertia of the A- and B- Axis arms and is 
dependent on the cosine of the position of the B-Axis arm (62).
The coefficient of the cos(02) term in the A-Axis system inertia was determined from 
experimental results by applying data regression techniques to the data found when the 
inertia is derived using friction torque values for different relative positions of the A- and 
B- Axis arms.
The experimental results and the calculated results are given in the table below. For the 
calculation the expression used is:
J=10.1 +1.9 cos (02)
Angle between 
A&B, (02)
-146 -125 -105 -84 -67 -48 0
J Derived from 8.84 9.19 9.49 9.99 10.42 10.73 12 .0
measurement





38.4 52 88 118 140 146 153
J Derived from 
measurement
10.99 10.70 9.92 9.29 8.92 8.82 8.46
J Derived from 
calculation
11.56 11.27 10.17 9.20 8.64 8.52 8.41
Table A2.3.1: Va ues of J 'or the combined A and B Axis arms when the relative positioi
of the arms varies.
A- and B- Axis Inertia
-1 0 1 
Angle between A and B (Rad)
Figure A 2.3.1: A graph of the experimental and calculated values for the A-Axis arm 
inertia as the relative position between the A and B Axis arms changes
For the B-Axis arm acting alone the first method was used in the determination of the
inertia.
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The following table of values are the result of the numerous retardation tests carried out for 
the B-Axis arm only moving.
Voltage, V Current, I v i-Tr CO dco/dt J= (VI-I'R)
(V) (A) (R=3.9Q) rad/sec dco/dt
5.0 0.88 1.38 0.255 3.93 1.38
5.0 0.88 1.38 0.255 4.35 1.24
5.0 0.88 1.38 0.255 4.17 1.30
5.0 0.88 1.38 0.255 4.2 1.29
6.86 0.90 3.02 0.485 4.50 1.38
6.86 0.90 3.02 0.485 5.0 1.25
6.86 0.90 3.02 0.485 5.0 1.25
9.29 1.05 5.45 0.805 5.36 1.26
9.29 1.05 5.45 0.805 5.0 1.35
10.05 0.95 6.03 0.94 4.85 1.32
10.05 0.95 6.03 0.94 5.36 1.20
10.05 0.95 6.03 0.94 5.0 1.28
10.05 0.95 6.03 0.94 4.8 1.34
11.96 1.2 8.74 1.135 5.81 1.33
11.96 1.2 8.74 1.135 5.85 1.32
11.96 1.2 8.74 1.135 6.06 1.27
11.96 1.2 8.74 1.135 6.25 1.23
11.96 1.2 8.74 1.135 6.25 1.23
13.77 1.35 11.48 1.36 6.25 1.35
AVERAGE 1.29
Table A 2.3.2: Experimental results of J for B-Axis arm only moving
Appendix 2.4: VERIFICATION OF THE COMPUTER MODEL 
DEVELOPED FOR THE HIRATA AR-350I ROBOT DYNAMIC
SYSTEM
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The following graphs illustrate how well the developed model accurately predicts the 
response of the actual system over a large range of controllers and operating conditions.
(a) A-Axis, Open Loop 
Response, Vin=58 mV
(b) A-Axis, Open Loop 
Response, Vin=102 mV
(c) A-Axis, Open Loop 
Response, Vin=75 mV
(d) A-Axis, Load=8.1kg, 
PED Control,
Vref=0.8 rad/sec
(e) A-Axis, Load=8.1kg, 
PED Control,
Vref=1.0 rad/sec
(f) A-Axis, Load=8.1kg, 
PED Control,
Vref=1.2 rad/sec




(h) B-Axis, Load=8.1kg, 
PID Control,
Vref=1.2 rad/sec
(k) B-Axis, Load=8.1kg, 
PID Control,
Vref=2.1 rad/sec
(1) A-Axis, Load=0 kg, PID 
Control, Vref=1.0 rad/sec, 
Maximum Inertia
(I) B-Axis, Load=8.1kg, 
PID Control,
Vref=1.5 rad/sec
(m) A-Axis, Load=0 kg,
PID Control,
Vref=1.2 rad/sec, Maximum 
Inertia
(j) B-Axis, Load=8.1kg, 
PID Control,
Vref=1.8 rad/sec
(n) A-Axis, Load=0 kg, PID 
Control, Vref=1.5 rad/sec, 
Maximum Inertia
(q) A-Axis, Load=0 kg, PID 
Control, Vref=1.8 rad/sec, 
Minimum Inertia
(o) A-Axis, Load=0 kg, PID (p) A-Axis, Load=0 kg, PID 
Control, Vref= 1.5 rad/sec, Control, Vref= 1.8 rad/sec,
Minimum Inertia Maximum Inertia
(r) A-Axis, Load=0 kg, PID 
Control, Vref=2.0 rad/sec, 
Maximum Inertia
(s) A-Axis, Load=0 kg, PID 










OJ 0.4 04 04 1 \ 2  1.4 1J 1
“
°0 02 0.4 04 04 1 12 1.4 14 1
0-5
(t) B-Axis, Load=0 kg, PID (u) B-Axis, Load=0 kg, PID (v) B-Axis, Load=0 kg, PID 
Control, Vref=0.7 rad/sec Control, Vref=l .8 rad/sec Control, Vref=2.0 rad/sec
(w) A-Axis, Load=0 kg, 
CTM Control,
Vref=0.7 rad/sec
(x) A-Axis, Load=0 kg, 
CTM Control,
Vref=0.9 rad/sec
(y) A-Axis, Load=0 kg, 
CTM Control,
VreP=1.0 rad/sec
(z) B-Axis, Load=0 kg, 
CTM Control, 
Vref=0.7 rad/sec















(dd) A-Axis, Load=0 kg, 
MRAC Control, 
Vref=1.2 rad/sec,
(ee) A-Axis, Load=0 kg, 
MRAC Control, 
Vref=1.5 rad/sec,
(ff) A-Axis, Load=0 kg, 
MRAC Control, 
Vref=1.8 rad/sec,
Appendix 2.5: MATLAB CODE USED TO CREATE THE 
SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
This appendix has the code used in the generation of the simulation environment. The 
MatLab code is divided into a number of segments. The primary code sets the reference 
trajectory, the initial conditions and calls the dynamic model. The code is run for a large 
number of iterations where the payload varies from 0 kg to 8 kg and for each payload 
value the trajectory steps through the seven (or eight) possible reference trajectories.
The structure of the code is:
Main Controller Progamme: [This can be PH), CTM, MRAC, VSC or hybrid]
Dynamic model: This code is common to each of the controller programmes, with the 
exception of the adaptive controller where additional terms are 
required to account for the adaptively adjusted parameters.
The dynamic model and the controller adaptive elements
a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ***************************************************************************************
PCD CONTROLLER: Main Programme
% SIm ulation program m e for PID C ontroller and Hirata m odel 
% L ooking at perform ance indexes for range o f  velocity  steps 






for j = 1:5 
% f o r j= l: l l  
for k=  1:5 
% fo r k = l :21
v a ( l j* 5 + k )= 0 ; v a (2 j* 5 + k )= 0 ;
verra(l j* 5 + k )= 0 ; p o sa (l j* 5 + k )= 0 ;
P I l( lj* 5 + k )= 0 ;  PI2(1 j* 5 + k )= 0 ;
int_errA( 1 j  *5+k)=0;
v b ( l  j* 5 + k )= 0 ;  v b (2 j* 5 + k )= 0 ;
v errb (lj* 5 + k )= 0 ; p o sb ( l j* 5 + k )= 0 ;
int_errB( 1 j  *5+ k )= 0;
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k p A = 1 5 0 0 ; k iA =20; k d A = 100;
k p B = 1 0 0 0 ; k iB = 30; kdB = 200;
% V elocity  reference w ill change from 0.1-2.1 r/s 
vref= 0 .4+ 0 .1*k ;
% Load m ass w ill change from 0kg - 1 0  kg 
% Load holder has an initial m ass 0 .275 kg 
M L = 0 .2 7 5+(j -1 )+load_start;
for i= 2:200 
t0 = (i-2 )* 0 .0 0 6 ;  
t f= ( i - l )  *0 .006;
p o sa ( ij* 5 + k )= p o sa (( i- l)j* 5 + k )+ v a (ij* 5 + k )* 0 .0 0 6 ;  p o sb (i>j* 5 + k )= p o sb ((i- l)j* 5 + k )+ v b { ij* 5 + k )* 0 .0 0 6 ;
verra(i j* 5 + k )= v ref-v a (i j  *5+k); del_vel_errA=verra(i j  *5+ k)-verra((i-1 ) j  *5+k); 
in t_ errA (ij*5+ k )= m t_errA ((i-l)j*5+ k )+ verra (ij*5+ k );
p id A =k p A *verra(ij*5+k)+kiA *int_errA (ij*5+k)+kdA *del_vel_eiT A ;
v _ c a lA ( ij  *5+ k )= p id A *0.3  817+3.857; 
i f  v _ ca lA (i j* 5 + k )> 2 0 4
v_ca lA (i j  * 5 +k)=204; 
end
i f  v _ ca lA (ij* 5 + k )< -2 0 4
v_caL A (ij*5+k)=-204;
end
v_ cn tr lA = v _ ca lA (i-1 j  *5+k); 
verrb (io*5+ k )= vref-vb (ij*5+ k );
d el_vel_errB = verrb (ij*5+ k )-verrb ((i-l)j*5+ k ); in t_errB (ij*5+ k )= in t_errB ((i-l)j*5+ k )+ verT b (ij*5+ k );
p id B = k pB *verrb (ij*5+ k )+k iB *in t_errB (ij*5+ k)+ k d B *d el_veL errB ;
PIl(ij*5+k)=PIl((i-l)j*5+k)+((verra(ij*5+k)A2)+(verrb(ij*5+k)A2))*0.006;
v _ c a lB (ij* 5 + k )= p id B * 0 .4 0 1 8-0 .276;
i f  v _ ca lB (ij* 5 + k )> 2 1 0
v _ ca lB (ij* 5 + k )= 2 1 0 ;
end
i f  v _ c a lB (ij* 5 + k )< -2 1 0
v_ca lB (i j* 5 + k )= -2 10; 
end
v _ cn tr lB = v _ ca lB ((i-1 ) j  *5+k);
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yO = [p osa (ij*5+ k ), posb (i j* 5 + k ) , v a ( ij* 5 + k ), vb (i.j*5+ k )]’;
[t,y]= od e23 ('vm e_p id ’,tO,tf,yO);
[n ,m ]=size(t);
va((i+l)j*5+k)=y(n,3); v b (( i+ l)j* 5 + k )= y (n ,4 );
%End o f  i FO R  loop  
end
pid _ind ex= j*5+ k  
%End o f  k FO R  Loop  
end
% ENd o f  j  FO R  Loop  
end
perf(:, 1 )=PI 1 (200,:)';
COMPUTED TORQUE CONTROLLER Main Programme
% SIm ulation p ro g ra m m e,
% M odelling o f  both a x es m ovem ent 
% W hen a C T M  C ontroller used  
% U se w ith V M E ctm A B .m
function  [ctm _data]=ctm _cntlO





for k= 1:8 
for j=  1:3
pos_a( 1 j + ( k - 1 ) * 3 )= 0;p os_a (2  j + ( k - 1 )*3)= 0;  
vel_a( 1 j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )= 0 ;v e l_ a (2  j + ( k - 1 )*3)= 0;  
vel_erra(l j+ ( k - l) * 3 ) = 0 ;  pos_erra(l j+ (k - l)* 3 )= 0 ;  
v_cala( 1 j+ ( k - l) * 3 ) = 0 ;  pos_refa( 1 j+ (k - l)* 3 )= 0 ;  
p i l ( l  j+ ( k - l) * 3 ) = 0 ;  p i2 ( l j + (k - l )* 3 ) = 0 ;
sg n A = l;
sg n B = l;
p os_b( 1 j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )= 0 ;p o s_ b (2  j + ( k - 1 )*3)= 0;  
vel_b ( 1 j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )= 0 ;v e l_ b (2 j+ (k -1 )*3)= 0;  
vel_errb( 1 j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )= 0 ; pos_errb( 1 j + ( k - 1 )*3)= 0;  
v_calb( 1 j + ( k - l) * 3 ) = 0 ;  p os_refb ( 1 j + ( k - 1 )*3)= 0;
kpa=60; k v a = 2 5 ; M L  = 0 .2 7 5 + (j-1 )+load_start;
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kpb=100; k vb=15; J_B = 1 .3 2 4 7 5 + 0 .0 9 * M L ;
V elR efa O + (k -l)* 3 )= 0 .4 + k * 0 .2 ; V elR efb O '+ (k -n *3)= 0 .4+ k *0 .2 ;
for i=  2:200
t0= (i-2 )*0 .006 ;
tf= (i-l)* 0 .0 0 6 ;
p o s_ re fa (ij+ (k -l)* 3 )= V e lR e fa (j+ (k -l)* 3 )* t0 ;  p os_refb (ij+ (k-l)*3)=V elR efbO '+(k-l)*3)^ tO ;  
i f  ( t0 = 0 .0 0 6 )
A c ce lR e fa (ij+ (k -l)* 3 )= V e lR e fa (j+ (k -l)* 3 )/0 .0 0 6 ; A c ce lR e fb (ij+ (k -1 )*3 )=  V elR efb (j+ (k-l )*3 )/0 .006 ;  
else
A ccelR efa(i j + ( k - 1 )*3 )= 0; A cce lR efb (i j + ( k - 1 )*3)= 0;  
end
p o s_ a ( ij+ (k -1 )* 3 )= p o s_ a (i- l j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )+ v el_ a (i j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )* 0 .0 0 6 ;  
pos_b (i j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )= p o s_ b (i-1 j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )+ v e l_ b (i j + ( k - 1 )*3 )* 0 .0 0 6 ;
cou p l_m ass= 1 .2 + 0 .6 7 2 *cos(p os_b(i j + ( k - 1) *3));
J _A = (8 .4+ 0 .2009*M L + ( 1 .6+ 0 .19 6 * M L )* co s (p o s_ b (ij+ (k -1 )* 3 )))*  1.2;
pos_erra(i j + (k -  l)* 3 )= p o s_ r e fa ( ij+ (k -1 )*3 )-p os_a (i j + ( k - 1 )*3);  
p o s_ e r r b (ij+ (k - l)* 3 )= p o s_ r e fb (ij+ (k - l)* 3 )-p o s_ b (ij+ (k - l)* 3 );
veL erra (ij+ (k -l)" t3 )= V e lR e fa G + (k -l)* 3 )-v e l_ a ( i- lj+ (k - l)* 3 );
v e l_ errb (iJ + (k -l)* 3 )= V e lR efb G + (k -l)* 3 )-v eL b < i-lj+ (k -l)* 3 );
p i2 ( ij+ (k - l)* 3 )= p i2 ( ( i- l) j+ (k - l)* 3 )+ ( (p o s _ e r r a ( ij+ (k - l)* 3 )A2)+ (p o s_ errb (ij+ (k -l)* 3 )A2))*0 .006;
p i l ( i j+ (k - l)* 3 )= p il( ( i - l ) j+ (k - l)* 3 )+ ( (v e l_ e r r a ( ij+ (k - l)* 3 )A2)+ (v e l_ errb (ij+ (k -l)* 3 )A2))*0 .006;
tau_primea=AccelRefa(ij+(k-l)*3)+kva*veLerra(ij+(k-l)*3)+kpa*pos_erra(ij+(k-l)*3); 
tau_primeb=AccelRefb(i j+ (k -1 )*3)+kvb*vel_errb(i j+ (k-l )*3)+kpb*pos_errb(i j+ (k-1 )*3);
h _ h a tA = (-0 .9 3 4 5 )* s in (p o s_ b (ij+ (k -l) '* 3 ))* (2 * v e L a (ij+ (k -l)* 3 )* v eL b (L j+ {k -l)* 3 )+ v e L a (ij+ (k -l)* 3 )* v e l_ a (ij+ < k -l)* 3 ));
h _ h a tB = 0 .9 3 4 5 * s in (p o s_ b { id + (k -l)* 3 ))* v eL a (ij+ (k -l)* 3 )* v e l_ a (ij+ (k -l)* 3 );
f_hatA = 1.9 4 * v e l_ a ( ij+ (k -1 )* 3 )+ 1 2 .9 4 * sg n A ;  
f_hatB = 3.3 8 * v e l_ b ( i j + ( k - 1) *3 )+ 3 .84* sg n B ;
ctm a(i j + ( k - 1 )*3)=J_A *tau_prim ea+coupl_m ass*tau_prim eb+h_hatA +f_hatA ;  
ctm b (ij+ (k -l)*3)= coupl_m ass*tau_prim ea+J_B *tau_prirneb+ h_hatB +f_hatB ;
D A C _ A (ij+ (k 4 )* 3 )= 1 4 .2 3 * c tm a ( ij+ (k -l)* 3 )+ 1 7 8 .1 * v e l_ a ( ij+ (k -l)* 3 )-3 9 .5 ;
v _ ca la (ij+ (T c-l)* 3 )= D A C _ A (ij+ (k -l)* 3 )* 2 .5 * 0 .2 7 * 3 1 2 /2 0 4 8 -0 .2 7 6 ;
% No Saturation
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% if v _ c a la ( ij+ (k - l)* 3 )> 2 0 4  
% v _ c a la ( ij+ (k - l)* 3 )= 2 0 4 ;
%end;
% if v _ c a la ( ij+ (k - l)* 3 )< -2 0 4  
% v _ c a la ( ij+ (k - l)* 3 )= -2 0 4 ;
% end;
% data S ta len ess  
v _ cn tr lA = v _ ca la (i-l j+ (k - l)* 3 ) ;
D A C _ B (ij+ (k -l)* 3 )= 4 9 .6 8 * c tm b (ij+ (k -l)* 3 )+ 6 3 .6 2 * v e l_ b < ij+ (k -l)* 3 )+ 2 .6 8 5 ;  
v _ c a lb ( ij+ (k - l)* 3 )= D A C _ B (ij+ (k - l)* 3 )* 2 .5 * 0 .2 7 * 3 12/2048-0 .276;
% N o Saturation
% if v _ c a lb ( ij+ (k - l)* 3 )> 2 1 0 .6 7
% v_ca lb (i j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )= 2 10.67;
% end;
% if v_ca lb (i j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )< -2 10.67  
% v_ca lb (i j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )= -2 10.67;
% end;
% data sta len ess  
v _ cn tr lB = v _ ca lb (i-1 j + ( k - 1 )*3);
y 0 = [p o s _ a ( ij+ (k - l)* 3 ) ,p o s _ b ( ij+ (k - l)* 3 ) ,v e l_ a ( ij+ (k -l)* 3 ) ,v e ljb ( ij+ (k - l)* 3 )] ';
% The V M E  sim ulation  has to have load m ass as M L_actual
[t,y ]= od e23('vm e_ctm ,,t0 ,tf,y0);
[n /n ]= s ize (t);
p o s_ a (( i+ 1 ) j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )= y(n , 1 ); p o s_ b ((i+ l) j+ (k -l)* 3 )= y (n ,2 );  v e l_ a ( ( i+ l)j+ (k - l)* 3 )= y (n r3); v e l_ b (( i+ l)j+ 0 c -l)* 3 )= y (n ,4 );
i f  v e l_ a ( ( i+ l) j+ (k - l)* 3 )> 0
sg n A = l;
else
s g n A = -l;
end
i f v e l_ b ( ( i+ l ) j+ ( k - l ) * 3 )> 0
s g n B = l;
else
s g n B = - l;
end
end
j + ( k - 1 )*3+ load_start*8
PI 10'+ (k-1 )* 3 )= p i 1 (2 0 0 j + ( k - 1 )*3); P I2 ö + (k -1 )* 3 )= p i2 (2 0 0 j+ (k -1 )*3);
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end % End o f  "k" FO R Loop
end %End o f  "j" FO R Loop
ctm _d ata(:,l)=P I 1'; ctm _data(:,2)=PI2';
*******
MODEL REFERENCE ADAPTIVE CONTROL: Main Programme
% function[perf]=m rac_cntrlO
fiin ction [ve l 1 ,vel2 ,perf]=m rac_cntrl()
g lobal ML  
global s i
g lobal s2




global ve lrefl 
global v e lref2 
global gam m a 1
global gam m a2
global gam m a3  
global gam m a4  
global gam m a5  
global gam m aô




la m l= 1 .0 ;  la m 2 = l;  k d l 1= 150; k d l2 = 2 0 ;  kd 21=15; kd22=100;
g a m m a l= 1 0 ; gam m a2= 10; gam m a3=10; gam m a4=10;
gam m a5=10; gam m a6= 10;
for j = l  
f o r k = l :10
a a l ( l  Jc>=8.4; a a 2 ( l Jc)=1.6; aa3 (l,k )= 0 .8 ;
aa 4 (ld c )= 0 .5 ; a a 5 ( U )= 0 .9 3 4 5 ;  aa6(U c)= 1 .3;
pos 1 ( 1 ,k)=0; vel 1 ( 1 dt)=0; errv 1 ( 1 ,k)=0; errp 1 ( 1 ,k)=0; 
v_cala( 14c)=0; prefl ( 1 ,k)=0; PI 1 ( 1 ,k)=0; PI2( 1 Jc)=0;
pos2( 1 ,k)=0;vel2( 1 dc)=0; errv2(l,k)=0; errp2(l,k)=0; v_calb(l,k)=0; 
pref2(ldc)=0; PI3(1 Jc)=0; PI4(lJc)=0; VelRefa=0.4+0.1*k; VelRefb=0;
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T 1 ( U ) = 0 ;  T 2 ( l,k )= 0 ;  M L =O .275+0'-l); J_B = l-3 2 4 7 5 ;  
A ccelR efa(2 ,k )= V elR efa; A ccelR efb(2 ,k )=V elR efb;
% Providing initial values for the O DE
v_cntrlA =0; v_cntrlB =0; s 1=0; s2=0; qrl= V elR efa; qr2=V elR efb; 
qqr 1 = A ccelR efa (2 ,k ); qqr2=A cce!R efb(2>k);
for i=  2:200
t0 = (i-2 )* 0 .0 0 6 ;
t f= ( i- l)* 0 .0 0 6 ;
p refl ( ijc )= p refl ( i - 1,k )+ V elR efa*0.006; p ref2(i,k )= pref2(i-1 ,k)+V elR efb*0.006;
A ccelR efa(iJc)=0; A ccelR efb(i,k)=0;
a cce lre fl =A ccelR ea(iJc); accelref2=A ccelR efb{iJc);
ve lre fl= V elR efa ; velref2=V elR efb;
y 0 = [p o s l ( i - l ,k )  p o s2 ( i- l ,k )  v e ll( i- lJ c )  v e l2 ( i- l ,k )  a a l( i- l j c )  a a 2 (i-l,k ) aa3(i-lJc) a a 4 { i- l,k )  a a 5 ( i-l ,k )  aa6( i - 13c)]';
[t,y ]= ode23('vm e_m rac’,t0,tf,y0);
[m ,n]=size(t);
p o s l( i,k )= y (m ,l) ;
pos2 (i,k )= y(m ,2);
v e ll(i,k )= y (m ,3 );
ve l2 (i>k)=y(m ,4);
a a l(i,k )= y (m ,5 );





errp 1 ( i,k )= p os 1 (i,k )-prefl (i,k); 
errp2 (iJc)=pos2 (irk )-pref2(idc); 
errv 1 ( ijc )= (v el 1 (i Jc)-velrefl )* 1 ;
errv2(idc)=(ve12(i>k)-velref2)* 1 i
PI 1 (i,k)=PI l ( ( i - l  )3c)+((errp 1 (i,k)A2)+(errp2(i,k)A2))*0 .006;
PI2(i,k)=PI2((i-l )3c)+((errp 1 (idc)A2)+(errp2(i3c)A2))*0.006*t0; 
PI3(i,k)=PI3((i-l),k)+((errvl(i,k)A2)+(errv2(i,k)A2))*0.006;
PI4(i Jc)=PI4((i-1) Jc)-K(errv 1 (iJc)A2)-Kerrv2(i4c)yv2)) *0 .0 0 6 t̂O;
s 1 =errv 1 (i,k)+ lam  1 *errp 1 (i^k); 
s2=errv2 (i3c)+lam2 *errp2 ( i3c);
qr 1 = v e lre fl -lam  1 * errp 1 (ijc); 
qr2= velref2 -lam 2 *errp2 (i,k);
qqr 1 =  A cce  lRefa( i,k)-lam  1 *errvl(i,k );  
qqr2=AcceLRefb(itk)-lam 2*errv2(i3c);
k d s l= ( k d lI * s l+ k d l2 *s2 ); 
k d s2=(kd2 1 * s l+ k d 2 2 *s2 );
y l 1=qqr 1 ;
y  12=qqr 1 * cos(p os2 (i Jc)); 
y l3 = q q r2 ;
y l4= q q r2*cos(p os2 (iJc));
y l5 = -s in (p o s2 (i,k ))* (v e l2 (i,k )* q r l+ (v e ll(i,k )+ v e l2 (i,k ))* q r2 );
y 23= q q r l;
y 24= cos(p os2 (i,k ))*q q rl ;
y 2 5 = sin (p o s2 (i,k ))* v e ll(i,k )* q r l;
y26=qqr2;
y l ( i , l ) = a a l( i j c ) ;
y l ( i ,2 )=aa2 (i,k);
y l( t f )= a a 3 ( i ,k ) ;
y l( i,4 )= a a 4 (i,k );
y l(i,5 )= a a 5 (i3 c );
y l ( i , 6)= aa6(i,k);
y 2 ( i ,l)= y 2 3 ;
y 2 (U )= y 2 4 ;
y 2 (i,3 )= y 2 5 ;
y 2 (i,4 )= y 2 6 ;
T 1 (i,k)=aa 1 (i,k )*y  11 +aa2(i,k )*y  12+ aa3(i,k )*y 13+ aa4(i,k)*y 14 + aa5(i,k )*y  15 -kd s 1 ; 
T 2(i,k )= aa3(i,k )*y23+ aa4(i,k )*y24+ aa5(i,k )*y25+aa6(i>k)*y26-kds2;
D A C _ A (i3 c )= 1 4 .2 3 * T l(U )+ 1 7 8 .1 * v e ll(id c )-3 9 .5 ;
v_cala(i,k)=DAC_A(i,k)*2.5*0.276*290/2048+3.857;
i f  v _ ca la (i,k )> 204
v_cala(i3c)=204;
end;
i f  v_ca la (ijc )< -2 0 4
v_cala(idc)— 204;  
end;
% Stale data 
v_ cn tr lA = v _ ca la (i-1 );






i f  v _ca lb (i,k )< -210 .7
v_ca lb (i,k )= -210 .7;
end;




% End o f  j FOR loop
end





save m r_olya l.dat p erf -ascii -tabs
I********************************************************************************************************
VARIABLE STRUCTURE CONTROLLER Main Programme
function [ve ll,ve l2 ,V elR efa ,V elR efb ]= vsc_trajO  
% D eveloped  13 /12 /96
% Controller u ses the full m odel o f  the hirata robot
global T1 
global T2  
global M L  
global load_start
for k=  1:7 
for j = 1:3
c l  = 0 .7 ;  



















k2 2 = 2 .0;
M  L=(j -1  )+0.275+load_start;
p os 1 (1 j + ( k - 1 )*3)= 0;  
vel 1 (1 j+ (k -1 )* 3 )= 0 ;  
e r r v l( l  j+ (k - l)* 3 )= 0 ;  
e r r p l( l j+ (k - l)* 3 )= 0 ;  
v_ca la ( 1 j + ( k - l  )*3)=0;  
p refl (1 j + ( k - l  )*3)=0;
p i l ( l  j+ (k - l)* 3 )= 0 ;  









errv2( 1 j+(k-1)*3)=0; 
errp2( 1 j+(k-1 )*3)=0; 
v_calb(l j+(k-l)*3)=0; 
pref2( 1 j+(k-1 )*3)=0;
T1=0;
T2=0;
%Providing initial values for the ODE
v_cntrlA=0;
v_cntrlB=0;
%Can select any time period: Specify below 
tl=0.45; t2=l .35; tn=1.8;
dt2=(t2-tl); dtn=(tn-t2); dtl=tl;
i f  ( k = l )
p o s2 2 = 0 .4 5 ;
e l s e i f ( k = 2 )
p o s2 2 = 0 .7 ;
e l s e i f ( k = 3 )
p o s2 2 = 0 .9 5 ;
e lse if(k = = 4 )
p o s22= 1 .2 ;
e l s e i f ( k = 5 )
p o s2 2 = 1 .4 5 ;
e l s e i f ( k = 6)
p o s2 2 = 1 .7 ;
else
p o s2 2 = 1 .9 5 ;
end
p o s l 1 = 0 .05 ; p osn = p os22+ 0 .05;
d 1 = p o s 1 1 ; d2 = p os22 -pos 1 1 ; 
d n = p osn -p os2 2 ;
f= 2 * d l* (4 + 2 * d tn /d t2 + 2 * d tn /tl+ 3 * d t2 /tl)-d 2 * tl/d t2 * (3 + d tn /d t2 )+ 2 * d n * tl/d tn ;  
g= d tn /d t2+ 2  *dtn/dt 1 + 2+ 3  *dt2/dt 1;
sig=f/g;
h 14=(d 1 -sig)/(t 1A4); hi3=sig/(t 1A3); 
v l =4*d 1 /tl-sig/t 1; a 1 =( 12*dl -6*sig)/(t 1A2);
h23=(d2-vl *dt2-al *(dt2A2)/2)/((t2-tl)A3);
h2 2 = (a  1 *(dt2 A2) /2 ) /((t2 -t 1 )A2 ); h2 1 = v  1 *dt2/( t2 -t 1 ); 
v 2 = 3 * d 2 /d t2 -2 * v l-a l* d t2 /2 ;  a2= 6*d2 /(dt2 A2) -6* v l/d t2 -2 * a l;
hn4=(9*d n -4*v2*d tn -a2*(d tn A2 )/2 )/((tn -t2 )A4); 
h n 3=(-8*d n + 3*v2*d tn )/((tn -t2 )A3); 
hn2 = (a2 *(dtnA2 ) /2 )/((tn-t2 )A2 ); hn 1 = v 2 *dtn/(tn-t2 );
sgn  A =  1 ; sg n B = l;
for i=  2 :300  
t0 = (i-2 )* 0 .0 0 6 ;  
t f= ( i- l )  *0 .006;
if(t0< t l )
V e lR e fa ( ij+ (k - l)* 3 )= 4 * h  14*(tOA3)+ 3  *h 13*(tOA2); 
p o s_ r e fa ( ij+ (k -l)* 3 )= h l4 * ( t0 A4 )+ h l3 * ( t0 A3);
V e lR e fb (ij+ (k -1 )*3)= -V eIR efa(i j + ( k - 1 )*3); 
p o s_ r e fb ( ij+ (k -l)* 3 )= -p o s_ r e fa ( ij+ (k - l)* 3 );  
A c c e lR e fa ( ij+ (k - l)* 3 )= 1 2 * h l4 * ( t0 A2 )+ 6 * h l3 * (t0 );
A cce lR efb (i j + ( k - l  )* 3 )— A ccelR efa (i j + ( k - 1 )*3);
e lse if(t0<=t2 )
V  elR efa(i j + ( k - 1 ) *3 )=3  *h23 *((t0-t 1 )A2)+2*h22*(tO -t 1 )+ h 2 1 ; 
p o s_ r e fa ( ij+ (k -1 )*3 )= h 23  *((t0 -t 1 )A3)+h22*((tO -t 1 )A2)+ (t0-t 1 )* h 2 1 + p os 11 ;
V elR efb (i j + ( k - 1 )*3 )= -V elR efa (i j + ( k - 1 )*3); 
p os_refb(i j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )— pos_refa(i j + ( k - 1 )*3);
A c c e lR e fa ( ij+ (k -1 )* 3 )= 6 * h 2 3  *(t0-t 1 )+h 22*2;
A c c e lR e fb ( ij+ (k -l)* 3 )— A c c e lR e fa ( ij+ (k -l)* 3 );
else
V e lR e fa ( ij+ (k -1 )* 3 )= 4 * h n 4 * ((t0 -t2 )A3)+ 3*h ii3*((t0 -t2 )A2)+2*(t0-t2)*hn2+hn  1 ; 
p o s_ re fa (ij+ (k -l)* 3 )= h n 4 * ((t0 -t2 )A4)+ h n 3*((t0 -t2 )A3)+((t0 -t2 )A2)*hn 2+ (t0-t2 )*h n l+ pos22;  
V e lR e fb (ij+ (k -1 )*3 )= -V elR efa (i j + ( k - 1 )*3);
p o s _ r e fb ( ij+ (k -l)* 3 )— p o s_ r e fa ( ij+ (k -l)* 3 );  
A cce lR e fa (ij+ (k -l)* 3 )= 1 2 * h n 4 * ((t0 -t2 )A2)+ 6*h n 3*(t0-t2)+ 2*hn2;
A cce lR efb (i j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )= -A cce lR efa (i j + ( k - 1 )*3); 
end
v e lr e f l= V e lR e fa (ij+ (k - l)* 3 );  
velre£2=V elR efb(i j + ( k - 1 )*3);
y 0 = [p o s l ( i - l  j + ( k - l) * 3 )  p o s2 ( i- l  j + ( k - l) * 3 )  v e l l ( i - l  j+ ( k - l) * 3 )  v e l2 ( i-l  j+ (k -l)* 3 )]';
[t,y ]= od e23('vm e_vsc ',t0 ,tf,y0);
[m ji]= size(t);
p o s l ( i j+ ( k - l ) * 3 )= y ( m ,l ) ;
p o s2 ( ij+ 0 c - l)* 3 )= y (m ,2 );
v e il  (i j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )= y (m 3 );  
v e l2 ( ij+ (k - l)* 3 )= y (m ,4 );
m 1 1 = 1 0 .0 8 + 1 .9 2 * co s(p o s2 (i j + ( k - 1 )*3));  
m 2 1 = 1 ,2 + 0 .6 7 2 * co s(p o s2 (i j + ( k - 1 )*3));
i f  ( v e l l ( i j + ( k - l) * 3 ) > 0 )
s g n A = l;
else
sg n A — 1; 
end
i f  (v e l2 ( ij+ (k - l)* 3 )> 0 )
s g n B = l;
else
sg n B — 1; 
end
errp 1 (i j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )= p o s 1 (i j + ( k - 1 )*3> p os_refa (i j + ( k - 1 )*3);  
e r r p 2 ( ij+ (k -l)* 3 )= p o s 2 (ij+ (k - l)* 3 > p o s_ r e fb ( ij+ (k - l)* 3 );  
errv 1 (i j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )= v e l 1 (i j + ( k - 1 )*3>-velrefl ; 
errv2(i j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )= v e l2 (i j + ( k - 1 )*3)-velref2;
pi 1 (i j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )= p i 1 ( ( i - 1 )d + (k -1 )*3)+((errp  1 (i j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )A2)+(errp2(i j + ( k - 1 )*3)A2))*0 .006 ;
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p i2 (i j+ (k - 1 )* 3 )= p i2 (( i-1) j + ( k - 1 )*3)+((errv  1 (i j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )A2)+(errv2(i j + ( k - 1 )*3 )A2))*0 .006;
s l= e r r v l( i j+ (k - l)* 3 )+ c l* e r r p l( i j+ (k - l)* 3 ) ;
s2 = e r r v 2 (ij+ (k -l)* 3 )+ c2 * errp 2 (ij+ (k -l)* 3 );
% Introducing a boundary layer o f  5 degree  
b l= 5 * p i* c l/1 8 0 ;
i f  (s 1 > = 0)
s g n s l= l ;
else
s g n s l= - l ;
end
i f  (s2 > = 0)
sg n s2= l ;
else
sg n s2= - l ;
end
i f  (s l> = b l)  
b l3 = -0 .2 ;  b l4 = -0 .2 ;  
e ls e if  (s 1 <bl) 
b l3 = 0 .2 ;  b  14=0.2; 
else
b l 3 — 0 .2 * s l/b l;  b l4 = -0 .2 * s l/b l;
end
i f  (s2 >=bl)
b 2 3 = -1 .5 ; b 2 4 = -0 .2 5 ;  
e ls e if  (s2 <bl) 
b 2 3 = 1 .5 ; b 2 4 = 0 .2 5 ;  
else
b 2 3 — 1.5*s2/b l; b 2 4= -0 .25*s2 /b l;
end
i f  ( s l> = b l)  
b l  l= -0 .2 5 ;  
e ls e if  ( s l< = b l)  
b l  1= 0 .25;  
else
b l  1— 0 .2 5 *  s l/b l;  
end
i f  (s  1 > = bl) 
b l 2 = -0 .6; 
e ls e if  (s i< = b l)  
b l 2 = 0 .6; 
else
b l 2 = -0 .6* s l/b l;
end
i f  (s l> = b l)  
b l5 = -0 .3 ;  
e ls e if  (s 1 <=bl)  
b l5 = 0 .3 ;  
else
b l5 = -0 .3 * s l /b l;
end
i f  ( s l> = b l)  
b l 6= - 1 .0; 
e ls e if  ( s l< = b l)  
b l 6= 1 .0; 
else
b l 6= - 1 .0* s l /b l; 
end
i f  ( s l> = b l)  
b l7 = -1 5 ;  
e ls e i f  ( s l< = b l)  





i f  ( s l> = b l)  
k 11 =-c 1*1.1; 
e ls e if  ( s l< = b l)  
k11 =c 1 * 1.1 ; 
else
















































tt 1 (i j+(k-l )*3)=ml 1 *u 1 (i j+(k-1 )*3)+m21 *u2(ij+<k-1 )*3); 










PI 10'+ (k -l )* 3 )= p i 1 (3 0 0 , j+ (k - l)* 3 );
P I2(j+ (k - 1 )* 3 )= p i2 (3 0 0 , j+ (k -1 )*3);
end
% End o f  j FOR loop  
end
% End o f  k FO R  loop
d a ta (: ,l)= P Il';  
d ata(:,2)= P I2’; 
data(: ,3)=m ax_PerrA '; 
data(:,4)=m ax_PerrB'; 
data(: ,5 )= m a x _ V  err A '; 
data(: ,6)=m ax_V errB ’;
HYBRID CTM + VSC CONTROLLER: Main Programme
function[data]=hybrid()
% C ontroller u ses the fu ll m odel o f  the hirata robot
g lobal T1
glob al T2
glob al M L  
glob al load_start
for k =  1:7 
for j=  1:3
c l= 0 .7 ;
c 2 = 0 .7 ;
b l  1= 0 .2 5 ;
b l2 = 0 .1 2 5 ;
b 2 1 = l ;
k l  1= 0 1 * 1 . 1 ; 
k 21 = c 2 * 1 . 1 ; 
k l 2 = 2 .0; 
k2 2 = 2 .0;
kp 1 = 1 ; 
k v l = l ;  
kp2 = l ;  
kv2 = l ;
M L = 0 .2 7 5 + (j - l ) + load_start;
p os 1 (1 j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )= 0 ;
ve l 1(1 j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )= 0 ;v e l 1 (2  j+ (k -1 )* 3 )= 0 ;
errv 1 (1 j+ (k -1 )* 3 )= 0 ;
errp 1 (1 j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )= 0 ;
v _ca la ( 1 j + ( k - 1 )*3 )= 0 ;
p r e f l(  1 j + ik - O ^ S ) ^ ;
p i l ( ld + ( k - l ) * 3 ) = 0 ;  
pi2 ( l  j + ( k - l) * 3 ) = 0 ;
T 1= 0;
T 2=0;
s l = l ;
s g n s l= l ;
s g n A = l;
s2 = l ;
sgn s2= l ;
s g n B = l;
pos2(lj+(k-l)*3)=0;
v e l2 (  1 j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )= 0 ;v e l2 (2 j+ (k -1 )*3 )= 0;
errv2 ( 1 j + ( k - 1 )* 3)= 0;
errp2 ( 1 j + ( k - 1 )* 3)= 0;
v_calb(l j+(k-l)*3)=0;
p ref2( 1 j + ( k - 1 )*3)= 0;
% Can se lect any tim e period: S p ecify  b elow  
11= 0 .45 ; t2= 1 .35 ; tn=1.8;
dt2 = (t2 - t l ) ;  dtn=(tn-t2 ); dt 1 =t 1 ;
i f (k = l )
p o s2 2 = 0 .4 5 ;
e l s e i f ( k = 2 )
p o s2 2 = 0 .7 ;
e l s e i f ( k = 3 )
p o s2 2 = 0 .9 5 ;
e lse if(k = = 4 )
p o s2 2 = 1 .2 ;
e l s e i f ( k = 5 )
p o s2 2 = 1 .4 5 ;
e l s e i f ( k = 6)
p o s2 2 = 1 .7 ;
e lse
p o s2 2 = 1 .9 5 ;
en d
p o s l  1= 0 .05; p osn = p os22+ 0 .05;
d l= p o s l  1 ; d2 = p os22 -p o s l 1 ; 
d n = p osn -p os22 ;
f= 2 * d l* (4 + 2 * d tn /d t2 + 2 * d tn /tl+ 3 * d t2 /tl)-d 2 * tl/d t2 * (3 + d tn /d t2 )+ 2 * d n * tl/d tn ;
g= d tn /d t2+ 2*dtn /dt 1 + 2+ 3  *dt2/dt 1;
s ig = f/g ;
h 14 = (d  1 -sig )/(t  1M ); h i3 = s ig /(t  1A3);
v  1 = 4 * d  1 /t  1 -sig /t 1; a 1 = ( 12*d  1 -6*sig)/(t 1A2);
h 2 3 = (d 2 -v l *dt2-a 1 *(dt2A2 )/2 )/( (t2 -t l)A3);
h2 2 = (a  1 *(dt2 A2 )/2)/((t2 -t 1 )A2 ); h2 1 = v l  *dt2/(t2 - t l) ;
v 2 = 3 * d 2 /d t2 -2 * v l-a l* d t2 /2 ;  a2= 6*d 2/(d t2A2 )-6 * v  1 /d t2-2*a  1;
hn4=(9*d n -4*v2*d tn -a2*(d tn A2 )/2 )/((tn -t2 )A4); 
h n 3=(-8  *dn+3 * v2*dtn)/((tn -t2)A3); 
hn2 = (a2 *(dtnA2 )/2 )/((tn-t2 )A2 ); hn 1 = v 2 *dtn/(tn-t2 );
s g n A = l;  sg n B = l;
for i= 2:300 
t0=(i-2) *0.006; 
tf=(i-l)*0.006;
if(t0< t l )
VelRefa(i j+ (k -1 )*3 )= 4*h  14*(tOA3)+ 3  *h 13 *(tOA2); 
p os_refa(ij+ (k -1 )*3)= h  14* (t0 M )+ h  13*(t0A3);
VelRefb(ij+(k-1 )*3)= -V elR efa(i j+(k-1 )*3); 
pos_refb(i j+(k-1 )*3)=-pos_refa(i j+(k-1 )*3);
A ccelR efa(i j + ( k - 1 )*3 )=  12*h  14*(tOA2)+ 6*h  13 *(t0);
A ccelR efb(i j + ( k - l  )* 3 )— A ccelR efa(i j + ( k - 1 )*3);
elseif(t0<=t2)
VelRefa(i j+ (k -1 )* 3 )= 3  *h23 *((t0-t 1 )A2)+2*h22*(tO -t 1 )+ h 2 1; 
pos_refa(i j+ (k -1 )*3)= h 23*((t0 -t 1 )A3)+h22*((tO -t 1 )A2)+(tO-t 1 )* h 2 1 +pos 11; 
VelRefb(Lj+(k-l )*3)= -V elR efa(i j+ (k - l )*3); 
pos_refb(i j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )— p o s_ re fa (ij+ (k -1 )*3);
A ccelR efa(i j + ( k - 1) *3)=6*h 23  * (tO-t 1 )+h22*2;
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A cce lR e fb ( ij+ (k -l)* 3 )= -A c c e lR e fa ( ij+ (k - l)* 3 );  
else
V e lR e fa ( ij+ (k - l)* 3)=4*hn4*((t0-t2 )A3)+ 3*hn3 *((t0-t2 )A2 )+ 2 *(t0-t2 )*hn2 + h n l;  
pos_refa(i j > ( k - l  )*3)= h n 4*((t0 -t2 )M )+ h n 3*((t0 -t2 )A3)+ ((t0 -t2 )A2)*hn2+(t0-t2)*hn  1 +pos22; 
V e lR e fb (ij+ (k - l)* 3 )= -V e lR e fa ( ij+ (k -l)* 3 );
p o s_ r e fb (ij+ (k -l)* 3 )= -p o s_ re fa (ij+ (k -l)* 3 );
A cc e lR e fa ( ij+ (k - 1 )*3 )=  12*h n 4*((t0 -t2 )A2)+6*hn3 *(t0-t2)+2*hn2;
A c c e lR e fb ( ij+ (k -l)* 3 )= -  A c ce lR e fa (ij+ (k -l)* 3 );
end
v e lre fl = V elR efa(i j + ( k - 1 )*3); 
v e lre f2 = V e lR efb (ij+ (k -l)* 3 );
y O = [p o s l( i - l j+ (k - l)* 3 )  p o s2 (i-l  j+ (k - l)* 3 )  v e l l ( i - l  j + ( k - l) * 3 )  v e l2 ( i-l  J-H(k-1)*3)]*;
[t ,y ]= o d e2 3 (’v m e_ v sc ’,t0,tf,y0);
[m ,n]=size(t);
p os 1 (i j + ( k - 1 )*3 )= y(m , 1);
p o s2 (ij+ (k -l)* 3 )= y (m ,2 );
vell(ij+(k-l)*3)=y(m ,3);
v el2 (i j + ( k - 1 )*3)= y(m ,4);
m l  1 = 1 0 .0 8 + 1 ,9 2 * co s (p o s2 (ij+ (k -l)* 3 ));  
m 2 1 = 1 .2 + 0 .6 7 2 * co s(p o s2 (i j + ( k - 1 )*3)); 
m l 2 = m 2 1 ; •
m 2 2 = 1 .3 ;
c l  l= -1 .8 6 9 * s in (p o s2 ( i j+ (k - l)* 3 ) ) ;
c l 2 = c l l / 2 ;
c2 1 — l * c l 2 ;
i f  ( v e l l ( i j + ( k - l) * 3 ) > 0 )
s g n A = l;
else
sg n A — 1; 
end
i f  (v e l2 ( ij+ (k - l)* 3 )> 0 )
s g n B = l;
else
sg n B — 1; 
end
c i= 1 2 .9 4 * sg n A ;
v f= 1 .9 4 ;
cf2 = 3 .8 4 * sg n B ;
v f2 = 3 .3 8 ;
errp 1 (i j+(k-1 )*3)=pos 1 (i j+(k-1 )*3)-pos_refa(i j+(k-1 )*3); 
errp2(ij+(k-l)*3)=pos2(ij+(k-l)*3)-pos_refb(ij+(k-l)*3); 
errv 1 (i j+(k-1 )*3)=vel 1 (i j+(k-1 )*3>-velrefl; 
errv2(i j+(k-1 )*3)=vel2(i j+(k-1 )*3)-velref2;
pi2(ij+(k-1 )*3)=pi2((i-1) j+(k-1 )*3)+(errp 1 (i j+(k-1) *3)A2+errp2(i j+(k- \)*3y2)*0.006; 
pil(ij+(k-l)*3)=pil((i-l)j+(k-l)*3)+(errvl(ij+(k-l)*3)A2+eiTv2(ij+(k-l)*3)A2)*0.006;
sl=errvl(ij+(k-l)*3)+cl*errpl(ij+(k-l)*3); 
s2=errv2(i j+(k-1 )*3)+c2*errp2(i j+(k-1 )*3);







i f  (s2 > = 0)
sg n s2= l ;
else
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sg n s2 — 1 ; 
end
i f  (s 1 >=bl) 
b l2 = -0 .1 2 5 ;  
e ls e if  ( s l< = b l)  
b 12= 0 .125;  
else
b 12— 0.125  * s l/b l;  
end
i f  (s2 >=bl) 
b2 1 = - 1 .0; 
e ls e if  (s2<=bl)  
b 2 1= 1 .0; 
else
b2 1 = - 1 .0*s2 /bl; 
end
i f  ( s i*  v e l l ( ij + (k - l )* 3 ) *  v e l2 ( ij+ (k - l)* 3 )> = b l)  
b l  1— 0.25;
e ls e if  ( s i*  v e l l ( ij + (k - l )* 3 ) *  v e l2 ( ij+ (k - l)* 3 )< = b l)
b l  1=0.25;
else
b l  1— 0.2 5 *  s i *  v e l l ( i j + (k - l )* 3 ) *  v e l2 ( ij+ (k - l)* 3 ) /b l;  
end
i f  ( s l> = b l)  
k l 1 = -c l  * 1 . 1 ; 
e ls e if  (s l< = b l)  
k l l = c l * l . l ;  
else
k l  l = - c l * l . l * s l /b l ;  
end
i f  (s2> = bl)  
k2 1 = -c 2 * l . l ;  
e ls e if  (s2< = bl)  
k2 1 = c 2 * l . l ;  
else
k2 1 = -c 2 * l . l * s 2/bl;
end
u l ( i j + ( k - l ) * 3 ) =  b l2 * (v e l2 ( i j + ( k - l ) * 3 ) A2 )+ b l l* v e l2 ( ij+ (k - l)* 3 )* v e l l ( i j+ (k - l)* 3 )+ k l  l* e r r v l( ij+ (k - l)* 3 ) -k l2 * s g n s l;  
u 2(i j + ( k - 1 )*3 )=  b 2 1 *(vel 1 (i j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )A2 )+ k 2 1 *eirv2 (i j + ( k - 1 )*3)-k22*sgns2;
tt 1 (i j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )= m l 1 *u 1 (i j + ( k - 1 )*3);  
t t2 ( ij+ (k -1 )* 3 )= m 2 2 * u 2 (ij+ (k -1 )*3);
tau 1 =  tt 1 (i j + ( k - 1 )*3)+ k p  1 *errp 1 (i j + ( k - 1 )* 3 )+ k v  1 *errv 1 (i j + ( k - 1 )*3); 
tau2=  t t2 ( ij+ (k -1 )* 3 )+ k p 2 * errp 2 (ij+ (k -1 )* 3 )+ k v 2 * errv 2 (ij+ (k -1 )*3);
T l= ta u l* m l l+ tau 2 * m l2 + c l  l* v e l l ( i j + (k - l)* 3 )* v e l2 ( ij+ (k - l)* 3 )+ c l2 * (v e l2 ( ij+ (k - l)* 3 )A2 )+ v f* v e ll( ij+ (k - l)* 3 )+ c f ;  
T2=tau 1 * m 2 1 + ta u 2 * m 2 2 + c2 1 * (vel 1 (i j + ( k - 1 )*3 )A2)+vf2*  vel2 (i j + ( k - 1 )*3 )+ cf2 ;
end
j+ ( k - 1 )*3+load_start*8
PI 1 G'+(k-1 ) # 3)=p i 1 (300, j + (k -1 )*3 );  
P I2G + (k -1 )* 3 )= p i2 (3 0 0 , j+ (k - l)* 3 ) ;
end
% End o f  j FO R loop
end
% End o f  k  FOR loop
d a ta (:,l)= P Il';
d a t a ir ^ P ^ ';
d y n a m ic  m o d e l  a n d  a d a p t iv e  elem en ts
%Simulation programme Modelling of both axis movement
%When a MRAC Controller used use with MRAC_CNTRL.M




g lob al s2
global accelrefl
g lob al a cce lreß
glob al velrefl
g lob al v e lr e ß
glob al gam m a 1
glob al gam m a2
glob a l gam m a3
glob al gam m a4
glob a l gam m a5
glob al gam m a6
glob a l M L
glob a l qqrl
g lob a l qqr2
glob a l qrl
g lob a l qr2
v ise  A =  1.94; 
k G B A = 1 7 .4 ;  
v isc B = 3 .3 8 ;  
k G B B = 6 .5 4 ;
statA= 12.94; 
R m R sA =24.2; 
statB=3.84; 
R m R sB =33.4;
y d o t( l)= y (3 );
yd ot(2 )= y(4 );
t_ in_A =(v_cntrlA -kG B A *y(3))*kG B A /R m R sA ; 
t_ in_B = (v_cntrlB -kG B B  *y(4))*k G B B /R m R sB  ;
m 11 = (8 .4+ 0 .2009*M L + ( 1 .6+ 0 .19 6 * M L )*cos(y (2 )));  
m22=1.3+0.09*ML;
c l  l_ 1 2 = -0 .9 3 4 5 * s in (y (2 ))* (2 * y (3 )* y (4 )+ y (4 )* y (4 ));  
c21= 0 .934 5 * m 2 2 * sin (y (2 ))* y (3 )* y (3 );
m 2 1 = 1 .2+ 0 .672*cos(y (2 ));
m 12=m21 ; 
i f  y (3 )> 0
s ig n A = l;
else
sign A — 1;
end
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i f  y (4 )X )
else
s ig n B = l;
s ig n B = -l;
end
term  1 =m 2 1 /(m  11 *m 2 2 +m 2 1 *m  12 ); 
term 2= t_ in _A + m l 1 *t_ in_B /m 22;  
term 3=m  11 /m 2 1 * (c 2 1 + v iscB  *y(4)+statB  *signB ); 
term 4= cl l_ 1 2 + v iscA * y (3 )+ sta tA * s ig n A ;  
term 5 = (c2 1 + v iscB  *y(4)+ statB  * signB );
yd ot(4)= term l *(term 2-teim 3-term 4); 
accel2= yd ot(4);
yd ot(3 )= (m 2 2 * a cce l2 -t_ in _ B + term 5 )/m 2 1 ;
y d o t(5 )= (- l)* g a m m a l* q q r l* s l;  •
yd o t(6)= (- l)* g a m m a 2 *qqrl * s l* c o s (y (2 ));
y d o t(7 )= (-1 ) *gam m a3 *(qqr2* s 1 +qqr 1 *s2);
y d o t(8) = ( -1 )*gam m a4*cos(y (2 ))* (q q r2*s 1 +qqr 1 *s2);
y d o t(9 )= (-l)* g a m m a l* s in (y (2 ))* (y (3 )* q r l* s2 -(y (4 )* q r l+ {y (3 )+ y (4 ))* q r2 )* s l);
y d o t( l 0) = ( - l  )*gam m a2 *qqr2 *s2 ;
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ********************************************************************
DYNAMIC MODEL FOR USE WITH PID, CTM, VSC and Hybrid CONTROLLERS
% SIm ulation p rogram m e,
% M odelling  o f  both ax is m ovem ent  
% W hen a PID C ontroller used  
% U se w ith  PID _C N TL.M
fun ction  ydot=vm e_both(t,y) 
global v_cntrlA
glob al v_cntrlB
glob al M L
v is c A = l .94; sta tA = 12 .94;
k G B A = 1 7 .4 ; R m R sA = 24.2;
v isc B = 3 .3 8 ;  sta tB = 3.84;
k G B B = 6 .5 4 ; R m R sB = 33 .4 ;
y d o t( l)= y (3 );
y d ot(2 )= y(4 );
t_ in_A = (v_cn trlA -k G B A *y(3))*k G B A /R m R sA ;
t_ in_B = (v_cn trlB -k G B B *y(4))*k G B B /R m R sB ;
ml 1 = ( 1 0.1 + 0 .2 1 *M L +( 1 .9 + 0 .2 1 *M L )*cos(y(2)));  
m 21 = 0 .8 + 0 .2 1 *M L +  (0 .5+ 0 .11  *M L )*cos(y(2));
m l 2 =m 2 1 ;
m22=1.3+0.09*ML;
c l  l_ 1 2 = -(0 .9 + 0 .1  l* M L )* sin (y (2 ))* (2 * y (3 )* y (4 )+ y (4 )* y (4 ));  
c2 1 = (0 .9 + 0 .1 1  * M L )*sin (y (2 ))*y (3 )*y (3 );
i f  y (3 )> 0
else
s ig n A = l;  
s ig n A — 1;
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end
if y (4 ) X )
else
end
sign B =  1 ;
s ig n B = -l;
term l= m 2 1 / (m l I*m 2 2 +m 2 1 * m l2 ); 
term 2= t_ in _A + m l 1 * tJ n _ B /m 2 2 ;  
term 3= m l l /m 2 1 * (c 2 1 + v iscB *y(4 )+ sta tB *sign B );  
term 4= cl !_12+ v iscA * y (3 )+ sta tA * sig n A ;  
term 5= (c21+ v iscB *y(4 )+ sta tB *sign B );
yd ot(4)= term l *(term 2-teim 3-term 4); 
accel2= yd ot(4);
yd o t(3 )= (m 2 2 * a cce l2 -t_ in _ B + term 5 )/m 2 1 ;
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Appendix 3.1: DESIGNING A VARIABLE STRUCTURE 
CONTROLLER FOR THE HIRATA AR-350Î SCARA ROBOT
The method used in this derivation is based on the method of Slotine and Sastry*791 in 
their paper entitled “Tracking Control of Non-linear Systems using Sliding Surfaces, 
with Application to Robot Manipulators”
In this method a model of the dynamic system is used as the starting point of the 
controller design. For the Hirata SCARA robot the model equations are written as two 
separate subsystems and are given below in Equation A.3.1.1.
T\ +ml2Q2 +CuQ fi2 + C120 2 + VFfi x + CFX sgn(0 x ^  J 1
T2 = m2l§ 1 + m22Q 2 + C220 J + VF2Q 2 + CF2 sgn(0 2)
where my are terms from the inertia matrix and are functions of mass, length and the 
second axis position 02, Cy are the Coriolis and Centrifugal Torque coefficients, VFi and 
CFi are the viscous friction and the Coulomb Friction coefficients respectively.
These equations are then re-written (Equation A.3.1.2) to give the accelerations as 
functions of velocity terms and controllers ui and U2.
0 , = ^ [ C j ) Il +VF2Q2 +CF2 sgn(02)] + 
mn
q _e 2 + c ,2e ̂  -  KF;e, ] + cfx sgn(e,)+ « , 
mu A.3.1.2
• » 1 7 1  • • • -% • •
0 2 = —~[CFX sgn(01)+  FF|0j -  C120 2 -  Cn0 j02] -  
mn
[C220 \ + VF2Q 2 + CF2 sgn(0 2)] + u2
The controllers ui and U2 are functions of the input torques Ti and T2 . However the 
controllers u* can be specified in any appropriate form that forces the system to a state of 
zero error. This implies that the input torques are the dependent terms and are related to 
the controllers as given below in Equation A.3.1.3.
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Tx -  mnul + mn u2
„ m19m9, + mu
T2 = m2xux + (--------------- -)u2
m11
A.3.1.3
The controllers are defined with a structure that mimics the expressions for the 
accelerations. This is given below as:
U \ ~  P  11® 1 +  P  12® 2 P  13® 1 +  P  14® 2 +  P  15® 1® 2 +
Pi6s^ ( 0 i ) + Pi7Sgn(02) + £„<?* -  Kl2 sgn(Sj) A3 1 4
U 2 ~  P  21® 1 +  P  22^ 2 +  P  23^ 1 +  P  24® 2 P  25® 1® 2 +
P  26 ^§>fr(® 1 ) P  27 S § I l(®  2 )  ^ 2 \ ^ v 2  ~  ^ 22 ^§^(*^2 )
In the case of a variable structure controller a switching function, Si, is defined. This 
term is a function of the position error and velocity error of the system. The form of the 
function s is given below in Equation A.3.1.5 as:
s ,= e vl+Xepl 
s2 = 6v2 + X ep2
A.3.1.5
where the terms ep and ev are the position errors and the velocity errors respectively and 
the constant X is selected by the designer.
The convergence condition for the system is given in terms of the switching function s 
as:
—— s2 < 0 or ss < 0 A.3.1.6
2 dt
Considering each of the subsystems separately gives the following two expressions:
<S’i*S'l =  [® 1 — ® R e/1  +  ^  1 (® 1 “  ® Re/1 ) ] 5 1 (®
$ 2 S 2 =  [® 2 — ® R e/2  ^  2 (®  2 — ® R e/2  ) ] 5 2 (®
A.3.1.7
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By evaluating the above expressions in Equation A.3.1.7 using the Equations A.3.1.2 for 
0 j and 0 2, a set of values for the controller gains Py are obtained. From the expression 
for SjSj < 0 (Equation A.3.1.8), the conditions that are necessary for the inequality to 
hold lead to the determination of the Py values.
• _ * 7721 a  171- ,  i  *i* 77211  . f . , _ 2  _  a  772* - ,  ■
■Si^i = [ p „  - ( -------------------------------+ [ P i 2 + ------------------------------- V F 2 ] s f i 2 +
m h m
m
[ P  13 -̂----- ^  ^ 22  1^1^ Î + [ P l 4  + (m.
ii
miim2l +-m± )C12]sfi2 +
A.3.1.8
[ P  +  (W» ” 2.I. + - ^ )C11> ,9 ,9 2 + [P 16 +  — ^  CF2 ] * ,  s g n ( 0 , )  +  
mu mn
[Pi? + CFil^ i sgn(02) + (^n+^«i)*5î vi sEn(5i ) 5i®Re/i < ^
Taking each of the terms in Equation A.3.1.8 in turn gives two possibilities for the result 
to be negative. The first is that the term is positive requiring the corresponding 
coefficient to be negative, the second is that the term is negative requiring the 
coefficient to be positive. The details of this exercise are given in Table A.3.1 below:
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5 ,0 , < 0 5,0 j >  0
P u > m ^ m 2 l  + m n  y j ?  _  0 21 
rnx 1
P „  = 0 .2 5
p „  < m,2w 2i + m n kf; = o.2 i
mn
P „ = - 0 .2 5
5,0 2 < 0 5,0 2 >  0
P 12> m'2 VF2 = 0.53 
mu
p 12 = 0 .6
P p  <  m12 VF2 =  0.53
'  m n
P i2 = - 0 - 6
5,0 \ <  0 or 5, <  0 5,02 >  0 or 5, >  0
P.3 >  m'2 C22 =  0.15 
P i3 =  0.2
P . 3 <  m ' 2  C22 =  0.15 
p ,3 =  -0 .2
5 ,02 <  0 or 5, <  0 5,02 >  0 or 5, >  0
P 14 >  - ( mi2m21+ m i.l.)C12 =  -0 .1 0
mu
P m =  0-2
P 14 < - C ™ 12” *212 — 1J-)C12 =  -0 .1 0  
»...
p t4 =  -0 .2
5,010 2 <  0 5,0 ,0 2 >  0
p 15> 2 ( mi2m212+ m , , )C u = - 0 .2 0  
mn
P ,5 =  0.3
p , 5 < 2 ( mi2m212+7Wll)C„ =  0.20  
P.5 = - 0 3
5! Sgn(0 ! )  <  0 5, sgn (0 , )  >  0
Pi6 >  - —^-CF2 =  -0 .6  
mu
P.6 = 1 0
P , 6 < - — < ^ = - 0 . 6  
m.. •
P , 6 = - l - 0
^  sg n (0 2) <  0 5, sgn(0 2 )  >  0
P 17> - C T ; = - 1 2 . 9  
P,7 = 1 5
P 17 < -CFt = -1 2 .9  
P .7  = - 1 5
s .e v. < 0 i ,e v, > 0
k u > - x  t = - i . a , K n < - \  , = - l . R ,
k u = m . , k u = - i . a ,
K ,2>0; 
K ,2=2.0;
Table A.3.1: Determination of the A-Axis Gains
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Similarly, the expression for the second subsystem is expanded (Equation A.3.1.9) and 
the gain values determined. These details are given below.
m
V 2 = [ P 2I +  —  ^ > 2 0 ,  + [ 0 2 2  ~  ^ 2 ]5 2e 2 +m,




[P25 -  —  Cii>2®i0 2 +[026 + —  CFJJs, sgn(9,) +m11 777,
CP 27 ■̂'•‘̂ 2 1*̂ 2 1 )  C^21 ^ '2 ) ‘̂ 2^v2 -^22*^2 ^§^(*^2 )  *^2^ R e/2
The gains for the B-Axis system are found in the same way as for the A-Axis: By taking 
each of the terms in Equation A.3.1.9 in turn, there are two possibilities for the result to 
be negative. The details of this exercise are given in Table A.3.2 below:
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s2é , < o s29 , > 0
P „ >  m2'VFt = 0.30
' mn
p „  < - ^ kp; =  - o.30
- mu
P 21 = 0 .3 5 P 2I = -0 .3 5
520 2 < 0 S-yQ-y > 0
p 22 > VFi =  338 P 22 < VF2 = 3 .38
^22 = 5 P 22 — 5
$20 f < 0 or s2 < 0 $20 f > 0 or $2 > 0
P 23 > C 22 = 0 .9 3 P 23 < C22 =  0.93
P ,3 =1-5 P 23 = -1 -5
$20 2 < 0  or s2 < 0 $ 20  2 > 0  or $ 2 > 0
P 24 > - ^ - C n = 0.15 
m\\
P 24 < —  C,2 = 0 .15
mu
P 24 =  0.25 P 24 = 0 .2 5
$2 0 ,0 2  < 0 s 20 ,0  2 > 0
P 25 > 2 — = -0 .2 9
mu
p25 < 2 m2' C„ =  0.29 
m\\
p 2 5 = 0 .4 P ,5 = - 0 - 4
$2 sg n (0 , ) < 0 $2 sgn(0, ) > 0
P 26>  m>2 CFX =  2.02
m\\
P ,6 < m'2 CF, = 2.02 
‘ mn
P 26 = 2 .5 P 26 = - 2 .5
$2 sgn (02) < 0 $2 sgn(02) > 0
p 27>C F 2 =3.8 P 27 < CF2 -  3.8
p 2? =  5 P 27 = —5
s2ev2 < 0 $2ev2 > 0
K 2t > - \ 2 = - U X 1 ^ 2 1 < - ^ 2 = _ L a 2
K »  =  U K K n = - i . a 2
Ü22>0;
K22=2.0;
Table A.3.2: Determination of the B-Axis Gains
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Appendix 4.1: 4-3-4 POLYNOMIAL REFERENCE TRAJECTORY
The trajectory described below in Table A.4.1.1 is a 4-3-4 polynomial trajectory. In the 
first and third segments the position reference is defined by a fourth order polynomial 
while in the second segment the position reference is defined by a third order 
polynomial.
There are seven different trajectories used in the generation of the performance surfaces, 
these are labelled 1-7. The duration of each of the seven trajectories used is the same 
(1.8 sec), the variation is achieved by specifying progressively longer distances for the 
arm to travel in the same time interval.
for k= 1:7
%The three time segments are the same for each reference trajectory. 
tl=0.45; t2=1.35; tn=1.8;
dt2=(t2-tl); dtn=(tn-t2); dtl= tl;






















h 14=(d 1 -sig)/(t 1A4); hi 3=sig/(t 1A3); 
vl=4*dl/tl-sig/tl; al=(12*dl-6*sig)/(tlA2); 
h23=(d2-vl *dt2-al * (dt2 A2)/2)/((t2-t 1 ) A3 ) ; 
h22=(al *(dt2A2)/2)/((t2-tl)A2); h21=vl*dt2/(t2-tl);
v2=3*d2/dt2-2*vl-al*dt2/2; a2=6*d2/(dt2A2)-6*vl/dt2-2*al;
hn4=(9 * dn-4 * v2 *dtn-a2 * (dtnA2)/2)/((tn-t2)A4) ; 
hn3=(-8*dn+3*v2*dtn)/((tn-t2)A3); 
hn2=(a2*(dtnA2)/2)/((tn-t2)A2); hnl=v2*dtn/(tn-t2);
























Table A.4.1.1: The code used to generate the seven 4-3-4 Reference Trajectories

